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II. Preface 
 
Going to this subject is no walk in the park. Too much reactions, too much book 
reviews, too much blogs. I admit that this subject is hard. I also want to give up 
during the middle part of the term because of the work load that Sir. Pajo gave us, 
but thank God the term comes to an end. 
 
The most important thing that happened in this term is that we experienced the 
hardship that a college student should go through. That hardship made us better not 
only in our academics but also it made us exercised our morality, physical 
endurance, and our social skills. 
 
I have to admit those reaction paper and book reviews are not easy to accomplish 
because it took most of our time during the term. Those reaction papers were fun to 
do because it made us realize how versatile our vocabulary can be. Those papers 
made my time management to be better than ever. 
 
It was about competence. Fundamentals are essential in all aspects of the subject, 
especially in major ones. Even if you pass the subject, you’ll never survive the next 
in the flowchart because you don’t have the prerequisite of having the required 
knowledge of that subject that will be taken. 
 
My life this term crashes because of too much paperwork. Not having my computer 
video gaming days, and the like, just because of a dumb old paperwork. After this 
term is I should get my life back but I am sure that after this vacation it will be much 
harder. 
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Book Review – Chapter 1 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “The Internet became a place where people could talk to other people without constraint.” 
(The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/apocalypso.html) 

 I chose this line because as an internet user I didn’t think this before. After I saw this line I 
realized that it is true people are having constraints communicating because of rules but in the 
Internet that doesn’t apply. I know now what is the real essence of the Internet in our daily lives and 
that is freedom to communicate and express our selves. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “Internet Apocalypso” I expect to learn how the market was back in the 
days and how different it is from today. I also expect to learn how the internet is brought about to the 
market and how it is relevant in our daily lives. 

Review: 

 The beginning of the chapter is about how people think of their life as too shot and they are 
already thinking death even we are still living. The author of this chapter would like his readers to 
realize that we, as humans couldn’t do anything about death but we can do so much in this life that 
can help not our own selves but to help the entire world. He also pointed out the companies don’t like 
us humans because they only want to earn more money through us. 

 

 The second thing that the author reveled to us is how the market at first ignored the use of the 
Internet. Since, Internet was only available for military use in its early days; the companies cannot find 
any market with it. The Internet grew in a secret society like because the population of users was so 
small that the only users are geeky, nerds, and other computer people. The author did a great job in 
describing how the Internet looks like back in that day and how it was taken for granted back then. 
The author showed us how the Internet evolved into a place not only for geeks and military personnel 
but also for all the people to use it for their needs.  

 When Internet got big and now it is a place where people converse and express their feelings 
through it. It is not only for the people but also the companies took advantage of it as well. The 
companies took the Internet not because they want it but to earn more money from it. As the Internet 
grew bigger the companies realized that the market in it was so big that they applied it to their system. 
The Internet is now a conversation places for us humans but not for the companies, for them Internet 
is just another tool to sell and earn profit.  

 The author of the chapter told here in the chapter what are the wrong different approaches 
that the companies are doing in their businesses? Before Internet was introduce in the market 
companies they tend to make may mistakes like they are using centralized decision making, using 
computer software for their businesses (AI), using software to stock and use the automated 
knowledge to own their own businesses. These mistakes led to costly and inefficient technique in 
running a business. 
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 Before, Internet is not only for conversation and for the companies they done it as their 
market place but the disadvantage of it is that they are communicating in a inhumane form. In an 
inhumane for because they are using natural words in conversing to other people they tend to be 
technical in a way to sell their products.  The web is now being utilized by the corporations because it 
is cheap and easily manage but the companies tend to not let their employees know what knowledge 
that they had.   

 The problem in keeping things from your employees that are shown in this chapter is still 
relevant up to this day. Having close information to your people is very unhealthy it will cause 
uniformed people. If the people in the company are uninformed they tend to give low quality outputs. 
The biggest mistake of the company stated in the chapter is that “The fact is, people at the 
bottommost tiers of the organization often have far more valuable knowledge than managers and 
corporate control freaks.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved 
September 14, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/apocalypso.html) I believe in this statement because 
having informed people in your company will give you more solutions to your problem and they will be 
happier because they feel that they are really part of the company. 

 In the work place people tend to use the Internet not just for work but also to participate in a 
larger community and talk to them and fin out new things in this world. By conversing in the Internet 
the company employees learn more and say more about things around them. If the people around the 
company know what is happening around them they will be aware and give comments on how it will 
be solve or they will give comment just to say something. If an employee knows more about 
everything he/she will have a quality outputs for the business. A statement in the chapter said, 
“Unfortunately, such companies are rare exceptions. Most are hanging on for dear life to the one thing 
they think they can't live without: control.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. 
Retrieved September 14, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/apocalypso.html) this true most of the top 
management are afraid to lost their control to their subordinates. This mentality will give nothing but 
disadvantages to the work place and for the business. But a day will come when all of the 
corporations will give freedom to know all they know to their employees and give them freedom to say 
and share whatever they know.  

 The last part of the chapter talks about us the users of the Internet. The author take notice 
that as people we are the ones who uses the internet, he gave us ideas on how to work around in it 
and how it will give us information that we needed. He emphasize on how Internet can help us in our 
lives. 

What I’ve learned:   

 The author of this chapter did a great job in giving me ideas about how was the setting of the 
market during the early days. He also gave me insights on how the market was when there’s no 
technology around.  

 I learned the history behind the creation of the Internet and how it evolves into a military 
property to market oriented, unrestrained place for conversation, and etc. I also learned how the 
conversation is very import in the market because without this we cannot sell anything to anyone. The 
most important thing I’ve learned in this chapter is that we people is the most important aspect of the 
web because we are the ones who uses it and the ones who gets the information from it.  
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Book Review – Chapter 2 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “The Web’s promise of a voice has now gone far beyond that.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The 
End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/longing.html) 

 I chose this line because as a internet user I didn’t think this before. After I saw this line I 
realized that the web is not only for researches, and for academic purpose. Now, the web is a place 
where people meet and exchange ideas. It is also a place where people can have so much 
entertainment that they want to. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based o the title “The Longing” I expect to know what the Internet is all about in our lives. 

Review: 

 The chapter is about realizing what is the web is for. At the early stage of the human being we 
cannot really define or understand the meaning of the web in our lives. As we grow old Internet also 
grows and how we can relate it to our lives depends on how we see it.  

 The use of the web is to make our lives easier but not risk proof. Even how hard to manage 
your life you will have sooner or later a flawed in it. It goes the same with the business even how hard 
the business top management planned and simulates things problems will sprout-out. The only thing 
that a business can do is to make plans that can mitigate the risk and problems that will appear and 
will happen by having risk management and procurement management. 

 In this chapter the author told us what was the real deal behind the behavior of the 
professionals. This chapter told us how puppet like is a person when he works in a company.  He also 
mentioned that the adults like to play this part because they are acting like grownups. I think why they 
like to play this because they can be in command to others and they can find strength in playing it. 
Working in a company means also giving up what do you think that is right or should I say giving up 
what do think is right and moral. Working is a father and child thing, where a child should always 
follow his father whether it is right or wrong because he is in command. But having restrictions can 
also means giving up your freedom of expressing things, things that for you is right and for others is 
wrong. 

 In this chapter the voice is also discussed. The voice is a natural thing that occurs whenever 
we say or talk to anyone. This voice should not be kept or restrained to say anything that it wanted to 
say. The voice is business is not the real voice because business is being managed by people who 
wanted to hear things that want to hear from their employees. Having restrictions to give what you 
think will make you the less person you are because talking what do think to others is what will make 
you a smarter and better person. The company will try to buy your toughs by giving you health care, 
insurance, and other premiums so that the way you think will be according to them. The author let us 
see how bad the corporate life can be it can make us fake person in our own selves. 

 So what is the Web to us? The web is tool or place where the people in the company can 
share and practice their right to say things. This technology enables us to be more real to our selves 
and say whatever we want to say. The author made me see that this book is not only for geeks but 
also for ordinary people. This chapter is for us to realize that web is now where it all happens. In the 
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chapter it is stated that “There are many ways to look at what’s drawing us to the Web: access to 
information, connection to other people, entrance to communities, the ability to broadcast ideas. None 
of these are wrong perspectives. But they all come back to the promise of voice and thus of authentic 
self.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/longing.html). The web will bring us back our authentic self because we can 
know communicate without boarders and give our thoughts without rules and regulations. The web is 
not anti-corporation but rather it against fraud self of a management life. 

 Now, the web is not only for conversations it has gone beyond that, it became a place where 
people get rivalry for their knowledge. It is not a bad thing but rather it is healthy because we can 
know more information and beware what’s happening around us in a faster phase. 

 Yes, people need to work so they still need to follow corporate rule when they are on their 
work. They still need to act like grownups because they still have responsibilities in this world. They 
still need to work according to what their superiors in the corporation told them to do so. But they can 
now talk now in a humane way through the web.  The other advantage of the web is now they can 
work faster and still have a high quality outputs because of the information that they can have through 
the web like that statement in the chapter said, “The memo is dead. Long live e-mail. The corporate 
newsletter is dead. Long live racks of ’zines from individuals who do not speak for the corporation.” 
(The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/longing.html). 

 The advantage of the web is all about this chapter and it is stated that “Long live customer-
support reps who are willing to get as pissed off at their own company as the angry customer is.” (The 
Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/longing.html), this statement is about companies giving the customers what 
they want in a faster phase to please them. 

What I’ve learned:  

 The author of this chapter has done a good job in giving his thoughts in why people in the 
company have a fake identity. He also gave me reasons to love more the web. 

 I learned now why people loves to use the web and why they precious it so much. Now, I also 
know how a person in the outside world uses it on their lives. Fast phase, efficient, effective, and 
quality is the word here because now we can give this to everybody who needed us to deliver to 
them. 
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Book Review – Chapter 3 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “The good or bad news, depending on your perspective, is that itís hard to fake your end of 
one of these conversations.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved 
September 14, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/talk.html) 

 I chose this quote because I think that this part made me realize that having a bad in a person 
I shouldn’t judge him/her already because that’s his/her opinion/perspective in that topic. Now I 
realized that we all should first understand the point of a person before get angry to him/her. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “Talk Is Cheap” I can tell that it is trying to say that saying is not enough to 
prove something to anyone. I expect to learn in this chapter why talk is cheap and doing things are 
better than saying it. 

Review: 

 The author tells us in beginning of the chapter his experiences and how it is important to us in 
this life. Experiences are the one that will give you the knowledge on how to face the problems head 
from the past challenges that you already done.  

 The beginning of the chapter is how one person is able to use the technology to improve is 
life and consider him self as an artist in profession. Everything that you do is a form of art they say.  It 
also said why most companies use the web in their business and how the programmers tell how they 
fell through their work. This is the voice that the author was talking about telling somebody else what 
you fell through your work. This voice is where we can differentiate the people around us and through 
it we can tell how they feel, think, and etc. This voice will let us see things in a much bigger way. 

 The second point of this chapter is how the technology made our connections to other people 
sharper and better. Now with the technology around we can express our selves more through the 
Internet and it was stated in the chapter that, “Conversations are moving faster, touching more 
people, and bridging greater distances than weíre used to.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of 
Business as Usual. Retrieved September 14, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/talk.html). The Internet 
is a tool that we cannot escape while we are living in this world and by that we are force to use it and 
participate in it. 

 Another feature of the Internet is the mailing list. Mailing list will enables you to communicate 
in a one or two way manner. If you choose the one-way communication then you can send e-mail and 
up-date people than you know about you. While the two way communication is like two people 
conversing through the Internet. This feature will certainly make our communication easier. 

 The chapter also give let us know more about newsgroups. A newsgroup is a people telling to 
each other what’s going on and updating it in a faster time. This type of conversation is like when you 
are telling you friend what happened today but instead of saying it tomorrow you can say it to him/her 
right now. This gives us the power to know new things in less time. In business when something is 
going on people tend to communicate slower because they cannot leave their desk to do their work, 
instead, they use their computer and go to the web and see and know what’s going on in their 
surrounding. 
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  Chatting is the other feature of the web that the author talked about. Chatting is a web 
application that will enables us to converse to other people in real time. Conversing with other people 
especially when it is important should urgent and it should be now, in chat this is all about “now”. Like 
in business time is precious that’s why chat is here to adhere to this constraint. 

 The most important thing that the author of this chapter talked about here is the web page. 
The web page is where people can post music, picture, text and anything that they wanted to put in it. 
Web page let us converse not only through text it is also enabling us to communicate and let us be 
creative to what we want to put in it. Pictures are what they said could say a thousand words imagine 
putting pictures endlessly. Music is another way to tell what a person is feeling now and imagine 
knowing someone without talking to him/her by only listening to the music he/she listens to. These 
features let the professionals make their lives more expressive and fun at the same time.  

 These features of the web are being used by the companies for their own good and using it 
as their medium of communicating to us. Their way of communication to us is very machine like that 
they forgot to talk to us in a humane way. This is the real problem and this is what the author told us 
in this chapter. 

 If the companies tell the truth to their employees and let them think and share their knowledge 
to them it will give big ideas that can save and enrich the culture of the business. If the business 
realize that they are reaching out not only to the demographic sector that they think is their only 
market, so they should communicate to us all of us. If they didn’t change their way of thinking there 
will be silence in and out of the business because they are keeping information to them selves, 
information that should be pass on to others.  In the long run if they will not change their ways the 
silence will grow and will consume their entire existence. 

What I’ve learned:  

The author of this chapter done a good job in giving me more knowledge what the web and its 
feature is all about. He also gave me insights on how the market is being affected by these web 
features. He also did a great job in giving reasons why the business should treat the web as a place 
where we should converse in a real human voice and not a machine like. 
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Book Review – Chapter 4 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “Conversation may be a distraction in factories that produce replaceable products for 
replaceable consumers, but it’s intimately tied to the world of craft, where the work of hands 
expresses the voice of the maker.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. 
Retrieved September 17, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/markets.html)  

 I chose this line because it is true that working in a factory talking is a form of distraction but 
having conversation with your colleagues will give you more experience and you can be a better 
performer to your work. Eventually, having conversations and exchanging ideas and experiences with 
your peers, you will be able apply it to your work and you will see that you improved not only in your 
work but also as a person.  

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “Markets Are Conversations” I expect to learn how the market was back in 
the days and how it evolves what it is like today. 

Review: 

 So, here we are again after reading a long chapter that has a lot of things to know about s 
humans and how the market is where we converse to others. 

 The authors made me see how the market converse during the early days and how real 
people interact to each other. He mentioned that “For thousands of years, we knew exactly what 
markets were: conversations between people who sought out others who shared the same interests.” 
(The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 17, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/markets.html), he said this because he knows that the real essence of the 
market is conversations between us humans and how we enrich it with our ideas and concepts about 
things. 

 After the authors made us see how the conversations during the early days, he gave us the 
view on how it was changed during the industrial revolution. The industrial revolution is when 
mechanical technology began and started to boom. When there is technology we cannot set aside 
that we will have a faster phase in the business. In this age the business look at us as nothing but 
profit as stated in the chapter “So the customers who once looked you in the eye while hefting your 
wares in the market were transformed into consumers.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of 
Business as Usual. Retrieved September 17, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/markets.html). In other 
words the business looked at us as their consumer not their customer. What is the difference between 
the two, well at first I told this to myself but I realized that a consumer does not say something to 
anyone and once they already have what they want that’s it, while, the customer do have a sense of 
knowing things before doing or buying something. 

 What the companies did during was to advertise and give us things to listen even if we did not 
want it because it is irrelevant. Since, businesses made a mind set that there is a big competition out 
in the market they bombarded us marketing strategies that we cannot simply understand because it is 
so technical or not in human natural conversation type. 
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 When the market started using the Internet the sense of having a conversing for “real” had 
come back. Since, Internet is a tool for us to talk to anyone without restriction we can say things that 
we normally can’t say when we are personally conversing. Example of having a human like 
conversation in the internet is when a person blog on something and a person replied and he did not 
agreed on the other person, he/she might say something bad to him/her but it is healthy because you 
are just saying your opinion about a topic or thing. 

 The companies are still adding ads on the web pages that we go into but rather we get mad at 
them in some kind of way we became immune of it. We can ignore it because we know that it is not 
that we are after in the web but the conversation to other people that we can have.  

 Now, as the business knows what the web is for, and they are trying to build conversation to 
us even if we don’t want too. They will try to talk to us and let their products know and now we have 
the power to tell them how much we can pay for their products. As the web continues the power of us 
customers are getting bigger and we are now experiencing some kind of conversation from the 
companies. 

 The authors also said that the companies can converse but they tend to do it in the wrong 
place. The companies are doing the right thing in building conversation to us, the customers, but they 
are doing it in the wrong place by adding ads in the web sites is not just wrong but also annoying to us 
users of the web. The best thing that the authors told to us that the companies should loosen up and 
act natural and talk natural to us because this will enable us to be much attentive to what they would 
say. 

 The companies should listen and absorbs everything that the market tells to them. They 
shouldn’t ignore us because if they do they will never have a real conversation to us. If they want to 
join to our conversation they should present their selves as a person not a business that are only 
trying to sell and make profit through us. 

 Marketing as stated in the chapter “Marketing needs to become a craft.” (The Cluetrain 
Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 17, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/markets.html) because since the man who are making the products are also 
human, businesses should let them converse and share to them what they think about things that 
surrounds them. If the companies let them speak their minds out a better and more productive work 
will be given to the business. This lesson will enable the marketing to learn how to listen. 

What I’ve learned:    

 The authors of this chapter did a great job in giving me ideas about how was the conversation 
setting of the market during the early days. He also gave me insights on how the market was when 
there’s no technology around and how it changed during the industrial age.  

 I learned the history how the real market conversation was practiced and was alive prior to 
the industrial are. I learned how the companies are trying and still finding ways on how they can 
converse to us in the market place. I learned how can the companies make their voice as humans 
and how can they communicate as humans. The most important thing that I’ve learned is how the 
companies are trying to change there ways on approaching us in this Internet age. 
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Book Review – Chapter 5 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “The Web isn’t primarily a medium for information, marketing, or sales. It’s a world in which 
people meet, talk, build, fight, love, and play.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as 
Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/hyperorg.html)  

 I chose this line because it is true that the web is an information place where everybody can 
access it. It is also true that people converse and meet in the web even it is virtually they still converse 
and exchange ideas and thoughts about things that is happening around the world.  

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “The Hyperlinked Organization” I expect to learn how the businesses today 
use the web for them to communicate internally and externally. I also want to know in what manner 
the organization communicates in the web. 

Review: 

 This chapter is somewhat shows how the businesses are starting to sound like human again.  

 The author told here that the businesses where the ones who have the problem because they 
thought that if they accomplished something then they can tend to do it in a wrong way. Since, the 
companies are in a organized and have standard ways on doing things they are having problems in 
the way they see things in a human perspective of things. The companies are using the web primarily 
for their financial gains but they forgot to see that it is where people meet to converse and have 
leisure in life. 

 The author also made us see why corporations are having an organizational chart. Having 
organizational charts means that there is a present hierarchy that is going on and that’s the problem 
of the companies. The companies though that hierarchy is effective while having conversation with 
their employees instead it creates division among the employees. Conversation is a hyperlinked 
means connection towards others not hierarchy. In the chapter it is stated “To have a conversation, 
you have to be comfortable being human -- acknowledging you don’t have all the answers, being 
eager to learn from someone else and to build new ideas together.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The 
End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/hyperorg.html). 

 The author pointed out that the Internet is a bottom-up scenario. It is bottom-up because the 
real conversations and real interaction happens in the lower part of the company. The author also 
breakdown the characteristics of the web and he also told us why it is a free and vast world in there. 

 It is stated in the chapter “Your organization is becoming hyperlinked. Whether you like it or 
not. It’s bottom-up; it’s unstoppable.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. 
Retrieved September 18, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/hyperorg.html). The statement is true 
because how much the company try to control this situation it will eventually will become a bottom-up 
organization because of the technology around us. The bottom part of the business sometimes is the 
best part of it where you can get ideas and translate it into reality. 

 The author also did say that the companies should decentralize the way they decide and join 
the bottom part of the organization in making the decisions. Self-reliance, the internet is open source 
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places where you can get any information you want. Beating deadlines? With the use of the Internet 
you can work faster which is good in the business. Even for your personal time the Internet can be 
help in different things like in leisure and relaxation. Skimming time will be less in using the web 
because most of the materials in the web is summarized for faster use.  

 The web is a open place for everyone to visit and use. Since it is an open place for everyone 
almost all the informations and applications in the net is open source because they say that no one 
owns the web and anyone should be able to get everything that they need in the web. 

 In decision making having an open source type of system will give you decentralization of 
decision making and thus lessen the accountability and will give a collaborative decision making. 

 The web will be a tool where the businesses are force to face it whether it likes it or not. The 
web is a whirlwind like stated in the chapter “The Web is hitting business with the force of a whirlwind 
because it is a whirlwind. The closely held, tightly packed, beautifully tooled pieces are being pulled 
apart.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/hyperorg.html). 

What I’ve learned:    

 The authors of this chapter did a great in telling me what are the connections of the web in 
our lives and how it affects our daily lives. He also gave me ideas on how the business uses the web 
and why they are already adapting change in their organizations. 
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Book Review – Chapter 6 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “We are -- all of us -- asked questions like, How will we manage (control) virtual workers in a 
distributed organization? when our hearts want to know how we are going to live with our families 
again.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/ez-answers.html)  

 

 I chose this line because it is true as humans we do ask a lot of questions all of the time. We 
often ask those questions because we want to know things beyond our own comprehension. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “EZ Answers” I expect to learn web answers and make our lives easier by 
giving us what we need to know in this world. 

Review: 

 At the beginning of the chapter the authors are telling how the industrial revolution change the 
man-powered industry into a machine powered one. They also told us how the twentieth century 
managed the interchangeable manpower. They also let us see that the mass production leads to 
mass marketing and making a non-humane conversation in the market, how the customer became 
consumer to the point of view of the producers. As the managers concentrated in production they 
neglected the workers conversations and thus creating "The Knowledge Deficit." (The Cluetrain 
Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/ez-answers.html). 

 When the Internet came along the market the human voice is slowly coming back. The 
authors said that  “As a result of the profound and unexpected changes wrought by the Net, the two-
hundred-year-long industrial interruption of the human conversation is finally coming to an end, both 
inside companies and in the marketplace. That’s what www.cluetrain.com basically had to say when it 
hit the Web in 1999.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 
18, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/ez-answers.html). 

 As the Internet is making human conversation in the market possible again some companies 
are still trying to interrupt. Still even if the interruption the net enabled many things like what is written 
in the chapter “Via intranets, workers are already speaking among themselves. Via the Internet, 
markets are already speaking among themselves.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as 
Usual. Retrieved September 18, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/ez-answers.html). The conversation 
between the workers/humans and the market itself inevitable in the Internet. The Internet is a free 
place for all but the companies still see it as a problem to them because for them Internet is an 
uncontrollable thing to them.  

 In the web you will find a lot of questions but what does it really means to us? Most of the 
questions that you will encounter in the web based on the chapter is about mass media, media people 
who create questions for the politicians. Asking questions are very human like of us. 
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 The authors told us that our job in the web is not answering the questions but to listen to it. 
Listen to the questions because if we listen more we learn more.   

 

What I’ve learned:    

 The authors of this chapter made me realized the real essence of the web in our lives and it is 
to make us listeners. Listening will make us a better person in this world.  
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Book Review – Chapter 7 

Book - The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual  

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0738204315/thesearlsgroup 

Quote - “Ignorance is not a value you often hear extolled. Let's make up for lost time.” (The Cluetrain 
Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 24, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/post-toasties.html)  

 I chose this line because it made me sees that now we can freely express our feelings and 
thoughts because now with the aid of the Internet we can say and express everything that we wanted 
to. It also made me realized that we had so much time that we lost because of the market being 
artificial for this longest time. Now, with the help of the Internet we can now redeem the real us, the 
people is the voice of the market and build conversations around it. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “Post-Apocolypso” I expect to learn the different post-effects of the Internet 
in our lives and how it changes our living from the old ways of communication to the new and better 
way of communication. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter the author said to us how the communication is rapidly 
changing and how we are winning from the mass media influence. The difference of mass media and 
the Internet is that there mentality. The mass media was created in the mentality of people who want 
to earn and gain more profit out of it, while, Internet is created and evolved into it is right now not 
because of the mentality of businessmen but rather the mentality of the people who wanted to have 
conversations between them. In the chapter it was stated that we did found a way to communicate 
with others and that line says “it's necessary to create a parallel infrastructure controlled by people 
acting in cooperation for their own benefit and mutual support. One thing any such effort requires is 
an extraordinarily efficient means of communication. We didn't used to have one.” (The Cluetrain 
Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 24, 2008, 
http://cluetrain.com/book/post-toasties.html). The chapter also told us that we found this new way of 
communication because we had been ignored and treated like invisible people. The chapter also talk 
about what is the real use of the Internet to us, the voiceless and powerless people in the market it is 
stated that “But enough about early advertising. One thing the Net is good for is organizing markets. 
Especially if you're invisible and powerless, ignorant of how things are supposed to work, ignorant of 
business-as-usual. Especially if you're intent on end-running the empire.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: 
The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 24, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/post-
toasties.html). We can feel the revolution around us even if didn’t see it we knew that it is happening 
in the form of the web. 

 The later part of the chapter is telling us what are happening today and how the market is 
changing. We are all samples in this market like what is said in the chapter “We meet a lot of people 
in our day-to-day work. A lot of different kinds of people -- as random a sample as you could ever 
hope for. Unbeknownst to them, they are being used as subjects -- fodder if you will -- for our ongoing 
market research.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. Retrieved September 24, 
2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/post-toasties.html). Maybe the Internet will free us in this market full of 
artificial being or it may makes us freer at least. The work force is made the capitalist richer because 
they are inventing news that will lift-up their spirits and made them more productive in their work. The 
management wouldn’t let the conversation between their employees because they don’t want them to 
be educated from what they are seeing and hearing in their company and it is stated in this line of the 
chapter “Among the many casualties of this arrangement was the human spirit. And of its necessary 
functions, conversation was the first to go. People would talk with each other while doing craft or 
cottage work. But talk interfered with factory production. And of course, there was Management. 
Management knew everything. Workers knew nothing.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of 
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Business as Usual. Retrieved September 24, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/post-toasties.html). The 
chapter told us to say everything we wanted to say with carefree feeling. 

 The final message of the chapter is for us to learn and share it with others. The paragraph 
that told us about learning is sharing is this one “Imagine a world where everyone was constantly 
learning, a world where what you wondered was more interesting than what you knew, and curiosity 
counted for more than certain knowledge. Imagine a world where what you gave away was more 
valuable than what you held back, where joy was not a dirty word, where play was not forbidden after 
your eleventh birthday. Imagine a world in which the business of business was to imagine worlds 
people might actually want to live in someday. Imagine a world created by the people, for the people 
not perishing from the earth forever.” (The Cluetrain Manifesto: The End of Business as Usual. 
Retrieved September 24, 2008, http://cluetrain.com/book/post-toasties.html). 

What I’ve learned:    

 The authors of this chapter made me realized the real meaning of having Internet in our lives. 
The author made me see that it is not only for the use of the corporate being but also it was designed 
and made for the use of us the people around the market. The Internet will make us free or make us 
freer that were I’d learned in this chapter being free and at the same time learning and sharing it with 
others. 
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Book Review – Chapter 1 

Book – The Changing Face Of Japanese Retail: Working In A Chain Store by Louel Matsunaga 

Library Reference – HF 5429.6 J3 M38 2000 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.ca/Changing-Face-Japanese-Retail-
Chainstore/dp/0415229758  

Quote - “The most important mission for a Japanese manger is to…  create a familylike feeling within 
the corporation, a feeling that employees and the mangers share the same fate.” (Matsunaga, L. 
(2000). The Changing Face of Japanese Retail: Working In A Chain Store, The Changing Face of the 
Japanese Company (pp. 1-11). New York, NY) 

 I chose this line because as a person I want my surrounding to be full of people that I know 
and that I love at the same time.  The companies in Japan had gone to their level right now because 
they built their employees-mangers relationship in a way that they have a respect to each other that 
like in a family. I believe to have a successful business you should treat you employees as part of 
your family because only then they will feel that they belong in you company. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “The Changing Face of the Japanese Company” I expect to learn how the 
Japanese companies adopted and live in the new age of retailing in their country. I expect to learn the 
ways on how the companies there took the change in their system. I expect to see the different 
companies involve in these changes and if they are successful or not with the change they are about 
to take. 

Review: 

 

 The author told us how of the one of the biggest and one of the longest running retail 
company in Japan got into bankruptcy and the company was force to petition for protection under the 
Corporate Rehabilitation Law of Japan. The author made us see how the time and the new ways of 
managing our business could really affect or destroy our business.   

 The people in the academic and western side of the world believe that the organization in 
Japan is so attached in employee-employer relations. The top management make it a point to have a 
family like relationship to their employees because it is the tradition of the Japanese to have this kind 
of relationship towards their employees. This relationship goes beyond retirement because even if 
you are already out of the company the people in Japan feels like they are still part of that 
organization. A paragraph in the book it shows how the real relationship of the Japanese people in the 
corporate world and it is stated that “The broad features of what is sometimes called ‘the Japanese 
employment system’ have become well-known worldwide, and the core characteristics of this system 
– lifetime employment, pay by seniority, and enterprise unionism – have been extensively discussed. 
Sometimes called the three pillars of the Japanese employment system, these features have been 
linked to a fourth, somewhat more nebulous, characteristic, the view of companies as communities or 
bounded unit, which in some way bind together and ‘envelop’ their members.” (The Changing Face of 
Japanese Retail: Working In A Chain Store, p.2). 

 The author sited some sample works of other authors about the community and its 
boundaries in the business. A sample statement of it is this “First, the boundaries of the corporate 
community are not fixed, and second the company means different things to different people, 
However, before the view of company as community is dismissed out of hand, it is worth taking a 
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closer look at exactly what we mean by community.” (The Changing Face of Japanese Retail: 
Working In A Chain Store, p.8). 

 

What I’ve learned:   

 The author of this chapter let me see that the real deal in the companies in Japan and how do 
they treat their co-employees in the organization. I hope that we Filipinos can apply what the 
Japanese are doing in their businesses. 
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Book Review – Chapter 1 

Book – Retail Impact Assessment: A guide To Best Practice by John England 

Library Reference – HF 5429.275 E45 2000 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.ca/Retail-Impact-Assessment-John-England/dp/0415216664  

Quote - “A best practice guide is needed to advise those who are involved in assessing the impact of 
new shopping developments to use a sound methodology and make informed judgments as basis for 
planning decisions.” (England, J.R. (2000). Retail Impact Assessment: A guide To Best Practice (pp. 
1-6). New York, NY) 

 I chose this line because as a person I want my guide to be practice by those people who will 
read my nook or article because I made it for them to improve their knowledge about things and 
experiences in life. I think that this statement is trying to say is that those people who are assessing 
their sales in their businesses should based their decisions on the plans that they have built from the 
retail fundamentals that can be found in this book and I believe that this book can really help us in 
building a successful retailing business. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Since the 1st chapter of the book is about introduction to retailing and its fundamentals I 
expect to see the past retailing ways in this world. I also like to learn how to organize and build a plan 
for a retailing business for it to be successful. What are the basis of that plan is what I am after for in 
this chapter and how does a planning stage will help us in creating a successful or mid-expectation 
plan. 

Review: 

 The author of the book tells us what is the real purpose of his book and why do need to learn 
to plan our business moves. He emphasizes on the fundamentals that you should know for you to 
know retailing planning and he states that “This book therefore sets out the fundamental concepts on 
which retail planning is based.” (England, J.R. (2000). Retail Impact Assessment: A guide To Best 
Practice (p. 2). New York, NY) 

 He also shows to us the trends of the retailing market during the 19060’s to late 1990’s. The 
author made it clear that there are different retailing trends in every decade. He made me realize that 
of all those trends having a good plan for your retailing business will surely give you a good chance 
for your business to boom. He said “The literature on retailing is wide-range and from diverse 
academic origins – urban geography, town planning, development economic, estate management, 
marketing and other disciplines.” (England, J.R. (2000). Retail Impact Assessment: A guide To Best 
Practice (p. 2). New York, NY), this shows that planning on retailing is can be applied to almost 
anything that you can think of. 

 The author also discuses some terms for us to be clear about it so that we could distinguish 
the things that we see. He made me realize that the superstore has 2,500 square meters of trading 
floor size while the large superstore has 5,000 square meters of trading floor size. He also talked 
about the location of the store is very important for the success of it and why we should know all the 
policy terms of it. He also mentioned that most of the businesses now should be concerned to its 
wellness of its community and its environment because it can be the reason why your business would 
downfall. 

 The planning policy guidance note 1 states that “’general policy and principles’, states that 
sustainable development seeks to deliver the objective of achieving, now and in the future, economic 
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development to secure higher living standards while protecting and enhancing the environment.” 
(England, J.R. (2000). Retail Impact Assessment: A guide To Best Practice (p. 6). New York, NY), this 
shows that we should consider the things around us while we plan our retailing strategy for it could be 
a good one or a bad one for the community and for the environment. The 1st planning policy is 
concern with sustainable development not only for the business but also for the community, 
environment, and government. Making things better through retailing plans is what the objective of the 
1st planning policy of business retailing plan. 

What I’ve learned:   

 The author of this chapter let us see that not all the business plans should only be  
considering their good but also they should develop a plan that will have a sustainable development 
for all the things around it. 
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Book – The Long Tail by Chris Anderson 

Library Reference – n/a 

 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Long-Tail-Future-Business-Selling/dp/1401302378  

Quote - “Unlimited selection is revealing truths about what consumers want and how they want to get 
it in service after service.” (Anderson, C. The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business is Selling Less of 
More. Retrieved October 12, 2008. http://dallasfed.org/) 

 I chose this line because as a buyer I want to see and know all the known movies and music 
that have ever been made. I want the selection to be so vast that I will have a hard time in choosing in 
it. Form what I had heard and notice the more selection that the business form their products the 
more customers that they will have and the customers would come back over and over again because 
they are complete. 

Learning Expectations: 

 Based on the title “The Long Tail” I expect to learn how the businesses are doing their thing. I 
expect to see how the long tail do in the business and how does it work in the business. 

Review: 

 

 The author told us how the retailing businesses are changing. Most of the old ways of retailing 
are fast gone by the changing ways of time and demand. It made me realize that to be competitive 
today in the retailing business you should have the biggest or at least one of the complete products in 
the market.  

 The author emphasize on how the businesses are look like when they are still doing the old 
way of retailing. Getting into retailing is a very hard task because most likely your competitors have 
more products than you. 

 The author said that the companies are busy making the hit things in the market and so they 
ignore the things that might give them more profit. The companies are making hits because they 
thought that if they make it they will earn more money from it but they are wrong having a hit will only 
give you one full blow of profit but after that its over. 

 The author said that having a bigger and more complete number of products will give you the 
advantage against your opponents in the business. Having more number of products will give your 
customers the joy of choosing and finding the right product to them. Giving what your customers want 
is different form giving your customers the feeling of completeness of your list of products.  

 The author said that today the retailing business of the most productive business is on the 
web. Making the retailing business automated and larger in volume of products is what is in today.  

 Dropping the prize in half and lower the prize will give you the attention of your potential 
customers. The attention of your customers is a very vital part of having a successful business in the 
retailing world. After dropping the prize of your goods help your potential customers find it so that they 
can buy it. 
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 The retailing business today is not only in the local scene but it is now internationally. Having 
an on-line buying site will give you an advantage against your competitors because can introduce 
more products to them. The on-line buying site will give you advantage in a sense that you don’t need 
to have a lot of inventory of your products because you can make it or order it if someone ordered it in 
you site. 

 

What I’ve learned:   

 The author of this article is that if you like to be the leader or to stay in the retailing business 
for a long time you got to have the right volume of products for your customers. As to what they say 
bigger is better and I think in retailing it is applicable. 
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Book Review –Max Mancini:eBay (Chapter 1) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote - “If you can create a compelling experience for the consumers, then that’s reallyimportant.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (pp. 1-14). Indianapolis, 
IN) 

 I chose this line because as a buyer I want to have a good experience to the site that I’m 
gonna use because if I do have good experience I can say that I’ve learned something and my time is 
well spent on. Having a good experience is the most important thing in creating a web site for your 
customers.  

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how eBay creates and develops their transaction system for their customers. 
I also want to learn how they develop processes for their e-commerce system and how did they 
thought about doing those kinds of system that we can see now in their sit. I also expect to learn the 
different experiences of the interviewee Max Mancini of eBay and have some ideas on how can I 
apply it to my life today and for the near future. 

Review: 

 The beginning of the chapter it showed us how the system of eBay works for them and for 
their customers. The author made us see that having an easy and user friendly site can make your e-
commerce system successful. 

 The eBay uses the third party application development in their site. They are using the third 
party development because they want some interaction with their customers and they want to have 
new ideas for the improvement of their site. Creating a social network for the customers or users in 
eBay is one of the most important goal of the company and it was stated that “eBay accounts 
comprise a lot of our social graph with a high emphasis on the trusted relationships where commerce 
flourishes.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 3). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us that more people are willing to share information now than before 
and this due to the social networks around. In the chapter it is stated that “On Facebook, you’re in a 
social environment, and what interests you is discovery with an entertainment factor— what are your 
friends doing? What are their friends doing that I might have some interest in? It’s not as 
actionoriented as you would expect on a site like eBay, of course. In eBay’s case, you’re there to 
have some amount of entertainment but also to look for and discover new things.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 3). Indianapolis, IN). 

 Max Mancini told us to be wary about getting really big in the e-commerce business because 
the bigger you are the more attention that you get from the bad guys. The bigger the system the more 
expensive things are getting in and that is the target of the bad guys getting anything form you 
especially the information that your company has. He also told us that the web features are the ones 
who is making the web more fun to handle like the Ajax, Javascript, and Flash. 
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 Since open source of information is the in thing right now the interviewee also thought us that 
having s security problem is a feasible and is a real treat to everyone. Having information sharing is 
so dangerous that it needs to have a “trust and safety” feature in their site and it is stated that “eBay 
has done security and what we internally call “trust and safety” pretty significantly. Obviously being a 
huge marketplace means that people will try to figure out how to take advantage of others. The 
security model gets built in and the bigger the target, the more attention you get from the bad guys.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 3). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee made us see that the real problem of the e-commerce companies today is 
that they tend to spend a lot of money for their infrastructure and thus forgetting about their products 
and services. People don’t care about your infrastructure they care about your product and if is 
innovative enough for them to use it and fit it in their lives. The interviewee also said that “I would say 
that one of the other beauties of the Web 2.0 evolution is that it’s a lot cheaper to develop things like 
this, because it’s easy to write or integrate with a REST API or to leverage a web service. Now you’re 
seeing some tool companies come out with creative tools that automatically read in the WSDLs that 
define different web services that are out there and allow you to drag and drop to create things; things 
like Yahoo! Pipes.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
12). Indianapolis, IN), having web 2.0 will make things easy to do and a lot cheaper to do and to 
implement.  

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks will be what’s up for the web 2.0 and it states that 
“Just that the sheer volume of content and interesting stuff— which is proliferating at an accelerated 
pace, coupled with the ability to find it, has enabled this economy, if you will, the ability to create 
widgets and distribute them.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 12). Indianapolis, IN), and I believe him because now we are experiencing the power 
of open source and abundances of information in the web. 

What I’ve learned:   

 The author of this book made me realized that the web should be a place where everyone 
can interact and exchange information freely. The e-commerce sites should be a pleasing experience 
every time a customer logs in because it the experience that will make your site a good reputation or 
a bad one.  
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Book Review – Alan Meckler: Internet.com (Chapter 2) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote - “The Internet was going to have a greater impact, perhaps, than the computer and it was 
going to be all-encompassing.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 17). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because as a buyer of computer is see that they are evolving so fast that if 
you buy now after a month or two it will be already old. I am also a user of the Internet and I see it 
grows faster than the computers evolution. I believe in the statement that I’ve got in the chapter 
because now the whole world uses the Internet and I am not surprise that it will continue to grow 
forever. Everything in this world would go old but not the Internet because every time you use it there 
is something new in it that is waiting for us to be discovered and waiting for us to share it for the other 
users of it. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Internet.com manages to find or build those web sites that can be found 
in their page. I also expect to learn how the organization thought about the different tools that they 
posted in their site and how it will help us for our learning of new things in the market. I want to know 
how the interviewee sees the web 2.0 in his own perspective and his experiences with it. With the 
perspective and experiences of his I hope that I can apply it to my life as an aspiring IT student. 

Review: 

 At the beginning of the chapter the author made the interviewee introduce himself and I’ve 
found out that if I want to stay in the IT world I need to explore and do different things so that I can 
adopt easily for the challenges ahead of us. The interviewee showed his skills of adoptability in this 
statement “So when the microfiche micropublishing aspects of the world changed, and this so-called 
technology or medium became somewhat obsolete, I grasped the video disc and optical disc, which 
came about around 1979 to ’80, and then when CD-ROM came along in the early 1980” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 17). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee made me realized that the purpose of web 2.0 is to help people in their lives, 
make them aware about the things that is happening to them, and make them realize that it is a place 
where we can have and share different things in this world. Another thing that the interviewee made 
me realize that building a web site is not about profit in this statement “I am one who thinks that many 
Web 2.0 properties are jokes. Very few will ever be profitable” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 20). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee made me realize that web 2.0 had so much hyping that made us see it as 
cash in an instance. He mentioned about the hyping of web 2.0 in this statement ” The hyping, of 
course, is the ability to make money, because we have certain stellar performers that have gotten 
extraordinary returns. Again, there were a lot of Web 2.0 properties in the late ’90s that didn’t make it, 
and I imagine that if they were to come along today, (i.e., The Globe— I don’t even know if it still 
exists), they would probably be considered more valuable than they were considered back then. I do 
think Web 2.0 is great, but I feel that it’s just an extension of what was already there in ’98/’99, and 
that the really exciting thing that is coming along might be Web 3.0,” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 24). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us that the future of Internet will be as exiting as it is right now and 
he said that “The Internet over the next 20 to 30 years… is still going to be incredibly revolutionary, in 
terms of what’s going to happen.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 25). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee made an statement of making the off the selves software obsolete and make 
it a web base store or e-commerce. He this in this statement “I don’t think they go away, but I do think 
the days of buying the next version of the software are over. That’s definitely gone. Obviously storage, 
software, and those types of services will be obtained from the Web.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 26). Indianapolis, IN). He also mentioned about 
connectivity all the time in this statement “Absolutely. To me, the greatest mystery is why we’re not 
always connected on an airplane. There were some attempts over the last two or three years with 
Boeing’s Connexion service, but there are new ones coming from a company called Aircell and others 
so that you’ll always be connected on an airplane. It’s the combination of satellites, ground stations, 
and such. I live in New York City, and I always know with the number of Starbucks around, and other 
stores that have Wi-Fi, I can duck into a store and in less than 30 seconds, I’m on the Internet. I would 
say that in three to four years that in most cities you won’t need to be ducking into a store. The Net 
will be omnipresent.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(pp. 26-27). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The last thing that the interviewee made me realize that what we see now in the Internet is 
nothing to what we are going to see in the near future in it. 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how the Internet is not for profit and most of the businesses 
that think that it will make money for them will not succeed. I also learned that being able to adopt fast 
to IT today is a must. The most important thing that I’ve learned was that I should expect more from 
the Internet in the near future. 
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Book Review – Eric Engleman: Bloglines (Chapter 3) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote - “Web 2.0 brought the learning curve down to a really low level so you didn’t need to be a 
computer engineer to be able to run your own blog site.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 29). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because as a user of the web today I find it easy to navigate in it. I also notice 
the big difference between the Internets of mid 90’s up to early 2000 in the Internet today. The 
Internet today make you feel like you can learn everything within the net and by just that you can be 
an software engineer without having a formal studies in it. Having a technology like today will make 
our learning much easier and much accessible to everyone and to anyone in this world.  

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Bloglines came up and how they thought about the social network that 
they have today. I also want to know how did they come up with this kind of ideas and how did they 
do it to make it work for them and for us. I also want to learn how they spread the news about their 
site to other people and made them use their blog site for their social needs and wants. 

Review: 

 The beginning of the chapter the author introduces to us the Bolglines and what it is doing for 
some time now. The author made me see what the Bolglines is all about and that is social connection 
between all humans in this world. The interviewee also told us what are his influences that made him 
what he is right now and he said that “I look at two documents to center the conversation. Those are 
the The Cluetrain Manifesto and the O’Reilly Web 2.0 doc. I think it is interesting because The 
Cluetrain Manifesto was one of the earliest conversations leading to Web 2.0. It’s kind of this crazy 
manifesto (manifestos are usually in this hyperbolic language). It’s really out there. I think it was 
published in 1999, or 2000. That’s pretty early for it to be Web 2.0, but it’s talking about online 
conversations and how companies need to take part in this new conversation.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 31). Indianapolis, IN) 

 The interviewee made me realize what is the real purpose and use of building of an 
application and he said that “The app is an ecosystem of users and consumers of the application and 
the data that is created by the user. That data can be user-generated or application-generated. It is 
really about the user. It is about creating a user-controlled experience and leveraging the end user to 
create added value.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
31). Indianapolis, IN), and I think that giving and building your application base on your customer 
needs is always the main priority of a software engineer. 

 After developing a web site that was based on your customers or users that doesn’t end there 
but you should continue to talk to them for the improvement of the site and he said that in this 
statement ““People need to be constantly talking to their customer base, constantly innovating and 
coming up with great ideas.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 33). Indianapolis, IN), and he continued to shows us what he meant when he said “I 
constantly reorganize my lists because I constantly see new relationships between the feeds that I 
didn’t see before. That is one of the great things about Web 2.0 in that it is lowering all of these 
hurdles so that users can discover new relationships, discover new ideas. Just accomplish things in a 
lot easier fashion. It allows a lot of different types of people to do these tasks, even outside of Silicon 
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Valley.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 33). 
Indianapolis, IN).  

 The interviewee also mentioned this statement “Web 2.0 is a kind of resurgence of the Web 
after the dotcom bust. I don’t think that AJAX is entirely Web 2.0. What all of these things have in 
common is that they really lower the hurdle for the user. AJAX is just one of those. It lowers the 
usability hurdle for the average person. User-driven application— it lowers the usability hurdle of those 
applications being able to get your content syndicated or distributed across a wide variety of different 
applications. Again, it lowers that user hurdle, or developer hurdle, for making those things happen.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 34). Indianapolis, 
IN), and I believe that web 2.0 is not just only about its features but also the usability and the 
interaction that’s happening right now between its users. 

 The interviewee also said that “The users are now in control, whereas in the past they were 
not in control.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 35). 
Indianapolis, IN), and I agree to what he said because the web is design and built for the people and 
by the people. The web 2.0 to the interviewee is a surprising and delightful thing to him and I agree to 
that as well because every time I surf the net I see new things in it. 

 The interviewee also believe that the web 2.0 is not monetizable just like in the previous 
chapter that was also the thought of the interviewee about the web 2.0 and I believe that because the 
web is a place not for business but for conversation and relationship between all its users.  

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to have a successful web site for your customers and 
how will you continue to improve it after its launch. I also learned how the Cluetrain Manifesto really 
works in guiding people in make innovations in the web 2.0. I now know the web 2.0 is not about profit 
but it is about building and having a relationship among the users of it. The best thing I’ve learned is 
the idea of the web 2.0 being control by us the users of it. 
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Book Review – Gina Bianchini: Ning (Chapter 4) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote - “I think the freedom that is enabled by the Internet and what people are doing with it today is 
just really profound.”  (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
45). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because as the web today is a picture of freedom for all the people who use 
it. That freedom made us use the Internet so intense that we made it a part of our daily lives. The 
Internet made that freedom so known to all that made the market to open up and have conversations 
that is real. Enabling the freedom of all the people in the world but with the Internet it was such an 
easy spread and the way that I see it like a virus that is so contagious and made almost all the people 
in the world knew about it and made them its user of it. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Ning.com came up with the idea of having a customization of the pages 
of its users. I want to know how they came up with the codes that can make their users customize 
their page. I also want to know who are the people behind this successful project of theirs. I want to 
know what did they do to make their site to be known by the web community and what type of 
marketing strategies that they did for it. The most important thing that I want to know is what are the 
things that will make my site a successful one and how will I continue to make it a better one by 
getting the ideas and comments of my users. I also want to know is that what are the things that I 
need to remember to have a good and a user-friendly site that my users will be happy to use. 

Review: 

 The beginning of the chapter the author introduces to us to Ning.com and what it is doing for 
some time now. The author made me see what Ning.com is all about and that is social connection 
between all humans in this world. The author also told us what are the differences of Ning.com to 
other social networks around during that time.  The interviewee also told us what are his influences 
that made him what he is right now. 

 The interviewee made me realize what is the real purpose and use of building of an social 
network for your users and she said that “What motivates me personally is the fact that we’ve seen 
the networks used for so many amazing and diverse purposes. We’ve seen everything from teachers 
using these networks for connecting with other teachers, to independent journalists connecting with 
each other as they’re covering different crises around the globe, to people affected by diabetes. That 
definitely gets me up every morning and excited to move forward with what we’re doing at Ning.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 47). Indianapolis, 
IN), and I think that giving and building your site base on your customer needs is always the main 
priority of the project. 

 The interviewee also mentioned this statement “The problem is thinking that there should be a 
definition. I don’t think there should be or that there needs to be. If people can focus in on enabling 
new and interesting ways of connecting people, then you don’t really need to have a shared 
understanding of the specific term.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 47). Indianapolis, IN), and I believe that web 2.0 is not just only terms that we need to 
know for educational purposes but the most important thing to remember its how can we connect 
other people to another. Web 2.0 is about people and we should see things as simple as that. 
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 The interviewee also said that “I think about the time we’re living in and it is really, really cool.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 48). Indianapolis, 
IN), and I agree to what she said because the web is for making good things fro others while having 
gun at the sametime. The interviewee also said what is the good thing about Ning social network and 
she said that “That’s my point. In the time the company has had many meetings, inter-viewed 
stakeholders, hired enterprise software companies to build them out this “special thing,” they could 
have been up and running with a social network on Ning. In that same time, more than 145,000 social 
networks have been created on Ning. It’s pretty profound in terms of just how fast these things are 
moving. This kind of innovation and power of individuals is phenomenal. I think about the time we’re 
living in and it is really, really cool.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 49). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee also said how their company makes money and 
she said that “It’s straightforward. On the free service, we reserve the right to run advertising. If you 
want to buy that right from us, you can do so, as well as purchase from us a number of other premium 
services.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 49). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also said how she think about the Inteernet next and she said “I don’t think 
there’s one community. There are 1.3 billion people online.  More and more, the Internet is going to 
closely reflect how people organize  in the real world. The Internet certainly enhances and extends 
the real world, but fundamentally you’re just going to continue to see an exagger- ated set of human 
nature. I think that’s a good thing.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 50). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee was also asked about the next big thing in the net and she said that “One of 
the things that’s really, really important to us here at Ning is localization and the opportunity for people 
to create social networks in whatever language they choose. We have a drop-down list of about six 
languages, including British English. You sit there and look at things like this and think, “The 
opportunity is so big!” The best, most innovative ideas, we haven’t even come close to seeing yet. 
When you’re in the heat of the moment,you think, “Oh, online video is over,” or, “Oh, social net- 
working is done and it’s not even begun in many places around the world.” I remember that social 
networking was considered a finished fad here in Silicon Valley when Friendster was pronounced 
dead. Then MySpace happened. I just think the thing that’s so cool is that we’re living in a day and 
age where the Web continues to mature rapidly. Even though we’re 12 to 14 years in, and that the 
potential for what’s going to happen is even more profound than what has happened so far. And 
what’s going to happen is even more profound than what has happened so far. While I might have 
some ideas and could place some bets on what happens next, I certainly don’t know what the next big 
thing is going to be. I do know that it’s going to be fun to watch what happens next.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 51-52). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to make your users be more into your site by giving 
them freedom to set up and customize their own site. I also learn how to make things more fun in a 
way that all of your users will be having fun at the same time.  
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Book Review – Dorion Carroll: Technorati (Chapter 5) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “a lot of Web 2.0 is about authenticity, accountability, interaction, and this idea of the people-
powered or the social web.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 55). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because as the web today is all about people that using it. The Internet is 
about people how will have their own freedom to interact and make new friends and ideas to make 
things around us better. Accountability is always an issue when comes to things in the family and in 
the organizations, so what the Internet does is it makes people know who and when did that article or 
anything that had happened. The authenticity of the author and the context of the work that has been 
done is very much genuine because only the people who has the real username and password can 
access what they have did. Internet is all about conversations and so interaction is made. Interactions 
makes the Internet the most efficient way to communicate and tell other people what is your point of 
view about things. Internet is created for the people to have conversations and bring back the old 
days of communicating in the real way. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Technorati came up with the idea of having blogroll and making the 
other people put their ideas on it and post it in their site to make other people see it and know things 
easier. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Technorati was introduced to us and here is what is wriiten 
“According to the Technorati site, there are more than 175,000 new blogs every day. They would 
know because they are in the business of tracking them. If Web 2.0 is about people or blogs, then 
they are deep into it. Technorati currently tracks more than 100 million blogs and more than a quarter 
of a billion pieces of tagged social content.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 55). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee also told us what he thinks about talent 
and he said “I like to think some of my unique talents are being able to understand complex problems 
[on a] large scale, and actually matching those to business needs— not just the technological side, but 
also trying to understand the business application of things. And before that I was at Electronic Arts 
(EA) for four years, building P&L systems, data warehouses, point of sales and analysis systems for 
EA as they grew into kind of a giant of the gaming industry.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 56). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us how did they came up with the idea of having a blogroll and how 
other people responded well from what they have started. He also told me how they have created 
change and connections with other people and he said “Technorati was able to find these connections 
again in near-real time. Real time is important because some of the basic underpinnings of blogging 
are different from the rest of the Web, fundamentally. When you hit that publish button on a blog post, 
there’s a thing called a ping, which is really just a notification that gets sent out to the Internet, and 
there are a bunch of ping-collecting services out there. Technorati is one, [as there’s] Ping-O- Matic, 
and others. A ping just says, “Something on this blog changed; there was an update.” It doesn’t tell 
you what the update was, only that it changed.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 
20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 58). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 He mentioned about the core of their business and what is it do and he said “That’s still core to 
what we do. We developed these notions early on around accountability with blogging. At least in 
those early days there was this notion that you weren’t anonymous. You had to put yourself out there, 
you had a profile, you had a name, you had a voice, you weren’t a journalist, and you didn’t have to 
hold yourself accountable to the ethics in journalism, but it was your voice and other people would link 
to [it], and say, “I agree,” or, “I disagree,” or, “You got this wrong,” so you also got this sense of a real-
time public discourse around concepts, whether it was technology or politics, entertainment or health, 
or who knows what.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
58). Indianapolis, IN). 

 “One person can now communicate with a mass audience, most of whom they’ll never 
encounter.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 61). 
Indianapolis, IN), I think this statement is true because the Internet can make you have a new friends 
without even seeing them in person and in what I know it happened all the time. The interviewee also 
noted that how he is amazed with the response that he had with their users and he said “I work with a 
number of high-profile discussion forums. It is interesting the diversity of the people that visit the 
forums. It is amazing how well the world is represented.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 61). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told me how they are different from other and he said that “one of the 
basic differences between what we do and a classic search engine like a Google or a Yahoo! is that if 
you type “Sony” into Google, your first hit’s going to be the Sony web site. If you type “Sony” into 
Technorati, your first hit is going to be the last person writing about a Sony product, and the Sony web 
site is never going to show up in those results. So, it’s much more about what people are saying 
about things. That is something that in terms of how people react to products and topical orgaiization 
of things, is something that we can then present to advertisers as, “Here’s a destination-driven web 
site. Here’s an advertising-driven model. Here’s how we can organize things topically. Here’s how it’s 
the same as or very different than other sites.” So for us, the first piece of what we do is a pretty 
classic, advertising-driven web site, revenue model.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews 
with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 67). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also made me realize how important the blogging is in this statement “We can’t 
necessarily control [blogging]…  maybe actually talking to people is a good idea”(Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 70). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee 
also told me how should I be in the blogging world. he said that I should be transparent and real to 
everything that I will say so that people will listen to me. 

 The interviewee also gave us some of his incites on what to expect on the Internet and he said 
that “The other area I see change is within video. I’d expect really great video search where you can 
search the images inside the stream of a video. Where we are right now is being able to tag data and 
associate metadata around those things. Companies like Technorati and Google and Yahoo! are 
great at indexing text and doing analysis and matching, but you’re not actually looking at what those 
images are. Because human beings are incredibly visual, I imagine that those kinds of things will 
happen, and that those things will create breakthroughs. I hope to live to see it.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 77). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to make connections with other people and how can I 
make my connection to them as real as possible. I also learned how to blogging is important in our 
daily lives and how it made the world today a better place to live in. 
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Book Review – Raju Vegesna: Zoho (Chapter 6) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Enterprises have some complex work flows, and I don’t think online applications… are ready 
to really fit into the complex workflows in enterprises yet. They’ll get there someday, though” (Jones, 
B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 80). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because I believe that people and the technology today do not have enough 
knowledge and capability of doing such advance business processes.  Most of the people in the IT 
world are doing their best to solve the problem of doing the full business process of the companies 
but to no avail but rather they should think ways to make the easy ones and tell them selves that time 
will come and they will be able to solve those complex things. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Zoho came up with the idea of having a google search engine and a 
Microsoft office at the same time. I also want to know how Zoho manages that kind of site of theirs to 
be able to serve all their users and at the same time keeping it up to date to make it pleasing to us. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Zoho was introduced to us and the interviewee told us what is 
the real essence of web 2.0 to him and he said that “The grassroots movement is what I would define 
Web 2.0 as. Prior to this one, all the web sites you [saw] out there were like brochure ware; it’s like 
putting your brochure on your web site and more like marketing collateral. There’s no interaction. It 
was kind of a “read-only web” prior to this movement. But with Web 2.0, I think the movement is 
coming to the bottom level, and it’s becoming a really great web where the interaction is two-way. 
Now the users are communicating with the content publishers, and the users are part of the content 
publishing. That, in general, is Web 2.0.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 82). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee also told us what are the advantages 
of their site from other and he said “When your work is online, there are a lot of advantages, like 
mobility, collaboration, and what not. We plan to take advantage of those applications, or those 
concepts, like mobility and collaboration, and build on top of them.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 82). Indianapolis, IN) 

 He mentioned about the different applications that they have in Zoho and what are the 
advantages that we can have using it. He said “We have about 16 applications along these lines, 
providing the infrastructure of the basics of the applications that the user needs. We primarily focus on 
two divisions or markets; we have something called Zoho Personal, which has a set of apps to be 
used by individuals. For the personal user, these are free, and they will remain free. Then we have 
something called Zoho Business that is for business users. There are two versions— a free version 
and a pay version— but those sets of tools for business users include applications like CRM project 
management, web conferencing, etc. So essentially again, we divide our applications into two buckets 
for now: Zoho Personal and Zoho Business. Eventually we plan to have other offerings such as Zoho 
Education for students, and then Zoho Enterprise for enterprise deployment.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 82). Indianapolis, IN) 

 The interviewee also told me what are the advantages of using wikis and the Internet for our 
work and he said “The good part about wikis is that there are no formats there— everything is on the 
Web; everything is a web page. If you look at online word processors, they’re all pretty much the 
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same. If all of us use the same web-based word processor, then formats don’t matter; it’s all there on 
the Web. That’s the concept of wiki anyway. If the concept of linking comes to the web based word 
processor, then pretty much you have the same functionality as the wiki word processor. So, I see 
those two coming together. You should be able to create a spreadsheet inside of a wiki. The same is 
the case of what you can do inside of a word processor. These are all possible.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 83). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what is the real thing about Web 2.0 and he said “Many people 
consider that Web 2.0 is AJAX. That’s not the case. AJAX is just a technology, but again, AJAX does 
play an important role in Web2.0. But AJAX is not Web 2.0” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 84). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also addresses to us the importance of security and his statement was 
“Security is not something that you address in a day. It’s a common thing that has to be addressed 
regularly. Currently, it’s password protection, but that is not good enough. The user has to be given 
options to tell where the data has to be saved. He may, or may not, save to Zoho. We need to give 
him the option to save the data the way he prefers. It could be on Google or Amazon, so we have to 
give him the option to save his data there. That is number one.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 87). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee also to us the future 
trend and that is software being a model for services in. 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to important online services to our work whether you 
are a student or a professional. Knowing how important to have new knowledge on what is happening 
in the Internet and applying it to our lives is crucial for us to be able to live in this world. Now, I know 
that AJAX and other cool features of the web is not web 2.0 but it is the users and the different things 
that you can do in it. 
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Book Review – Richard MacManus: Read/WriteWeb & Web 2.0 Workgroup (Chapter 7) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Whereas the last era of the Web was people publishing things and you went onto the Web 
to read it, with the current era anyone can contribute, can write content, or can launch applications on 
the Web.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 91). 
Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because since I saw and used web 1.0 and I am currently using the web 2.0. 
I saw the big difference between the two version of Internet and I also notice the contribution that it 
made in the society and in the world. I remember during the web 1.0 era everything was on sold and 
everything technology that was created is not open source, while in the web 2.0 almost everything 
that you need is for free and you can also contribute to improve or make your own for the others to 
use. In web 2.0 open source is the in thing right now because of that new technologies are being 
created and old ones are being improved but the most important of all in this era is that the knowledge 
that we can have is unlimited. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Read/WriteWeb came up with the idea of having a blog site and make 
everyone connected through their site. I also like to learn how they manage a lot of blog entries every 
day. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Read/WriteWeb was introduced to us and the interviewee told 
us what is the use of their site to the users and he said “Read/WriteWeb is a blog about Web 
technology and it covers news and analysis. We try to cover quality and the pulse. We have an 
emphasis on analysis and in explaining the latest trends around Web 2.0. If we write about a product, 
we make sure we compare it to other products and explain a little bit about the market segments. It 
covers the news and latest trends of Web 2.0. It is one of the most popular blogs in the world–
certainly among the top three tech blogs. It is doing really well. We are building network blogs as well. 
We have launched one about search engines and another one about the digital lifestyle. So, it is an 
exciting time.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 93). 
Indianapolis, IN).  

 The interviewee also answered the question what is web 2.0 to him and he said “It has come 
to be like a marketing term. In the old days, we used to call it the dotcom era. With Time magazine 
making Web 2.0 the person of the year [in 2006], everyone now knows the term, or at least 
recognizes the term. It is very hard to technically define it.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 94). Indianapolis, IN).  

 The interviewee also mentioned ““AJAX made web sites a lot more interactive.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 95). Indianapolis, IN), I agree to 
his statement because of Ajax it made me like the web more and it even made me into making my 
own site and exploring more new things in the web. 

 The interviewee also gave us some insights about the new things to come in web 2.0 and he 
said “We are seeing a lot of activity in search at the moment. There are a lot of companies trying to be 
the next big thing in search. We’ve got a blog devoted to this called AltSearchEngines.com. That is 
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one trend I’ve really been following quite closely. Another is Web office. Yahoo! bought Zimbra in 
2007, which is a web office collaboration suite, for about $350 million. And of course, Google released 
their PowerPoint application called Presentations and they added it to Google Docs. Zoho and 
ThinkFree are two other web office companies as well.Those are probably the two areas I’m following 
the closest.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 95-96). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us about ““Premium content is kind of a lost art on the Web.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 96). Indianapolis, 
IN), I think that the interviewee is trying to say is that the premium features that the site a offering is 
just a waste because most of the users use or avail it and so they cannot experience the beauty of it.  

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to important the social networks in our lives. I also 
learned how the blog site manage and coupe up with the increasing numbers of bloggers every day.  
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Book Review – TJ Kang:ThinkFree (Chapter 8) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “[Everybody having access to broadband] took a lot longer to happen in the U.S. than in 
other parts of the world.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(p. 80). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because I think that this happened because at the first place the US holds 
90% of the Internet connection in the world and as a capitalist country the companies tend to give 
high rates for their customers. High rates mean less attracted customers. Now, as the world uses the 
Internet more often for the past 5-10 years the connection rates had gone down and it will continue to 
go down due to the demand in the market. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how ThinkFree came up with the idea of open source and how did they 
manage those documents and applications in their site. I would like to know how ThinkFree uses their 
technology to help other people in their daily or not corporate lives. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter ThinkFree was introduced to us and the interviewee told us 
how he started in using the computer and he said “When computers came along, I figured that with 
the intelligence that a computer CPU can provide, that perhaps we could automate this. When I 
looked at this problem with some friends, we found a simple but elegant rule that can be programmed 
into a computer. So, back in 1982, we created the software for a demonstration on our Apple II 
computers. And it worked. One thing led to another and we started developing a full-fledged Korean 
word processor.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
103). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us how the times are changing and he said ““Competing against 
Microsoft, which… I’ve been doing all my life, was becoming more and more difficult.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 103). Indianapolis, IN), I believe 
that he is having a hard time competing with Microsoft because that company is so big and the 
marketing strategy that they have is so influential to almost all of the computer buyers in the market 
today. 

 The interviewee also told us what was the in thing during the late 90’s and how ThinkFree 
was develop by it and he said “This was back in 1999. The Application Service Provider (ASP) 
business was becoming pretty hot. There were companies who had an IPO with the idea of providing 
applications as a service. We are now calling it “Software as a Service” (Saas), but back then it was 
called ASP. So I married the ASP model with the model that most of the dot coms had. I was going to 
offer the personal productivity software as a free service and make money by running some banner 
ads. When people used the word processor or spreadsheet, the ad would be shown. With that idea, I 
was able to raise about 24 million dollars from the venture capitalists. So, that’s how ThinkFree was 
born in 1999.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 106). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also said ““I don’t think there’s any one, correct definition of Web 2.0.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 109). Indianapolis, 
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IN), I agree with the statement that the interviewee made because most of the users or people that 
are using the web are mistakenly or don’t really know what the real meaning of the web is. Frankly I 
cannot define the web because it is so huge and it has a lot of use for us and that is why I cannot say 
a simple definition of it. The interviewee also said “Web 2.0 means many different things to many 
people. I don’t think there’s any one, correct definition of Web 2.0. I’m more excited about the variety, 
the diversity of the ideas about what the term means to a lot of people. As an application developer, 
I’m always trying to see ways to leverage some of these cool ideas that different people bring to 
Web2.0 space.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
110). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also gave us his insights about cheaper connection for the future and he said 
“Yes, definitely, four to five years from now, especially in smaller countries. I’ve been through this 
before— in 1999–2000, my business model was predicated on the premise that everybody will have 
broadband. That took a lot longer to happen in the U.S. than in other parts of the world.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 113). He also said that this 
connection will help educate the people around the world. 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how open source information can help our work and make it 
easier to us. I also learned how the broadband connection during the late 90’s are very expensive and 
how the time change and it is now becoming cheaper and more accessible to almost everyone in the 
world. 
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Book Review – Patrick Crane: LinkedIn (Chapter 9) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “I see Web 2.0 as a course correction… [that] weaves the social fabric back together 
again… You can now consume and share things, and discuss them, interpret them, and ultimately get 
that lens on the world, and it’s not just your own individual perceptions and observations anymore; it’s 
back to the old way.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
117). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because from what I had read in cluetrain manifesto the social market was no 
longer in a human style of communicating. Since, the beginning of the industrial revolution the sense 
of conversation of the business to its customers had gone away and now with the help of the web it is 
now slowly coming back. Conversations are important in the web because it enrich and nourish our 
minds. The web now is making the world a better place to live in due to its uses like information 
sharing, faster communicating, less work to do, faster work process, and etc. Those kinds of things 
that will make our lives easier are what make the web fun and helpful to us. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how LinkedIn came up with the idea of having a social network. I also want to 
know how LinkedIn manages that kind of site of theirs to be able to serve all their users and at the 
same time keeping it up to date to make it pleasing to us. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter LinkedIn was introduced to us and the interviewee said 
“LinkedIn is a professional networking site. It uses many of the core technologies and capabilities of 
the social networks, but is exclusively for connecting professionals together, and through those 
connections, enabling them to accomplish tasks, get information about their market and their industry, 
do research, and ultimately get things done.”  (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 119). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee told us that ““Web 2.0 is the advent of the individual publisher and the advent 
of the group consumption and interpretation of media.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 119). Indianapolis, IN), I agree with the statement that the 
interviewee said because web 2.0 is really made for the enrichment of knowledge of its users and 
knowing more people in the social network. 

 The interviewee also explained to me what his thoughts about web 2.0 are and he said “I 
describe Web 2.0 as a fundamental course direction for the Internet. Let me explain what I mean by 
that. Web 2.0 is the advent of the individual publisher and the advent of the group consumption and 
interpretation of media. In regard to group consumption, I believe the way that we all used to consume 
media and the information coming at us was as a group. From my own experience, we as a family 
would all sit and my dad would read the newspaper or yell at the television about a particular news 
article. We would, as a family, as a group, then sort of process it, interpret it, and then derive meaning 
from it. But we’d do it as a group, and that’s how we sort of had a lens on the world.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 120). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us about what his thoughts about connecting different people and 
he said “We encourage getting guidance on how and why you should connect to certain people. 
That’s also why we encourage people to only connect with others that they really trust or with whom 
they’ve already got a track record or a relationship. That’s when the fabric of their network can stay 
strong. When it’s someone I’ve only connected with once, and it was six months ago, I click the 
“Archive” or the “I Don’t Know” button.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 
2.0 Influencers (p. 121). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us the foundations of the web 2.0 and he said “The social 
networking is one, the publishing component is two. Another one is the sharing aspect. It never really 
existed before. You could go into this mode of cutting and pasting URLs and saying, “Hey, look at 
this!” but it’s not the same as being able to effortlessly share something with your whole network.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 122). Indianapolis, 
IN). The interviewee also told us another good thing about the web and he said “One of the interesting 
things… is the ability to mix and remix.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 
2.0 Influencers (p. 122). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee told us the security that the users should have and he said ”That’s another 
thing about Web 2.0; the switching costs are definitely higher than they used to be. Where you are is 
a function of the people that you’re connected to, and if you get so annoyed with a particular provider 
or brand, it’s quite a bit of work to go somewhere else, because you’ve got to persuade everyone else 
to come with you. So the switching costs are higher, but you have to realize that people will do it if you 
don’t protect their rights, privacy, and needs.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 128). Indianapolis, IN), I agree with the statement of the interviewee because 
nobody wants his personal information to known by strangers and use it for their personal agenda. 

 The interviewee said “It’s a fascinating era that we’re in.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 132). Indianapolis, IN), I could not say it better 
than him because it is a wonderful creation the web has been. 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to important online services to our work whether you 
are a student or a professional. Knowing how important to have new knowledge on what is happening 
in the Internet and applying it to our lives is crucial for us to be able to live in this world.  
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Book Review – Shaun Walker: DotNetNuke (Chapter 10) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Web 2.0… was sort of the best attempt at coming up with a nice buzzword for a whole lot of 
new technology and innovative ways that people are using the Internet.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 135). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because I think that the web is the best way to find out new things about the 
technology that are coming out in the world. This statement is very much applicable in our time 
because the web is I think is the biggest source to know and enrich more on your knowledge about 
new and old things in this world. Technology is what makes the world go round today and that is why 
the web is the best source or should say giver of the things that the world needs and wants. People 
are the most important part of the Internet and that is why we find ways to innovate things like the 
technology around us. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how DotNetNuke came up with the idea of open source and how did they 
manage those in their site. I would like to know how DotNetNuke uses their technology to help other 
people in their daily or not corporate lives. I also live to know how DotNetNuke knew what the 
possibilities of different types of application that the users might built and how do they anticipate it. 

Review:  

 In the beginning of the chapter DotNetNuke was introduced to us and the interviewee was 
also introduced to us and he said about himself “I’m Shaun Walker, and I’m the president/xhief 
architect of DotNetNuke Corporation. I was the original creator of DNN, which was released 
December 24, 2002; so about five years ago now. It’s an Open Source web application framework 
that runs on the Microsoft technology stack— SQL Server, Windows Server, and the .NET Framework, 
ASP.NET. It’s got two parts to it. You can use the web application framework for building web 
applications, and then it comes with a fully functional content management system as part of the 
package, which allows you to basically build your own web site very easily using a web browser.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 136). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

 The interviewee also told us the importance of social networking in the web 2.0 and he said “I 
also see social networking as another important part of Web 2.0, which I guess somewhat ties into 
user-generated content. It also ties into the association of different users to one another in the web 
environment.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 137). 
Indianapolis, IN). He also told us other things about web 2.0 and he said “Another part of Web 2.0 
would be a search and syndication of content. Because there’s so much more content out there, and 
it’s becoming more difficult to find what you’re looking for, you need more advanced search 
capabilities, and syndication of content— so sharing content between sites is becoming more of an 
issue and is something that Web 2.0 tries to address. Some of that is in regards to tagging and 
taxonomy.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 137). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the most important part of the web 2.0 and he 
said “That’s a tough question, because I think that all of these things are intricately linked together. I 
don’t think that there’s one feature that’s more important. Possibly from a media perspective, in terms 
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of consumer acceptance of Web 2.0, I would say that social networking has got the most hype behind 
it. From a software-developer perspective, AJAX and Flash have the most hype around them. And I 
guess from a busines-model perspective, search, syndication, and content management would be the 
leaders. They all fit together.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 138). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what might be the next big thing in web 2.0 and he said “I just 
see the Internet becoming more and more an embedded part of people’s lives so that it’s basically a 
fundamental rather than an optional thing.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 143). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how open source information can help our work and make it 
easier to us. I also learned technology can make our world much better and faster place to live in. 
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Book Review – Biz Stone:Twitter (Chapter 11) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “The Web is increasingly a social environment and… people are using it to communicate with 
one another, like they’ve always done— but now in such an open way.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 145). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because I think now more than ever people are communicating more 
because one of the factor is that the Internet is already present and it helps us to communicate freely, 
easily, faster, and most of all cheaper and sometimes it is for free. Communication has always been a 
big problem because of the distance and high rates that was imposed by the telecom companies on 
their customers. Today, the communication lines are so free that most of us can say and react to 
things that we hear and see around or in the web in an instance.  

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Twitter came up with the idea of social networking as their choice of site. 
I want to know how they manage a lot of users in their network. I also want to know how they came up 
with the idea of social networking as their business and how did they advertise their site to world for 
them to be known. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Twitter was introduced to us and the author described twitter 
as “Twitter is often described as a micro-blog because of its short-message format and its ability to 
follow what a person is doing. Regardless of how you describe Twitter, it has struck a chord with the 
worldwide community.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(p. 146). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee told us something about himself and how he started with 
the idea of building and creating Twitter and he said “Basically, Twitter was a simple idea that my 
friend, Jack Dorsey, had. He loved web-blogging, but he wondered if there was a very, very simple 
kind of stripped-down way to do that. He was kind of inspired by the concept of the status message, 
the instant-message application, kind of like AIM. The idea that you would say something very simple 
like, “I’m not feeling very well today,” or, “Unavailable,” or, “In a meeting,” and that all your friends 
would know that and know that’s what you are doing.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 146-147). Indianapolis, IN). 

 I find this statement good “Suddenly, you’re having a more meaningful [event] occur because 
of a seemingly valueless update. It’s kind of like… turning lead into gold.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 147). Indianapolis, IN), because knowing things 
faster and getting it in real time can make a big difference between a successful and failure project. 

 The interviewee defines the web 2.0 as “I would define what is being called Web 2.0 as the 
public acceptance of the fact that the Web is a highly social utility.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 148). Indianapolis, IN), I am impressed in the way 
that the interviewee described the web 2.0 because in the 90’s the public are not accepting or using 
the web for their work but rather they saw it as distraction but now it is more a tool to make their work 
faster and better. 

 The interviewee also told us the good thing for him about the web 2.0 and he said “I think it 
would be the open factor; the idea that the more you can open up your platform, your idea, or your 
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concept to invite other people to build on top of it, and work within it, the better. It all goes hand in 
hand, realizing the Web is a very highly social utility. If we create more open systems, it will be even 
more social. I would guess that this openness in general is really the broadest definition.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 150). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks and see what is the big next big thing in web 2.0 
and he said “I guess what I just mentioned with the mobile combined with APIs and openness is also 
increasingly important to companies. Right now, Twitter is mobile over SMS. You never have to go to 
the web site. We also have an API, which means you can write an application that works over SMS 
(Twitter). It’s possible that we may see in the future something like farmers in India interacting with an 
application over SMS that helps them get a better price for grain, or something like this. They wouldn’t 
be able to do this otherwise because they wouldn’t have access to a PC or a Web connection.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 153). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how social networking can help us to accomplished and 
learn new things in a faster phase. I also learned how we can use different ideas like how Twitter 
implemented an SMS type of chatting in the web. I also learned what is the next big thing in the web 
2.0 and that is mobile Internet. 
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Book Review – Seth Sternberg: Meebo (Chapter 12) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “If you don’t [innovate], then you’ll lose market share and you’ll wish you did.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 155). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because I think as users we wanted new exciting things in front of us and that 
also applies in the web 2.0. New things are not always good for me but in the Internet world having 
new things faster will give you an edge against your competitors and will also give you more profit and 
more users and more followers. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Meebo came up with the idea of instant messaging as their business. I 
want to know how they did of getting the different instant messaging services like yahoo, aim, google 
and other messenger to give their services to Meebo and let them manage the different services at 
once. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Meebo was introduced to us the author described it as “Meebo 
is to instant messaging what programs like Hotmail and Gmail are to email. They bring the ability to 
socially interact with anyone else in the world with the only requirements being a browser and an IM 
handle. With growth from start-up to over a million users in the matter of about a dozen months, 
Meebo has shown the power of Web 2.0 and the community.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 155). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee told us something about their chat room and he said “Yes, embeddable chat 
rooms that are media-rich. You can use them at Meebo privately, or you can use it outside of Meebo. 
The whole goal of Meebo is that IM and the Web can be so much more than IM and software.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 157). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is web 2.0 and he said “I think that at a very broad 
level, it is the interactive Web. There are a couple of really neat technologies that came out along with 
concepts that made the Web overall more attractive to people. You can break it down into certain 
buckets. One bucket is the whole AJAX thing. That allowed people to create much more application-
like experiences on the Web, so things like Meebo and Writely are really good examples of that. 
Writely did a word processor on the Web and Meebo did instant messaging on the Web. Before 
AJAX, that would be much harder to do in a way that users would like the experience.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 157-158). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what are the different ways to earn in the web and he said “I 
think there are other ways to monetize. One is clearly premium services. If you give something to your 
users that is above and beyond what they expect, then that is fantastic and users will love that and 
they may be willing to pay you for that. Another clear way to monetize is to forget the whole consumer 
space; there are enterprises out there that will pay you for enterprise web sites. There is a big 
movement right now toward bringing Web 2.0 technologies to the enterprise. I think that is another 
way to monetize a web site that monetizes the whole Web 2.0 application thing.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 159-160). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us the help of open source in their site and he said “Open Source 
has been really, really, really good for Meebo. A lot of our code base is open source. Everything from 
the way we access the IM network, which is based on GAIM, to our web servers, which are lighttpd—
an Open Source web server. We probably spent next to nothing on software and some money on 
hardware. We either coded it ourselves, or it was available in Open Source. The other great thing 
about Open Source is that you can then go in there and fiddle with the code to make it better. That’s 
huge. And, it is also supported by the Open Source community. Also huge. Then when we find bugs 
in GAIM, we contribute back. For example, when we found bugs in lighttpd, we let Jan, who is kind of 
the administrator of lighttpd, know. He fixes them and everybody else benefits. Huge.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 160). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us how he thinks about advertise in there and he said “It is kind of 
funny. I was actually in a meeting where someone said they weren’t doing AJAX, because they were 
paid on page-view thing. Here is the thing: if they don’t move to AJAX then they will definitely lose 
their users because someone is going to do it in a way more snappy, efficient way. And the users will 
end up moving.”  (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 
163). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also answered the question software as service and he said “I think that 
Software as a Service was the lead-in, if you will, to all of this stuff. And they did it a little bit before 
AJAX was available to make it snappy and such. Now I think people are going to take advantage of all 
the AJAX stuff to make it better.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 166). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how instant massaging can be a helpful tool to have a better 
and efficient way to communicate with other people. I also learned how different ways to earn in web 
2.0. 
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Book Review – Joshua Schachter: del.icio.us (Chapter 13) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “We find ourselves in a world where we have unfathomable riches of which we’ve only 
scratched the surface. If computer technology stopped advancing for a few years right here, we 
probably wouldn’t be in terrible shape.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 
2.0 Influencers (p. 169). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because it is true that the Internet is making this world go round. The Internet 
is the main source of all mot of all information that everyone needs especially the companies who are 
using it to get information that can turn it into a value generating information in and out of their 
company. I cannot imagine with having using the Internet for a few years, the business processes will 
go back to manual labor and the transactions will go slower. The Internet is a vital part of not only of 
the daily existence of the companies but also in our daily lives because without it we can never get 
done our work in a effective and efficient way. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how del.icio.us came up with the idea of book marking as a way of 
connecting with other people. I want to know how they use this idea to make it their business at the 
same time helping the people in the world. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter del.icio.us was introduced to and the inertviewee also told us 
why he built del.icio.us and he said “I built del.icio.us not because I had a business plan, not because 
I thought there would be money there, but because I wanted it; I had the ability to build something and 
the desire to see it happen.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 171). Indianapolis, IN) 

 In what I have read if you don’t have a lot of resources then you should start small and you 
should build your app or web site in a most easy and fast way as possible. In the article the 
interviewee said “The cost of implementation and the cost of failure are so low that we’re able to 
prototype and try lots and lots of things, very, very quickly.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 171). Indianapolis, IN), in this statement the interviewee 
made us see that they started small and they build their web site in a less feature and function way, 
but they are able launch it because they only put the most important part in it. 

 The interviewee also answered the question, the most important feature of web 2.0? and he 
said “Like I said, I don’t think it’s a thing, but more the name of an observation, so that doesn’t hold. I 
think that economically, the cost of implementation and  the cost of failure are so low that we’re able 
to prototype and try lots and lots  of things, very, very quickly. Things that work include sites that have 
community; they’re very efficient in terms of cost to produce, that kind of stuff - so I think it all fits in 
sort of a line. Then when you connect the dots, you get  an arrow point to Web 2.0; I don’t think it’s 
the other way around.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(p. 172). Indianapolis, IN) 

 The interviewee also answered the question about the Semantic web and he said “I think it’s a 
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way to exchange databases with foreign schemas, and harmonize schemas across these databases. 
The semantics are around the definition of the schema rather than the definition of the data.” (Jones, 
B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 172). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us about the connectivity as he sees it in the future and he said “We 
find ourselves in a world where we have unfathomable riches of which  we’ve only scratched the 
surface. If computer technology stopped advancing for a few years right here, we probably wouldn’t 
be in terrible shape. Because our technology is mostly voodoo, we throw away most of our amazing 
performance. But we have these fat, wide, low-latency networks that allow incredible things. Like, you 
have almost instantaneous video to the desktop. That will get a little bit better, but right now the 
limiting factor is imagination and implementation skill.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 174). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what additional thing thus he think about web 2.0 and he said “I 
honestly don’t think in those terms, and I rarely even say “Web 2.0;” I don’t even think about tagging 
for the most part, which I think is a major component or at least one of the things that people 
frequently attribute to Web 2.0.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 172). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how the idea of few can connect with the people in the 
world. I also learned how del.icio.us made use of book marking to their business and they also made 
us see how we can have a multi-million company from a low budget project. 
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Book Review – Ranjith Kumaran: YouSendIt (Chapter 14) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “That’s where Web 2.0 started; it was to help people more easily get into services like ours, 
which are brain-dead simple to use. So, it has allowed people to have conversations that they 
wouldn’t necessarily have been able to have.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 
20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 177). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because the Internet is originally created for the people. The Internet is 
always been a tool to have conversation between two or more people. The Internet is not in 
possession of anyone or anybody and so it should be free for all and the information.   

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how YouSendIt came up with the idea offiel sharing as their business. I want 
to know how did they come up with this kind of idea and deicide to pursue it for the betterness of the 
world. 

Review:  

 In the beginning of the chapter YouSendIt was introduced to us by the author and he also 
introduced to us the interviewee. After the introduction of the interviewee the author asked him what is 
the definition of web 2.0 to him and he said “It’s a pretty nebulous topic, but there are maybe three 
things that I grok about 2.0. I’ll start at the highest level, which I think is the ability for the Web to 
connect people and enable collaboration. A lot of this is enabled through allowing the re-syndication 
of data and services by anyone. We try to allow data to move very freely from one place to another. 
We try to provide information around the question, “Is there an interesting conversation going on 
around that file transfer?,” so there’s a lot of metadata that we provide around that transaction.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 178). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

 The interviewee also said, “The more people you can serve, the more value everyone gets 
out of it.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 179). 
Indianapolis, IN), I believe in this statement because the more people ca use the Internet, the more 
information that are being created and thus creating more value out of it. 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the most important feature of the web 2.0 and he 
said, “It’s the ability for people to easily adopt services and thus connect to more people and start 
more conversations. That’s where it started; it was to help people more easily get into services like 
ours, which are brain-dead simple to use. So, it has allowed people to have conversations that they 
wouldn’t necessarily have been able to have.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 
20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 179). Indianapolis, IN). The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the 
most misunderstood about the web 2.0 and he said “Sometimes I think people see Web 2.0 as 
something that happened all of a sudden, but things like AJAX, for example, have been around quite 
a while; it’s just been refined over time. I think that’s what surprises me most, the way folks think that 
it happened overnight. It’s a 10-year-old overnight success, I guess.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 181). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is good about their site and it is the file and 
information sharing and he said “Yeah, some things like wikis and the YouSendIt service have more 
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of a grassroots adoption. The way we’ve been successful at getting into places that otherwise would 
be hesitant to try our services and other third-party services is through grassroots initiatives, which 
means we make it so accessible that inevitably some critical mass of people will use it inside a 
corporation and they’ll take it to the IT department and say, “Hey, we’re already using this— let’s figure 
out a way to build it into our workflow; we’re going to be using it anyway.” At that point, the IT group 
will step in and look at the hygiene behind the service.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 181). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks about the desktop application and he said ” I think 
the desktop is pretty engrained right now in the way people do things, but I think it’s almost coming full 
circle to where the desktop is more of a terminal to more sophisticated applications on the Web. 
There will always be an offline component as well. Like I said, we’re seeing workflows where only 20 
percent is done online, 80 percent offline. I think there will be a steady shift, but we’re probably a little 
ways away from 100 percent Web.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 184). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks will be the next thing in web 2.0 and he said “What 
we do is so horizontal. I think one of the early things I looked at was PayPal, and everybody uses 
money, everybody sends files. Very organized, trying to be kind of the best of the breed— building 
brand equity. Create a good user experience; then good things can happen.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 186). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how file sharing can change the way the web is working and 
functioning for us. I now see that if you can serve more people in the world the chances of getting 
more value form it is bigger than just using those service for your own good. 
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Book Review – Garrett Camp: StumbleUpon (Chapter 15) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Web 2.0 is really about the user experience and not the underlying technologies” (Jones, 
B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 189). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because the real use of the Internet is to give new experiences every time the 
users of it use it. The technologies are just the secondary part of using it. The experience is what 
makes the innovation in this world because of it new technologies are being made or launch everyday 
or almost everyday. The technology today is what makes our daily living easier and more fun. The 
funniest thing in using the web is the unique experience that everyone can have out of it. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how StumbleUpon came up with the idea of site search engine as their 
business. I want to know how they got those sites in such a short period of time search. I also want to 
know how they can generate profit by just simply searching for sites that their users are searching for. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Meebo was introduced to us by the author and the interviewee 
also introduced himself to us and he said how did get involved in this project and he said “We were 
based in Canada, and I was doing both StumbleUpon and graduate school for four years until the end 
of 2005. After graduating I brought the company down from Calgary, Canada, to San Francisco in 
January 2006 and we raised some Angel funding. Once we had money, we started to hire people, 
and we’ve now grown from just 3 up to 20 people today.”  (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 190). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is web 2.0 to him and he says “I guess that is the 
way I define Web 2.0 and think about it. Many people look at it from the technical side with toolkits 
such as AJAX or Ruby on Rails, but I think those tools developed independently as a way to make 
pages more interactive and responsive for the users. A difference I see from Web 1.0 is that by 
learning the basics of taking offline business models and putting them online, we are now developing 
new business models based on new forms of user interaction.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 191). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told something about open source in the web and he said “If it wasn’t for 
Open Source, it would have been much harder to get started.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 191). Indianapolis, IN), I think that the interviewee is right 
because if you don’t have the resources to start something it is hard to accomplish or even to get 
started on it. 

 The interviewee gave us his thoughts about what is the most important feature of the web 2.0 
and he said ”I think that the LAMP platform has enabled a lot of it with the low-cost, robust, Open 
Source platforms. It seems like LAMP is the base on which most Web 2.0 systems are built. It is one 
of the core technologies that has allowed people to do so much with free tools. A lot of start-ups, 
includingus, wouldn’t have gotten this far if we had to pay for software or buy database licenses.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 192). Indianapolis, 
IN). 
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 The interviewee also believes that the open source was the one created the web 2.0 and he 
said “Definitely. I think the whole point is to be able to build apps in an interactive fashion based on 
user feedback and to start with something small instead of a big app with a grand launch. You can 
rent one box for $99 a month and start developing on it. If people start using your product and like it, 
they will give you feedback and you can improve the product from there.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 
2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 192). Indianapolis, IN). I agree with the 
interviewee because of open source the technologies today became more advance and more people 
became more aware of the use of different technology in their lives. 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the cool stuff in the web 2.0 and he said “I like 
Facebook and StumbleUpon for content discovery; I like Last.fm and Pandora for browsing music. 
Del.icio.us is pretty cool for bookmarking, and I like Digg for watching trends in tech. Those sites are 
all pretty wellknown. A few smaller ones that are interesting are Farecast for prediction of airline ticket 
prices and many other small “crowd-sourcing” applications like Predictify for forecasting events.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 194). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like the LAM technology. I also learned how easy and no cost at 
all to build and to create a start up company.   
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Book Review – Rodrigo Madanes:Skype (Chapter 16) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “The most important thing is that even though we felt in the ’90s that the Internet was having 
a big impact in people’s lives, we’re seeing in this decade that it’s reconstructing a lot of industries 
and shifting a lot of value around while improving people’s lives.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 199). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because the Internet is originally created for the people. Since the Internet 
was created in the 90’s it never stop to improve and make the lives of the people in the world to be 
better or yet to be the best in their lives. The people make use of the Internet and that is why it is 
improving it. Most of the industries right now are shifting from products for their profit to products to 
helping the people for better lives. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Skype came up with the idea of real time communication through the 
Internet. I also want to know how they are making profit through their service providing.  

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter Skype was introduced to us by the author and he also 
introduced to us the interviewee and the interviewee said about himself “Skype is a piece o software 
that people can use to talk for free, all over the world. As of version 2.0, they can even video-call with 
each other. Most people are familiar with Skype at this point, I believe. I am a technologist; I’ve been 
in the industry for about 15 years. I did my PhD in a flavor of human interaction, so, I’ve been studying 
how people use computers and how to make them friendlier.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 200). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee answered the question what is Skype doing and he is doing and he said, “I 
used to do product design. That would be working with everything that had to do with making Skype 
friendlier; that was one of the big innovations at Skype: Internet calling that worked and was easy to 
use. Now I’m the chief product strategist, which basically means that I look at where we’re taking the 
products.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 200). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks to be the beginning of the long and prosperous 
telecommunication business and he said “Telecommunications is at the beginning of what will be a 
longer transformation.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(p. 201). Indianapolis, IN). I believe that mobile technology is just starting.  

 The interviewee also answered the question about what industry he like to call out and he 
said “The one that most people know— because it’s in the middle of a tornado—  is advertising, which 
is mixed in with publishing, of course. That industry is actually seeing a transformation as all of the 
investments for advertising are shifting to the Internet. The one that is beginning now, that I think is 
probably at the same age of maturity as telecommunications, is television and media. We’ve seen 
some impact, but I think there’s a lot more to come.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews 
with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 202). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us what issues that he is in the web 2.0 and he said “I don’t really 
see issues in terms of problems. In most periods of substantial innovation, which tend to last five to 
ten years, you will encounter a number of obstacles and problems along the way. This is typical with 
technology and innovation. What you do is you figure out your way around it, either as a company or 
as an industry. It might take six months or it might take two years to sort out a particular problem. I 
don’t see them as issues, but more as things that happen when there are such big shifts in 
industries.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 203). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also answered the question about the Software as Service and he said “I 
think those are fact— those things are real. One of the interesting things that has happened with Web 
2.0, although I don’t have a great grasp of the history, is that it is one of the great technology phases 
that was mostly consumer-led. We’ve seen a lot more benefit to consumers in this phase, and a lot 
more lagging response behind passing these benefits on to enterprises. Software as a Service has 
been used mostly in the context of enterprises. We’re working with companies that do that: Skype 
enables Salesforce, which is one of those great company sites that offers SaaS. A lot of software that 
people use on their desktop is going to be much more comfortably used on the Internet. Some of it 
will remain desktop apps, just because you can use leverage the CPUs and the audio/video qualities 
of your desktop much better than on the Web. But, yes, I think SaaS is fact.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 
2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 205). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the coolest thing that he done in web 2.0 and 
he said “Of course I have to talk about Skype! I think it’s really hard today to see the impact you had 
when it was a few years back. People had a hard time believing that they could make global calls for 
free. There was a general question of, “What’s the catch?” along with statements such as, “It can’t be 
free,” and, “It can’t sound better than my phone.” People were shocked that this could be easy and it 
could just work. I remember the impact that video had; then so many people started having video calls 
as a matter of fact. I’m always shocked at meeting people at a party, or dinner, or friends of friends, 
and seeing the pervasiveness of the use.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 206). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how communication will make you profit and how can you do 
it. Now, I am convinced that communication or conversation can make you some money. 
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Book Review – Rod Smith: IBM Corporation (Chapter 17) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Web 2.0 is about how businesses are changing, how people are collaborating, and how 
people are unlocking content to be used in new and innovative ways through customization, at orders 
of magnitude of less cost than they’ve ever had before.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 209). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because cost is a big issue but at the same time we are finding ways to learn. 
People live and learn new things and in that way we can have innovations in this world. Those 
innovations can make our lives change in a better or in some times for worst. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how IBM Corporation built their multi-million business. I also want to learn 
how they did they came up with other ideas and make it their profitable products and services. I want 
to know how they sustained their business after these years and continue to be one of the biggest 
corporations in the world. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter the author introduced to us what is IBM Corporation and what 
it is doing and he said “I stands for International Business Machines and is a name that has been 
around the computer industry for a long time. In fact, IBM incorporated nearly a century ago, in 1911. 
Its roots, however, go back even farther than that. IBM focuses on many areas, including products 
and services. The company is well-known in the mainframe arena and has also been a big proponent 
of Open Source, Linux, and more. It would take an entire book to describe what IBM has done and 
what they do now. With such a vast history, IBM is a company worthy of being asked for an opinion 
on current and new technologies.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 210). Indianapolis, IN).  

The interviewee was also introduced to us and the author said “I lead our emerging Internet 
technology initiatives at IBM; I’ve done it since 1995. Back then, I was also the Java CTO and was 
thinking about how we help grow Java from the language into an open middleware platform that 
would garner broad industry adoption. My team has also been very involved in Open Source, 
particularly through the Apache Foundation, and open standards around application and data 
interoperability; we were very early innovators in XML, providing the early, W3C, standards-based 
parser to an Apache project. This then evolved into working on open distributed computing standards 
and technologies, such as SOAP, which evolved into Web Services. Today this is what we refer to as 
SOA— a loosely coupled programming model architecture enterprises are embracing. All this set the 
stage for work that we’re doing today in Web 2.0 and enterprise mash-up areas.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 210). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is web 2.0 and he said “We stick close to the 
O’Reilly definition: it is the intersection of social changes, economic changes, and technology 
changes. That is what makes Web 2.0 elusive; it hasn’t been about one technology. It’s about how 
businesses are changing, how people are collaborating, and how people are unlocking content to be 
used in new and innovative ways— much faster and simpler than ever before.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 211). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us what he thinks about remixability and he said “Today when I go 
back to those customers, 70 to 80 percent of them are enabling syndication feeds. And they’re doing 
it because it’s a very costeffective way to pass information or get information to their business 
partners and others, and it doesn’t have to be high-performance. The part that I think drove people 
crazy on remixability in the past is that as soon as you get to a data center, they think about the high-
performance transactional nature of content and how to ensure enterprise-grade scalability. They 
don’t think about this whole “long tail” aspect of business opportunities. Remixability is using content 
to go after niche markets, and XML, syndication feeds, widgets, enable them to tap opportunities as a 
cost point orders of magnitude cheaper that with prior technologies.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 212). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he think about information sharing will impact their 
consumers and he said “We’re often seeing the aspects of that, from a user-generated standpoint. 
IBM holds an annual virtual event called The Innovation Jam. The first couple years, we did strictly 
internal IBMers; then we opened it up to IBMers and Partners. Last year, we opened it up to IBMers, 
Partners, and families and friends. We said, “Tell us what your ideas are; tell us what you think are 
areas we should be working in.” We had a huge turnout and IBM invested $100 million to develop the 
top ideas.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 213). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also sees the technology to be remixed by people and he said “Absolutely—
which is fun. Existing applications all have content locked away that lines-of businesses would like to 
use for new business opportunities—  but, again, the development costs outweighed the benefits.”  
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 214). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

 The interviewee answered the question about what he thinks is IBM helped in the web 2.0 
and he said “Just look at what IBM Lotus has done around Lotus Connections and our Dogear 
offerings; those were all started from our CIO department. They are Web 2.0 applications that we’ve 
been using internally for the past couple years. We’re our own proving ground for Web 2.0. IBM is a 
large community, and if a piece of software is good, then our folks will use it and product groups will 
digest it. Our CIO office has created a Web 2.0 situational application platform— it is a place where 
people deploy the situational apps. Our experience has been these Web 2.0 applications give 
significant cost savings to our different lines of business. The fun part is that we get to go right to the 
customers. A lot of what Web 2.0 does is let businesses visualize their middleware investments.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 217). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks will be the next big thing in web 2.0 and he said 
“It’s a funny question. I started Web Services in 1999, and in maybe 2003, somebody asked, “All the 
technology is laid out; what’s the next big thing?” I said, “Well, culturally, businesses are still going to 
be absorbing SOA and this whole area for another five or six years. I think Web 2.0 is sparking a lot of 
imagination on what will be the value proposition of Web 2.0, three, four, or five years down the road.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 218). Indianapolis, 
IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how to be around the business in a long time like IBM does. 
I also learned how IBM helped in the development of web 2.0.  
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Book Review – Tim Harris: Microsoft Corporation (Chapter 18) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Enterprises want to take advantage of the social and collaborative aspects of Web 2.0 but 
don’t necessarily want the business models of Web 2.0 shoved down their throat.” (Jones, B.L. 
(2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 219). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because the Internet is originally created for the people. The Internet is 
always been a tool to have conversation between two or more people. The Internet is not in 
possession of anyone or anybody and so it should be free for all and the information.  The enterprises 
are trying to make it a part of their businesses but they are failing in that aspect because they cannot 
possibly get it from the people. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Microsoft Corporation became this gigantic company. I want to learn 
how they came up with the ideas that are so effective when it was launched into the market. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter the author introduced to us Microsoft Corporation and he said 
“While there are numerous big names at Microsoft, including well-known figures such as Bill Gates, 
Steve Ballmer, and Ray Ozzie, if you want to get the details on specific areas, it is better to talk to the 
people more directly influencing the technology. Tim Harris works as a product manager in the 
Developer & Platform Evangelism (DPE) group in the Server & Tools Division. Such a position gives 
him the insights into what Microsoft is truly doing and where it is headed at a working level.” (Jones, 
B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 220). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee defined Microsoft in web 2.0 as “It is funny that you call that the easy 
question! You know that when we go out and talk to customers, ISPs, and all throughout the industry, 
and every person gives a different answer. When people talk about Web 2.0, it really falls down onto 
the three pillars. There’s the technology pillar where people are talking about things like RSS, 
ASP.NET AJAX, and technologies for building web sites and web applications. And then there’s the 
business model pillar— the fact that business models have become inextricably linked to the software 
and so most of the focus there is on advertising models of all sorts of subscription models and other 
business models around the delivery of software to the user The last pillar people have a tendency to 
talk about are these social constructs; the bidirectional communication that Web 2.0 enables— blogs, 
wikis, social mapping software, and things like that— things that create or give the end user the ability 
to communicate back to the people who are running the software.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 220). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee gave his side about the open source as web 2.0 and he said “I think that 
there is definitely an agenda out there. One of the interesting things is that a lot of those Open Source 
companies are struggling from the business-model perspective. Well, cool; if all of my intellectual 
property is out there for everyone to see, then how do I turn around and monetize that rather than 
having everyone simply take it and copy it? I think that the real key is making sure that the standards 
are there, the protocols are there, the interoperability is there. I don’t think that includes taking what 
makes your company unique and giving it away.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews 
with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 223). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us what he think about getting the web 2.0 free or near to be free 
and he said “It is obvious that business models are changing. It used to be that the business model 
for software and the software itself were completely separate entities. The packaging and distribution 
were completely separate from the development. That is not the case today. As applications are being 
delivered more and more over the Web and as people have an expectation or a desire for 
applications to have a low or zero up-front cost, the need for developers to be cognizant of the 
business model under which their application is going to be distributed is higher than ever. In fact, that 
is one of the main things that we are focusing on is the fact that developers have to be businessmen 
now. They need to be able to sit there and know that packaging and distribution are not separate from 
the actual delivery or coding of the software. I’d not say it is going to change— it is and has changed. 
The challenge right now is more educational rather than technological. Our challenge is getting 
people to understand how to get their arms around these new business models, especially the 
developer community.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers 
(p. 224). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also answered the question about the most misunderstood about web 2.0 
and he said “Wow. That is an interesting question. A lot of people think that if you build an AJAX 
application with an RSS feed that you’ve done Web 2.0. It comes back to the definition— how you 
define Web 2.0. That would be what I’d probably say is the most misunderstood piece. There is no 
consensus in the industry of what Web 2.0 is. Every company, every vendor defines Web 2.0 in a way 
that best suits what they bring to market. From that perspective, the most misunderstood thing about 
Web 2.0 is the definition itself. It is this nebulous thing that is out there.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 
Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 225). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how Microsoft became do big and how did they help to build 
the web 2.0. I also notice in this chapter is that even Microsoft cannot help to say that web 2.0 is open 
source.  
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Book Review – Bob Brewin & Tim Bray: Sun Microsystems (Chapter 19) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-
Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “Anyone with reasonable smarts can have a good idea for a web property on 
Monday and can have something on the air two weeks from Thursday.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 229). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because anyone and everyone can have its own application running 
in just matter of minutes or days. I think the only thing that a person needs is his/her logic, 
knowledge, and perseverance in doing an application. The web is designed to help and 
make the lives of the people in the world better by giving all its resources for the innovative 
use of the users online. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Sun Microsystems developed such language and technology in 
such incredible manner. I also like to know how do they earn from giving free application to 
the public or market and still earning and they are still one of the most look after companies 
today.  

Review: 

 In the beginning the author told us what Sun Microsystems all about and he said “Most 
people have heard of the Java programming language and likely the company behind the 
programming language, Sun Microsystems, Inc. Using the slogan “The Network is the 
Computer,” Sun is actually involved in hardware, operating systems, programming 
languages and more. When it comes to web technologies, at Sun, the Java language and 
other initiatives that have occurred have been deeply involved with what is happening on the 
Web. Their work in hardware and operating systems has also given them perspectives that 
are worth noting in regard to the Web as well.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 229-230). Indianapolis, IN). The author also told 
us about the interviewee and his job in Sun Microsystems and he said “I’m a CTO and VP 
for Sun Software. Like Tim, I’m a distinguished engineer. Most of what I look at and touch 
upon at Sun are those things that will layer on top of operating systems: much of the Java 
space, much of the developer space, much of the Web space. We have another CTO at Sun 
that focuses on the operating level, Tim Marsland. There is sort of a separation of roles, 
although there is obviously a lot of crossover.  In terms of areas that peak my interest around 
the whole Web 2.0 space, it is basically what I consider the “inversion of control and 
influence” that Web 2.0 has driven. Basically, it is a certain way to look at how things have 
changed and continue to change for the client and for what we expect out of our client, as 
well as for the enterprises and networks that provide that foundation.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 230). Indianapolis, IN). 
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 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the misunderstanding about the web 2.0 
and he said, “The hype is the problem. If you go around the Bay and not just Silicon Valley, it 
is definitely getting a little bit “bubblicious” these days. That’s okay. At the end of the day 
bubbles tend to have good aftermath. One thing that is good about this bubble is that it is 
less expensive than the Web 1.0 bubble was. So, the hangover will be less painful once we 
wake up. There is no doubt that people are painting the Web 2.0 label on anything they are 
trying to sell these days.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 233). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also answered the question about what he thinks is the coolest things 
that the Sun Microsystems ever built and he said “When looking at systems and services, I 
see things like Niagara and Niagara 2. In terms of shipped hardware, it’s better support for 
the massively scaled sort of web infrastructure. And then things like Thumper— the sort of 
disk storage coupled with CPU processing built on Solaris on the back-end. All of those 
things are hugely exciting.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 235). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us about what he thinks is the cost or the return of 
investment in web 2.0 is applicable and he said “I see them as being extremely cheap to 
deploy. It just does not cost very much to put up a blogging platform or social-network site. 
You can get all of the pieces you need from us or from other people and have something up 
in almost no time at all. I am a bit baffled by people saying there are high costs there. The 
amount it cost us to put up our blogging platform to have thousands of employees talk to the 
world every day was almost embarrassingly small. On the other side of it, from the point of 
view of Sun, the benefits of increasing the bandwidth and transparency of our 
communication with our corporate contingencies have been overwhelming. The “I” is small 
and the “R” is huge.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 
Influencers (p. 236). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks will be standing out technology in the next 
few years and he said “There are a number that stand out, but I don’t think you can single 
out any one in particular. We are seeing sets of things that are emerging that reinforce this 
notion, such as things like domain-specific languages  (DSLs) for implementation— i.e., Ruby 
and others. I think we will see more of these technologies as opposed to universal solutions 
such as XML. We are going to start building things or use things that are specifically 
designed to solve a specific problem rather than trying to slam a bunch of square pegs into 
all the round holes we can find.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 
Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 239-340). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how Sun Microsystems are gaining profit from 
giving out open source applications. I also found out that web 2.0 can be profitable also if 
only you can find ways to use it. 
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Book Review – Michele Turner: Adobe Systems Incorporated (Chapter 20) 

Book – Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers by Bradley L. Jones 

Library Reference – n/a 

Amazon Reference - http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-
Influencers/dp/0470241993  

Quote – “[Web 2.0] is all about giving a lot of control back to the user and leveraging that 
infrastructure that we built with “Web 1.0” to enable extremely rich experiences now, that we 
couldn’t do back in the day.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 
2.0 Influencers (p. 243). Indianapolis, IN) 

 I chose this line because the Internet is originally created for the people. The Internet 
is always been a tool to give more information back to the people and let them discover all 
the things they wanted to know in this world. web 2.0 is all about innovations and open 
source and I believe that giving all the peoples needs will enables them to be more 
productive and effective and thus making this world of ours to be better. 

Learning Expectations: 

 I expect to learn how Adobe Systems Incorporated became this gigantic company. I 
want to learn how they came up with the ideas that are so effective when it was launched 
into the market. I also want to know what are their platforms in creating those applications 
and technologies that they have. 

Review: 

 In the beginning of the chapter the author introduced to us what Adobe Systems 
Incorporated is all about and he said “If you use the Web, chances are you are familiar with 
Adobe Flash. If you are familiar with Flash, then you are familiar with at least one of Adobe’s 
products. In addition to Flash there is a good chance you’ve also heard of PDF files and it is 
statistically likely that you’ve seen or installed the Adobe Reader that reads documents in the 
PDF format. Adobe, however, is more than just Flash and Reader. Their products include 
Adobe ColdFusion, Dreamweaver, Flex, InDesign, Photoshop, Premiere, Director, 
RoboHelp, and many, many more. The products cover a number of different categories 
including design, publishing, developer tools, digital imaging, eLearning, web design, web 
publishing, video, and audio. Few companies can boast a 98 percent penetration within a 
market. Adobe, however, can with their Flash Player. Additionally, few companies are 
currently able to target both designers and developers effectively, but yet again Adobe is 
succeeding. In the Web 2.0 space, this seems to have given them an advantage. Adobe is a 
major player in the web space. When you look at some of what they have done as well as 
where they are headed, it is easy to believe that Adobe will continue to be a major player.” 
(Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 244). 
Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee told us what he thinks is web 2.0 is and he said “Two years ago you 
could look at a site and say, “That’s Web 2.0” just by the look of it. That is changing a bit as 
we start to mature along this line. There is definitely a really increased focus on user 
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interfaces and user experiences as well. In summary, it is all about giving a lot of control 
back to the user and leveraging that infrastructure that we built with “Web 1.0” to enable 
extremely rich experiences now; we couldn’t do that back in the day.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). 
Web 2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 245). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks is the most misunderstood thing in web 2.0 
and he said “For me, one of the most misunderstood things is that it is just a fad that we are 
going through, and that it is just for 25-year olds who are creating their ad hoc web sites that 
they are going to throw up on to the Web. I think what we have seen as I’ve watched Web 
2.0 evolve over the last four or five years now is that it is like many other trends. It starts out 
relatively nascent with a lot of really good ideas and it needs to grow and evolve. But the 
whole notion that it started with, that we need to give users control, that user-generated 
content is important, and we need to be out there figuring out how to use it, has really taken 
over major web sites. From Google to AOL, everyone is integrating Web 2.0 patterns into 
their web sites today. All those key elements of community and sharing and shared content, 
these are now integrated into mainstream web sites. So, I don’t think it is a fad at all. One of 
the things created from Web 2.0 is Ruby on Rails. It made it easy for anyone to get a Web 
2.0 application up and running quickly. So we have this proliferation of applications that have 
no business model. There is a whole story on that.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 2.0 Heroes: 
Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 248-249). Indianapolis, IN). 

 The interviewee also told us what he thinks will be the next big thing in web 2.0 and he 
said “We are seeing some really phenomenal applications coming from our partners and we 
are really excited about that. There are certain things that applications built with Adobe AIR 
give you, such as online/offline access. There are a couple of ways to do that today, but 
having it integrated into your desktop application rather than going out to a browser 
application is very normal to people because you have it with Microsoft Outlook and in Apple 
iTunes. Having access to your local data is really, really key. There are a lot of times that 
you have information on your desktop that you might want to pull into your application from 
the Web, and AIR makes that seamless. What is so exciting about this is that when we made 
AIR avail- able to developers, we knew we’d see things we hadn’t even imagined. We are 
seeing that today. We are seeing a generation of hybrid applications where they have a 
mode that is on the browser and a mode that is on the  desktop.” (Jones, B.L. (2008). Web 
2.0 Heroes: Interviews with 20 Web 2.0 Influencers (p. 251-252). Indianapolis, IN). 

What I’ve learned:   

 I learned a lot in this chapter like how Adobe became so big and how did they help to 
build the web 2.0. I also notice in this chapter is that even Adobe cannot help to say that web 
2.0 is open source.  
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1 MARKETS ARE CONVERSATIONS 

Sir told us to make a 250 words reaction paper about this topic. At first, I thought of is what 
the hell am I gonna write about this topic that i don't clearly understand and it was my first time that I 
heard and tackle this topic. Please, bear with my explanation if it is not clear or whatever. 

Markets are conversations because we people are the market of the companies. If we are the 
target market of the companies they should know how to communicate with us. First, they should 
know how to reach to us. If they know how to reach to us then they can communicate in a right and 
effective way. Second, if the company would sell its products to us they should know what are the 
needs and wants of a consumer so that they can build their products from what we imagine it to be. 
Third, the only way that the companies could sell their products to us is to talk to us and make us 
believe or make us see that their products suites our needs and wants. Fourth, companies can only 
compete if they know what the weakness of their products is and the only way to know that is through 
the feedback's that they will get from their customers.  

In conclusion, markets are conversations because as a consumer we want to have the best 
product that we can possibly have while the companies want their products to be the best in the 
market. The consumer and the business need each other to reach their goal/s and that can only be 
achieve if they converse to each other so that they will know what are their needs and wants. If the 
business knows what they need to do to improve or to make their products to be the best in the 
market they can earn more money. If the consumer let the companies know what they need and want 
them can have the best value of product for their money. Market is a two way communication thing 
while the other one talk, the other one listens. 

2 MARKETS ARE CONSISTS OF HUMAN BEINGS, NOT DEMOGRAPHIC SECTOR  

This is another phrase that I don’t really understand but I will try to explain what the meaning 
of it is. 

So, what is markets are consists of human beings to me? First let us recall that we, humans 
ever since our existence we are trading goods in the market and we do that by conversing with other 
people. As humans we are the ones who build and run the market. We humans have different needs 
and wants in life. Market is about us, humans because if we are not around this world then market is 
nothing and it will not exist today. As we, humans get along with the market we built emotional 
connections but we tried to hide it from others. Emotional connections because we tried to protect 
what we precious the most in this world like our business, connections to others, our needs and 
wants, and etc. If we failed to protect what we precious the most we tend to tell ourselves that is it our 
fault and we get emotional within us. 

So, what is not a demographic sector to me? First we need to define demographic and from 
what I had research it says that “relating to the dynamic balance of a population especially with regard 
to density and capacity for expansion or decline” (Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary. Retrieved 
September 11, 2008, from http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/demographic) so, demographic 
sector is within us and that what’s the company are using in telling our needs and wants. The 
companies are telling the needs and wants of the population by categorizing and choosing what they 
think is their market and they tend to forget that market is consist of human beings not based on what 
they know. If the companies neglect the fact that we humans are not all the same they will have a 
hard time reaching and understanding us. If the companies will reach to us they will see that we are 
unique to each other. We are unique in a sense that we all have different preference in life like the 
things that we use in our daily lives and etc. 

So, the market is consists of human being because as humans we can feel emotions. If we 
have emotions then we could know what see and comprehend the feelings of the people around us. If 
you can feel what other people do then you can tell whether if they want to buy or not your products. 
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3 Conversations among human beings sound human They are conducted in a human voice 

As humans we talk to each other to know what we should know about the other persons or 
things. One of the requirements of being human is to sound one. If a human being converse with 
other people they should be able to understand what you are saying else they are not human.  Market 
today is like a group of people they talk to each other and they exchange ideas and problems to make 
them better. 

In the market sounding like human is also applies because if the business people don’t 
sounds like human their customers won’t buy their products. One example of having a bad 
conversation with a businessman is when they are selling their software or other goods in line with 
technology, a businessman tend to speak geeky because they want their customer/s to know all the 
stuff within their software. Being geeky is not bad but conversing with an ordinary people about your 
product in a geeky way is not ok. Talking geeky about your product would result to confusion to your 
customer/s and if they became confused they will definitely not going to buy your product. 

Talking in a humane way in the market and to your customer/s will give you more profit 
because they will understand your product is all about. If a customer knows what your product is 
about they will be attracted to it and maybe they will buy it if there is no better product out there in the 
market. Having good communication with the market will give you advantage on your field. 

 

4 Whether delivering information, opinion, perspective, dissenting arguments or humorous 
aside, the human voice is typically open, natural, uncontrived 

As a person we typically talk to our peers without thinking. We are saying anything to people 
that we know because we are already comfortable to each other. Being comfortable with each other is 
being open and unconstrained to whatever you’re going to say it maybe foul, funny, stupid, lies, and 
etc. 

As a person we do have our own opinion and we can express that whenever and to 
whomever we what to, but a typical person talking to his/her friends have more to say and it is 
unbounded because the sense of shyness is already gone. If a person can give his/her idea/opinion in 
a natural way it will be more fruitful and meaningful. 

I think the sense of unease with other people is the problem in this world because of it we 
cannot fully know more things in a broader way. I said this because I personally experience having 
bad communication with other people resulting to fights, bad projects, and other problems. I also think 
that a person who cannot tell what his/her opinion to anything is not a real person because we are 
made to tell things not to hide it. We people are information carrying things as a living thing we are 
capable in thinking things that we thought cannot be possible but if we can say it to other people it 
might come true. 

In the market people is the most important part of it because we are the ones who creates it 
all. If we can say things in a humane way we can improve things or develop new things that can help 
not only us but also other people in this world. 
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5 People recognize each other as such from the sound of this voice. 

At first, I cannot say something about this statement because it is natural to us to have a 
human sound. But in second thoughts I realized that sounds are important not just for our listening 
pleasure but also for communicating with others in the market or another place. In the market we get 
to converse by talking to each other in a human voice. Market will never entertain a person who 
cannot enunciate everything that he said. Communication is such an important thing to us because 
without it we cannot understand and know about anything. 

People talk to each other because they know what the voice sounds like even if we don’t talk 
to anyone we can hear them talking but we know that they talk to each other because we produce the 
same kind of sound of voice. People know what they need to hear to say that they can comprehend 
that they are hearing a human sound from someone. 

In the market we create sounds that are in human. We create sounds because we want to 
communicate with others. A human person can only say things that are human like and he can create 
only sounds that like human. Humans can only understands his fellow humans, so if you cannot 
understands a person’s voice then he maybe not a human. 

So, if we want to talk to someone we should know whatever their language is so that we 
would know what their saying. Knowing and telling to someone that he sounds human is so much fun 
because you are practicing your senses. 

 

6 The Internet is enabling conversations among human beings that were simply not possible 
in the era of mass media. 

 

The mass media can only tell us what is happening, who’s who, and everything that have 
something to do in anything but it we cannot say what we want to say directly. During the era of mass 
media the majority of people that have say in everything are the businessmen and politicians not us, 
the real voice. During the mass media era majority of the population have no voice in expressing and 
telling the world what they want to say or express. 

While in the Internet no one owns it and everyone can say something to anything or to 
anyone. The internet gives us freedom again after a long time the mass media to it away from us. The 
internet is a place where people practice their communication skills and social skills. The internet 
gives our consciousness back about things that surrounds us. 

Internet now is place where people talks and know each other even without seeing or 
knowing each other personally. Internet is a tool to make our listening skills improve because we can 
see and learn on the things that a person say or do without them knowing that we’re listening to them. 
Internet is not only helpful for our conversations but it also gives us information that we need to know. 
If we know relevant information we can educate other and let them be aware what’s happening in 
their surroundings. Internet is now the most part of the lives of billions of people and we shouldn’t take 
it for granted. The Internet enable us to think and say anything and everything that we wanted to say 
or do. Internet is a place where no rules and restrictions. 
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7 Hyperlinks subvert hierarchy. 

We are used to see hierarchy to every organization in this world. Hierarchy for them is 
necessary because without it they are afraid that they cannot have any control over their 
subordinates. Hierarchy for them is a system of security because they cannot see their businesses in 
a out of control way. Hierarchy is everywhere even in our family there it is existing. Hierarchy is an 
issue that is being discussed and argued for so long that communism arose and tried to over throw it 
but to no avail. That hierarchy is the reason why we have strata here in this world. That hierarchy is 
the reason why there are a lot of people that are in pain and poor. 

In the internet hierarchy is a past case. Internet gives us equality. Equality in a sense that we 
can say everything that we wanted to say and do whatever we wanted to do. In the real world you 
cannot say or do whatever you want too. Now, internet makes our relationship to all of the people in 
the internet equal and interconnected. We can be interconnected because we can be friends and 
lovers by simply using the Internet. The Internet is a huge place for the people to converse and it can 
be a dangerous place for us if we didn’t use it in the right way. The main use of the Internet is to link 
us even if we are not personally connected. The link that the Internet creates is incomparable and 
irreplaceable. That link will always be the reason why the Internet is the best creation of man since 
man discovers fire. 

 

8 In both internetworked markets and among intranetworked employees, people are speaking 
to each other in a powerful new way. 

 Back in the day’s employees cannot say whatever they wanted to say in their own way but 
rather they have to follow procedures like writing formal letters so that they can express their selves. 
Employees back then have no say to everything the higher management does or say. Employees 
were treated as a tool for the business to succeed. Employees back then does not have any rights to 
know what are the problems and decisions that the company faces. Employees for the top 
management are not important and have no right to know everything in the company because they 
wanted to have the control over them. 

 Now, with the Internet and the Intranet enables the people to talk to each other without rules 
and restriction. This new found tool for conversation makes our voice herd even if it is in text. We 
cannot deny that most of the well know people today is from the Internet, they connects to many 
people lives by their own way on expressing and letting everyone knows what’s happening in their life 
today. The Internet and the Intranet is the ground for everyone to let others know what they feel and 
know about things. The Internet is also the place where everyone can get knowledge that they 
needed to know.  

 The Internet is such a powerful way to converse with other people that sometimes it is use in 
bad way. The internet is vast place that sometimes we cannot find what we need to find. The Internet 
is tool that we need to appreciate and not take for granted because without we cannot have 
conversations that we have now. 
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9 These networked conversations are enabling powerful new forms of social organization and 
knowledge exchange to emerge. 

  

 The network today is so vast that we cannot explore it all. Having a vast network is a good 
thing because we can have social connections with others. The network today is so vast that many 
people use it in a good and bad way. Social organizations use the Internet not just for fun but also to 
make new friends and make their network bigger. Social organizations are a group of people that has 
the same interest. That interest of theirs makes them close together and makes them respect each 
other. These types of social organizations are not just located in one place but rather the whole world. 
Social organizations make new ground in the society by setting new trends in the market. No wonder 
most of the innovative businessmen today came from a social organization in the Internet.  

 Most of the well known people today are so into social organizations that they can easily tell 
the needs and wants of the market. Now, social organizations are not just for fun but also for 
exchanging knowledge and ideas. Those ideas and knowledge from the social organization is so 
important that many companies today are getting it and applying it to their businesses. So much 
knowledge in the social organizations that most of the smartest people around is in there.  

 So, if we want to learn more things in this world better join social organizations because there 
you are sure to know and get what information that you are looking for. Social organization is not only 
for information gathering but also for giving you fun and relaxation. 

 

10 As a result, markets are getting smarter, more informed, more organized. Participation in a 
networked market changes people fundamentally. 

 

 Social network is a place where innovation and new ideas starts. It makes us see thing in a 
new perspective. Making us see what’s new and what the trend of the market is. Social organizations 
are so influential that the major companies are listening to them. They are the ones that make our 
daily living better and fun.   

 Social organizations are responsible for making us informed. They keep us informed by 
asking their members about what happening today around us. By asking their members they can 
have an answer in no time. Having a quick answer to our questions will make our lives easier and 
better. 

 Having a social organization will make us smarter in everything that we do like in buying our 
gadgets. Usually gadgets are the common topic in the social community, they converse and 
exchange ideas about a gadget. Having collective ideas about a gadget before you buy it will help you 
see the pro and cons of it and will help you decide to buy or not to buy that gadget. Social 
organization will make our decision smarter and better because we now have the knowledge to help 
us decide on things. 

 Social organization is a big part of our modern lives. It can help us or destroy us. Social 
organization is such an influential place that most of us are now using and getting things from it. So, 
we should practice using this kind of organization and let our fellow human being know that we exist.  
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11 People in networked markets have figured out that they get far better information and 
support from one another than from vendors. So much for corporate rhetoric about adding 

value to commoditized products. 

 During the pre-internet era most of the information are from the vendors who are selling their 
products and that’s why most of the consumers cannot have other information about the product. 
Mostly today we can get information in the Internet for our daily needs and wants in our lives. We can 
find information that can be or may not be valuable to us.  

 Now, with the use of the Internet the market can have more interaction that we can imagine. 
These interactions can be our source of information about things that we needed to know. The good 
thing about the Internet is that we are now have the freedom to search for the things we want to know 
for a specific product and we can ask different persons views about it. Now we can dictate the prices 
of the products of the companies because now we are aware what are the pros and cons of their 
products. Becoming informed is what the Internet is all about. The Internet is a tool that the 
corporation hates because it cannot be controlled and they are afraid of losing control over everything 
like in influencing their potential buyers. 

 You can find so much information in the Internet that no one can handle it. Maybe that’s why it 
is the best source of everything that you need because it’s unrestricted and ungoverned. The Internet 
will be and always be the best enemy of the corporations and the best friend of the market because of 
its transparency in everything. 

 

12 There are no secrets. The networked market knows more than companies do about their 
own products. And whether the news is good or bad, they tell everyone. 

 

 Since the companies are trying to hide all the details of their products but they still cannot do 
it because of the Internet. The network within the Internet is so vast that how many times the 
corporations tried to fight it they still unsuccessful. The Internet is a place where everybody finds out 
everything what he or she needs to know. Everybody can also give something that they wanted to 
share to other people. Sharing is the best thing about the Internet because it made our world better 
and it will makes us even better in days, weeks, months, years to come. 

 Now even the network knows more of the corporation products because of collective 
knowledge that they are having in the network. News about the product is being passing around the 
network. This news will give you a good or bad information about the network will not have limitations. 
No one can handle the network that’s what it means of having no limitations.  

 The market meets network. The market is now in the network and this means that more 
information about things and less company influences for our needs. We can hold no secret in the 
network because more people know than we do. The network is so huge that you can find all the 
things that you needed to know in this world. Knowledge enrichment is the best thing about the 
Internet because it answers our queries so fast that we even get it in minutes. The network is the tool 
that makes the market converse and will be the key to make the companies see the real world. 
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13 What's happening to markets is also happening among employees. A metaphysical 
construct called "The Company" is the only thing standing between the two. 

 

 Everywhere the market is being done anywhere it maybe. The employees of the companies 
are part of the market of what being happen around. The employees are using the network to find out 
things that they needed to know around them. They are using the network to communicate to their co-
workers about things in the company. The company is trying to separate the network with their 
employees because they don’t ant their employees to learn so many things about their company. The 
company wants to separate their employees form the network because they are afraid of losing 
control to them. Control is what the company wants in their business without it they feel like they are 
being destroyed or something. 

 The company is the one and only thing that is standing between the network and employees. 
The employees want to use the network because it is their place of freedom from the rules that the 
company have. The employees can now say something about the company without even having fear 
of losing their jobs. The network is so vast that they can hide their true identity from each other. 
Having freedom is what the employees wanted in their work place but for the company freedom is not 
a good thing to have in work. The company is afraid that if they give freedom to their employees they 
will not obey and respect them anymore. So, the result of the hierarchy in the company is a thing that 
cannot be put off. 

 

14 Corporations do not speak in the same voice as these new networked conversations. To 
their intended online audiences, companies sound hollow, flat, literally inhuman. 

 

 In the network we cannot escape the companies that want to sell their products because this 
place is huge that they know that it is the place that they can earn a lot. The companies tend to use 
the voice of inhuman person that they created for their personal use of profit making. Profit is what the 
companies are look to us; they will are not considering us customer but rather a consumer. A 
consumer where they think that are have no say in whatever they want to say and do on their 
products.  

 Now, we are conversing in the network but still the companies are trying to talk to us in an 
inhuman voice. The companies are trying to speak the way a natural person does but still they cannot 
imitate the humane voice. The companies are taking advantage of the Internet because they can 
have less cost in using it. The true voice of humans is natural and not interrupted by advertisement of 
the company products. Advertisements are the thing that makes the Internet be a place where people 
can say that the companies are listening to them. The market is already immune to the 
advertisements that the companies are doing. 

 To us, the market the companies are nothing but promotions for their products. We are 
already using to their inhuman voice that sometimes we don’t care anymore to them. We the market 
are using the Internet for our communication purposes and that the difference between us and the 
companies. 
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15 In just a few more years, the current homogenized "voice" of business— the sound of 
mission statements and brochures— will seem as contrived and artificial as the language of 

the 18th century French court. 

 

 The companies are not giving up in making the market in a place that has no conversation. 
They won’t stop to make us see take their point of view of the market. They are the ones who have 
the resources and knowledge about the things that we want here in this world, thus, making them feel 
that they should have all the say in this world when it comes to everybody’s needs. The companies 
are afraid that if they cannot control the market place then they would not able to dictate the pricing 
and the facts about their products. The companies shows us the real deal behind all the happenings 
in this world and which is to have and to gain more profit by creating an artificial sound of voice in the 
market. The companies are like a virus and they want their disease to spread and make other people 
like them. The companies are artificial people who thinks and acts like us but really they are obvious 
that they are not. 

 If the companies continue to talk to us like the way that they do, eventually, they will have a 
voice like an artificial language during the 18th century. A voice that cannot be said without the go 
signal from the higher-ups. A voice whose words are based on what the others thinks and not from 
the heart and mind of the person. The companies would like us to be people who don’t need to have 
their own thoughts and let them show to us what is right and what is wrong in this world. 

 

16 Already, companies that speak in the language of the pitch, the dog-and-pony show, are no 
longer speaking to anyone. 

 

 The companies are still communicating to us in a artificial human way. They thought that their 
way of communicating to us is still working but hello its 21st century now and its not working anymore. 
The companies are not stopping communicating in the artificial way because some of people in the 
market are still new in using the web and are not familiar in the ways and techniques that the 
companies shows their advertisements in the web. The way they approach to us isn’t working 
anymore because they are treating us like a consumer and not customer. They are showing to us 
their side of being rude and inconsiderable and that is why we are talking to them anymore or in 
anyway.  

 The days of we, people in the market of being ignorant and misled people are over. We are 
now aware of the things that are happening and will happen around us because of the web. The 
companies are speaking and speaking and no one listens because they are listening to us in the first 
place. They are not good listeners and that is why we are not interested to what things that they would 
say about their products. The market now is no longer the market that was used before, now we are 
advance and real about almost all the things that we see in our surroundings. We don’t see things as 
small as they are used to be but rather each of them to be as import of everything. While the 
companies are still seeing things the way they thought it was right and not hearing us, the customer 
that they are doing things repeatedly in a wrong way.  
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17 Companies that assume online markets are the same markets that used to watch their ads 
on television are kidding themselves. 

 The companies are still living in the old ways. They don’t want to change things because they 
are afraid that it might cause bad things in their businesses but they are wrong.  They are afraid to let 
go on the principles and methods that they using because they feel the safe in that stage but they are 
wrong. They don’t want to see people in the old market place and the new market place to be different 
because for them all of us are consumers. We are consumers to them because they are only seeing 
us, as people who need their products for their daily lives to for them to survive and that is wrong 
again. 

 The companies should learn to see that we are now in the 21st century and not in the 20th 
century. The companies also should see people as their customer who needs their products not to 
just survive but also to improve their lives. The companies thought that the way they advertise their 
products in the TV’s are still working are still working but they should think again and re-evaluate the 
situations. The companies today should try different strategies on how they will approach us in a 
manner that we think in a human form. The companies should see that the web is a place for 
conversations among its users and not a place where people look for things to buy. They should see 
the real thing and that is conversation among people in the web and that what they need to apply in 
their marketing strategies. One of the strategies is to listen more to their customers and give them 
what they want. 

 

18 Companies that don't realize their markets are now networked person-to-person, getting 
smarter as a result and deeply joined in conversation are missing their best opportunity. 

 

 The companies don’t really realize the essence of the web. They only think that the web is a 
place where people surf and search for things that they need and buy it and that kind of mentality is 
wrong. They should realize that real people needs conversations among humans. Humans need 
conversation because they need it to exchange ideas and thoughts about different things in this world. 
Thoughts that will give more knowledge to us because we can share and hear new things from 
different people in the world. Communication is the best thing that God gave to us because with it we 
say and express things that we feel and think. The companies don’t want to listen in the network 
because they thought that they know it all and nothing will change if they listen to it. 

 The companies don’t realize that the network leads to bigger and better ideas for their 
businesses. The network is where the people converse and exchange ideas and that is why the 
companies should try to listen so that they would absorb more and apply more in their businesses. 
Applying the new acquired knowledge in the network will give the companies the competitive 
advantage that they need for them to be the best in their field. The knowledge that the companies will 
have in the network is endless and that is the real advantage of listen in it. If the companies don’t 
listen to anything that the network says then it will not be long for their businesses to shutdown and 
have their own hard feelings because they didn’t listen to the network. 
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19 Companies can now communicate with their markets directly. If they blow it, it could be 
their last chance. 

 

 Now with the help of the web the companies and we are now capable in communicating 
almost anywhere here in the world. The companies have now the opportunity to communicate to us in 
a real human voice that they couldn’t have back in the days. They have the means now to make us 
see that they care to us and make us realize tat they are important to us here in this world. Since, the 
beginning of the web era the companies have not really see the full potential of the market for their 
businesses. They have taken us for granted and making us feel that they don’t care for us. 

 The companies now should really put the use of the web for their full advantage because now 
they learned new things about the true market and they should apply what they had learned. After 
they applied what they had learned to their businesses they should see the people in the market are 
much appreciative to them because they listening to what everyone’s saying and feeling towards 
them. By keeping in touch with your potential and current customers you will be able to see the pros 
and cons of your products and with that you can improve on it.  

 If you fail to impress and prove your self in the market it might be your last. It might be your 
last because in the web the news about a thing spreads so fast that almost everyone in the world 
knows it already and by time you knew it they already know it. 

 

 

20 Companies need to realize their markets are often laughing. At them. 

 The company usually is a type of organization who is so serious about all the things that have 
matter with it. They don’t see things in a light and easy task way to do because for them everything is 
delicate and precious. They seriousness that they have is sometimes the reason why their businesses 
falls. The real deal to have success is to have fun with your customers and ask them what is their 
needs and wants in a product so that you would know how to give them the right thing. The 
companies today tend to say things and act things and never give what the customer needs because 
they only say it so that the customer would buy their products.  After sales the companies thought that 
they have the last laugh but they are wrong. 

 The companies thought only for their own sake and for us, their customers. They thought that 
they have all the knowledge about their products and services but they are wrong. In the web we, the 
people have more knowledge than them. After we see his or her products and services we can blog 
about it tell everyone in the web about it. If you blog about a particular product it will spread the news 
in the web like a virus that is so contagious. The news will not stop until some or all of the people 
around the world would already see it. So, the people have the real laugh at the end. 
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21 Companies need to lighten up and take themselves less seriously. They need to get a sense 
of humor. 

 

 Since, The companies are way too serious in their businesses many of them tend to forget 
the side of the customers. The most of the businesses are denying the true conversation in the 
market because they thought they are the right ones but they are really wrong. The companies today 
tend to use the web to make their advertisements like they use to do in the mass media. The 
companies are too serious in their advertisements and thought that having it will give them good 
communication between their customers and again they are wrong. Having a serious tone I the 
market won’t give your customers their interest in your product rather they will make a fun out of it. 

 The companies today should try different approaches in communicating in the market like 
giving funny commercials about their product and the products of their competitors. They should 
approach their customers in the market and ask them what they are looking for in product. They 
should engage more in the web because in there they can find more useful ideas and make it into a 
reality. Making profit and not thinking your customers will give you nothing but giving them time and 
care will give you the market advantage that you are looking for. Talking in a natural form will give the 
company the conversation that they are looking for in a longest time. Conversation that is pure and 
impromptu like in the real conversations. The companies can converse today but in a artificial being.  

 

 

22 Getting a sense of humor does not mean putting some jokes on the corporate web site. 
Rather, it requires big values, a little humility, straight talk, and a genuine point of view. 

 

 Having a sense of humor is value that the corporate people are feared of because they 
thought that they will loose potential customers and they control over their people. So much 
seriousness is what they are letting us picture them. A picture of greatness and success in work for 
getting serious of it. They are afraid that they might loose the image of professionalism to their 
competitors and might be the cause of some issues that they might face in the future. The corporate 
world is full of do’s and don’ts and that’s why the top management are acting serious so that their 
subordinates would act as well as they do.  

 

 The corporate world should see that having a little humor towards their work and their 
customers would not ruined their image but rather it will help them to build a better and much caring 
atmosphere to others. They should see that having some humor towards work is better than 
seriousness because it will build their relationship better and thus making them comfortable to each 
other. They should know that the way they are communicating to us in not a good thing, they should 
see and feel that we need more that that we need a real and sincere talk with them. They should feel 
that we are not interested to what they are saying to us and they should let us see the real them. They 
should know that having real conversation with us would build a better and much realistic way of 
conversing. 
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23 Companies attempting to "position" themselves need to take a position. Optimally, it 
should relate to something their market actually cares about. 

 

 Most of the companies today are only thinking of ways to take their position in the market. 
They are thinking the ways on how their products will be the leader in its field. They thought that that 
thinking in that way would give them competitive advantage but they are wrong. They thought that 
giving the best product that they can possibly can to their customers is enough but they are wrong. 
They are seeing things in a corporate mind way that they should be the one who is leading and how 
they can put their products in that market. They are seeing and doing things in ways that they thought 
would satisfy our needs even if they are not consulting with us. All those things are wrong and but still 
they are doing it oven and over again. 

  

 The companies should realize that the needs and wants of their customers in very important 
in building and creating ideas for their products. They should conduct researches and surveys for 
them to know what is their target market and what are the needs and wants of their target market. The 
real companies should know the meaning of creating a product for not their good but rather to 
produce something that will actually help and improve the way of living of the people in their 
community. The companies should realize that they are not build and creating their products just to 
earn but also to help the others through their products. They should do things that the real market 
needs and wants and by then they would see the real meaning of their businesses in the community. 

 

24 Bombastic boasts— "We are positioned to become the preeminent provider of XYZ"— do not 
constitute a position. 

 

 Now, that the companies are thinking that they are the providers of things that we need in this 
world they tend to forget that they are humans to with specific needs. What are they doing now is to 
give and give what ever they have and not thinking what it might do good or bad in the community. 
Some of the producers don’t realize that they are hurting more people than helping them because 
they are busy position themselves in giving more and more products to the different groups that 
needed different products. They are busy helping themselves to earn more than to help other through 
their products. Producing different goods for different needs is the name of the game today of the 
producers. Producers tend to make and produce products so that they can fill all the needs of the 
different sectors in the community. The producers thought that providing all the needs of the people in 
the community without consulting them about it will help the community but their wrong. 

 

 The producers should provide things that are based in the needs and wants of the users of it. 
They should produce goods that are well studied and well made so that they will help the community 
rather than hurting it. Positioning is not the problem here but rather the way the producers produce 
their products for the consumers. Producing goods is not bad but they should consider the voice of 
the market who will be the ones that will use their products. They should consider everybody not only 
themselves and if they do they will be loved by the community for their good deed.  
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25 Companies need to come down from their Ivory Towers and talk to the people with whom 
they hope to create relationships. 

 

 The people behind all of the goods that we are consuming right now are way up high in their 
buildings and towers. They are there because they thought they are the ones who are making the 
world go round through their products but they are wrong. The top management of the companies are 
separating themselves to us because they thought that being up there is good and it letting them see 
the needs and wants of each and everyone of us. They are not creating relationship with us because 
they thought the public relations are the ones who are the one with that job. The corporate world is 
seeing us as their consumers and not as their customers. The relationship that they build to us is long 
gone or had never existed. The people behind of all the goods and services that we are having right 
now is unknown to us and that is why the are not building a better relationship with us. 

 

 The companies should open and be transparent to us their customers. The chance that they 
are looking for is now available to them and that is the web. Giving and knowing things in the 
company is a big thing to us the their customers. If they opened up to and to their employees I know 
they will be more productive and more community responsible. Having communication in the market 
is a big thing for a business to succeed and so the top level management should talk and give us time 
and space to let us see the real them and by then we would know if we can really trust them and their 
products. 

26 Public Relations does not relate to the public. Companies are deeply afraid of their markets. 

 

 The company creates the public relations department to build their relationship to the market 
or the public. The company thought having this kind of department would make their company better 
known to the public because they are establishing their relationship with us the public or sometimes 
called as the market. The companies spend a lot of money for this kind of activity because they 
thought that it is effective to have one but they are wrong. Having a public relations department would 
not solve the real problem and that is they could not communicate in a real and human voice in the 
market place. The public relations department could try to build relations to the public but they could 
never have a real relationship with us because they are still under the rules and regulations of their 
company. Companies would tell to the public relations department what to do and what should not do 
for their company’s image.  

 

 The companies are building relations to us the their market but still they are not successful 
because they are using the voice of an artificial being. The companies do not know is that they are 
spending a lot of money for nothing because they could not really communicate with us the market. 
Companies should realize that the market is a place where real people are conversing and not 
dummies. The market now is so vast that they know if the person that they are talking to is real or not. 
The companies thought that having a artificial being in the market would suffice the needs of the 
market of having a conversation. The real problem of the companies is that they are afraid to say 
things that they thought would hurt their business. The companies should not restrict their selves in 
conversing to the real people and thus if they do they will find the real answers to their question how 
to build a good relationship to the public.  
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27 By speaking in language that is distant, uninviting, arrogant, they build walls to keep 
markets at bay. 

 

 The companies today are using the web for their selling of their products purposes. They tend 
to ignore the real reason why the web is invented and that is to have or to build conversations to 
others. The companies are using the language that they thought is effective and inviting to us the 
market. The real deal is that the companies are afraid to have a real conversation to the market 
because they thought that this will give freedom to their subordinates and thus their control over them 
will be lost. The voice of the companies have a little arrogant problem because they thought that 
being arrogant is being superior to others and giving them the right to say things that they thought is 
right. Up until now the companies are still using the old ways to communicate to us and thus creating 
walls that is preventing us and preventing them to communicate to us in a real voice. 

 

 The companies should stay real to their market because only then they could sound inviting to 
us. The companies had distance its self to us because they are afraid that something might be found 
to them that they precious. The arrogant voice of the companies should be change and make it into a 
pleasing and not distant to us their market. The companies should talk to us in a manner that they 
would sound inviting and that will make the walls that we have to them gone. The companies would 
only have the real success to us if they could act and say the real thing to us. 

 

28 Most marketing programs are based on the fear that the market might see what's really 
going on inside the company. 

 

 The companies are not letting us know everything about them because they have their own 
secrets and that we would not know until they open up to us. A company that has secrets to the public 
will always ends up to bankruptcy or public humiliation because they are not clean and transparent to 
their customers. The companies are hiding things that they thought would be their breaking point but 
they are wrong instead it will make their problems worst. The reason why that the companies that had 
broke down is because they hide something to the public. They companies are afraid that the 
authorities would know their dirty little or big secrets so that is why they are not communicating freely 
to us. The companies are public figures and thus making us the rightful people who should knows 
what is going on in their business. 

 

 Having secrets will always result to nothing but problems. The companies should open up and 
tell us what is happening in their organization. The companies could only have a real voice if they let 
us in their company. The companies could only have our trust and confidence to them if they let us in 
and see things in their business. Giving us freedom to see real them will give us more confidence to 
their products because we know that they are trustworthy. The companies will be successful to their 
business ventures if they will be transparent to us. Now, with the help of the web they can prove that 
their organization is worth of our trust. The web will be their tool to let us see the real them and if they 
don’t succeed it might be their down fall. 
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29 Elvis said it best: "We can't go on together with suspicious minds." 

 

 People in natural are suspicious minded. We tend to see all the things around us a treat to us. 
Things around us are what make us keen it makes us alert. All the people in this world is unique. This 
uniqueness is what makes us cautious about everybody round us. This uniqueness is also the one 
that makes our personality differs from one another. Uniqueness is makes us see things in different 
ways and thus making us think also in different ways. Having seeing things in different ways will 
makes this world to be a better place to live in. seeing and doing things in different ways is what 
makes us suspicious to others because we thought that we are being talk about by others behind our 
backs. 

 

 For me having suspicious minds will only make us better because it will initiate our sense of 
getting things better for everyone not judge you. I believe that Elvis said that quote because as a 
celebrity he has to have a mind that is suspicious for him to last or to survive in the industry his into. 
Giving all of your confidence to someone will not be healthy because he/she might hurt you or done 
something to you that might get you piss of to him/her. Having suspicious mind will make a better or 
should I say a cautious person in everything that surrounds us. So I we tried to get rid of that 
suspicious minds of us it will only make us a weaker and more vulnerable person to anyone. 
Suspicious minded will sometimes will save you form the dangers that you might get into because of 
that I think that having suspicious mind is better than not having one.  

 

30 Brand loyalty is the corporate version of going steady, but the breakup is inevitable— and 
coming fast. Because they are networked, smart markets are able to renegotiate relationships 

with blinding speed. 

 

 Companies are building their relationship to us to make their brand of product more stable or 
should I say known to us because if we don’t know what is their brand name then they could say that 
they are stable enough in the market.  They thought having a know brand mane will be stable enough 
to last forever but they are wrong. Having a known brand name will not ensure your company’s 
existence forever but rather building relationship with your customers will ensure you better of your 
existence in the market place. Giving advertisements will not make you sure of people knowing your 
brand name because not all the people in the market place are interested in your advertisement. 

 

 Now a day the market is wiser than before they don’t talk to some one who is not human but 
rather they ignore them. The best place for the businesses to make them known to the market is that 
they should talk to them and when they are having conversations they should let the market see that 
they are really sincere to what they are saying and it is not just about their product and other stuffs 
that is concerning their company. The business could not fool anymore that market because of the 
reason is that the network is so vast that everyone can see and hear what you are saying and thus 
making them aware what you are doing. So if the businesses would like to say something or build 
their relationship to us they should now talk and talk sincerely to us their customers. 
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31 Networked markets can change suppliers overnight. Networked knowledge workers can 
change employers over lunch. Your own "downsizing initiatives" taught us to ask the 

question: "Loyalty? What's that?" 

 

 The technology today is so advance that you can know things that you don’t know in an 
instant. Talking in the market will give you all the things that you wanted to know in this world. The 
people in the market today can change things in an instant and can change the minds of others in an 
instant all that are because of the technology that we have today. Loyalty to something and to 
someone today could change in an instant because of the information that we can find in the web. 
Information today can be the help or destroyer of all our being. The network is the one that can be the 
changer in our lives, it can be in a good one and give us more friends and make our network of 
people bigger or give us a bad impression to other people in the network and making us loose our 
friends around us. 

 

 The network is now a power tool to make or break a business entity. Giving the right 
knowledge we can say things and do things accordingly to our needs and wants making us much 
powerful than the businesses in the market. Knowing things is better to not knowing it at all that what 
makes the web the most important thing today. The loyalty that you can have today is just a 
temporary thing today because information that you can get about that company or person is 
available now in the web and thus knowing more about him/her is easier. The web is giving us the 
power to choose our own friends and network because it is what the web is all about choosing what is 
right and what is wrong for you. 

 

32 Smart markets will find suppliers who speak their own language. 

 

 Most of the companies today are using artificial voice to communicate to us. We tend to 
ignore those companies who are using an inhumane voice because we knew that they are not giving 
us any thing that we can use to enhance our information about the things around us. Markets do have 
their own brains and they tend to use it in finding the best suppliers that they think are speaking their 
own language. Most of the market today will ask in the market who is the better or the best supplier 
that they could possibly find. The markets are using the technology to their advantage to really see if 
the suppliers that they found is fit or suits their needs and if the suppliers are really real about the 
things that they are saying in the market place. 

 

 The market is now serious to find their suppliers that are sincere to every word that they are 
saying because their partnership is important for their business to succeed. Having really known who 
is your suppliers are is a big advantage to the market because they are now capable to see if this 
supplier is really genuine to what they say they are. Markets today are now smarter in choosing their 
suppliers because they are already fed up to what happened during the past when there is no web in 
the market place. The past experiences is the most important thing that happened to the market 
because now we tend to communicate more and see if the one we are communicating with is real or 
not.  
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33 Learning to speak with a human voice is not a parlor trick. It can't be "picked up" at some 
tony conference. 

 

 The companies today are trying to talk to us in a human voice that they think is human. They 
are trying to talk o us because they are now aware that they need to have some conversation to us 
they are doing it but they are doing it in the wrong way. Giving thoughts to something and listening to 
what the market are saying about your product is very important and that is what the company is 
lacking at. The companies are creating an artificial person for them and giving it an artificial mind with 
artificial answers to our questions about them.  The companies are giving some effort to communicate 
with us but still it is not enough to make us see the real them. Letting everyone see and hear who and 
what your company is really are is a big thing to us your market. 

 

 The companies should forget about first their advertisements and let us see the real deal 
behind their products and services. Letting us know all their knowledge about everything that they 
posses is a big thing for us their customers. The companies should now converse with us not with 
their artificial being but rather they should come out in their offices and talk to us in a real human 
voice. Bring to us what they are real made of and what are they are planning to do in the future is a 
big thing to us because we are their customers. The companies should go off the traditional way of 
advertising ad go for the new way of letting everyone knows your product and that is by bloging about 
it and let the people spread the word about your products. The web is the best thing that happened to 
everyone of us because it gives our freedom to say and communicate to anyone in this world anything 
that we wanted to know. 

 

34 To speak with a human voice, companies must share the concerns of their communities. 

 

 The companies today are very secretive about the things that are happening in their 
organization. They are hiding it form their community because they thought they might be the cause 
of their down fall but they are wrong. The companies would not let us know their activates in their 
organization because they are afraid that it might be copied or pirated by other companies. The 
companies are not letting us inside their organization because they do not trust us because for them 
we are just their consumers and not thing more. The companies should start to see and treat us as 
one of their own because it will be their down fall if they don’t start doing it. The companies are not 
use to trusting anyone to let them get in their company and letting them see the real them because 
they are still living in the 20th century type of organization.  

 

 The companies should start giving the community the picture of the real them. Telling and 
letting the community see the real you is a big thing for them because it will build more trust and will 
let you see what is their real concern about their needs and wants. If the companies start to listen to 
their community they will see that they have neglected them for a long time and their relationship with 
them is really bad. Giving back to the community what the company had earned is one way of letting 
them see that you are really caring form them. The companies must share their concerns with their 
community because sometimes the answers are with in them and if you let them know about it they 
might help you to solve that problem of yours. So community relationship is a big thing for a business 
to succeed in this market. 
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35 But first, they must belong to a community. 

 

 The companies could try to persuade the community to trust them but are they really letting 
them see that they are really concern about them or not. Giving the community back what you have 
earned is not enough to them to see that you are really concern and that you really belong to that 
community. The companies are trying to fit in to their community by giving goods to them but it is not 
enough to show them that you really mean to fit in to their community. Some companies are only 
doing community work because they wanted their products and services to known to the public and 
that is why the community cannot see the sincere that they wanted to see in the company. The 
companies are doing all the community work because they wanted to have no collision between them 
and the community because it might be the cause of their down fall.  

 

 The companies should realize that showing and letting the community feel that you are really 
concern and that you wanted to belong to their community is what they are looking for in the 
company. Giving and showing that you are concern for them is a big thing to them. Giving medical 
and other services to the community will build your relationship with them and thus making the 
community comfortable with you. Showing that you really meant everything that you do for then and 
not only because you want to advertise your product is crucial for you to build a relationship to them. 
Doing community work ill not assure you that the community will let you in to their circle but you can 
persuade them and let them see that you really are serious about improving the lives of the people in 
the community and that you really care for the community. 

 

36 Companies must ask themselves where their corporate cultures end. 

 The companies don’t know where to stop their rules about their business. The rules that they 
did made them immune to feeling something about the people around them. The culture that the 
company have will show what they are really about. The culture that the company will apply will have 
a big reason in their success in the different ventures that they will undertake. The culture that they 
will have will be the reputation that we will see from them. The companies tend to forget to see things 
outside the box. They think that their culture is best to carry out for their interaction with us their 
customers. The companies are using their culture because they knew that it will suit them in facing 
and conversing with us but they are wrong. 

 The companies thought that seeing and letting us experience the culture that they have in 
their organization will make us converse with them. The companies’ better do is to build a real 
conversation to us and letting us see the human in them and not their culture that we don’t even care 
about. Giving and letting us know what they are about is good but there are limitations with it. Letting 
us know them personally and letting us see their culture is two different things. Culture is letting us 
see them as a corporation and their rules an regulation in the company while letting us know them 
personally will make us see the real them as a person and not a artificial being.  
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37 If their cultures end before the community begins, they will have no market. 

 The companies are using their knowledge in the business to attract and to get new potential 
and retrieve the old customers that they had. Having customers to buy your product is the ultimate 
goal of the business. Getting real on them selves is another thing and letting us know their culture is 
the same thing. The usual companies are doing is that they go for the community but they are not 
letting them see the real culture that they have in their organization in other words they are faking 
their image to the community. The companies are letting us see the good intentions that they have for 
us but they are not being true to us because they don’t want us to see the real them. 

 The companies today are letting us see what they are doing for the community but they tend 
to forget to let us see them inside their organization. They don’t want their culture revealed to us 
because we might copy or imitate what they have. The companies are afraid that if they do open up 
and let us see their culture we might judge them or worst we would not talk to them any longer but 
they are wrong we, the market do like to see the real people inside the company even if it is bad side 
of them or the good side of them. We don’t care which side we would see in their organization but the 
most important thing is that we did see the real them and that is a sign of being human to us the 
market. The culture that they have is representing them and we want to see that the real them. Giving 
and letting their culture known to the community will give more understanding and peace amongst us. 
The community that knows what type of culture that the company in their place has will give them 
security that they can hold on to. 

 

38 Human communities are based on discourse— on human speech about human concerns. 

 Almost all the communities here in the world have discourses because the people living with 
in them are different and unique. Having community means having miss understandings and quarrels 
among the people living in there. Giving opinions and other stuffs that might improve or make things 
worst for the community will always be a part of it. Letting everyone see who you are is part of being a 
member of the community. Having fights is part of a community because we want to let others know 
what we are thinking about certain things that are involving the community. Letting everyone know 
your voice is important for us to move on and improve our way of life in the community and in the 
world. We want things the way we wanted it to be because for us it is the best for everyone and so we 
think.  

 The different opinions about things in this world is what makes this world go round because 
we are having a healthy conversation and thus making us aware what is happening around us. 
Saying things is not a bad doing but there are limitations to it. Most of the arguments that are 
happening today are more on personal agenda of the people who want to have more things in this 
life. People who wanted to have more power to grab on and more money to spent on. Greediness is 
the most evil thing that might happen in the discourse that is happening to us.  Discourses among 
people are meant to be a tool to improve everyone’s living and not for the good of the few. Let us 
make this power of us to have better community to live in and better conversation to other people to 
make things in this world better. 
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39 The community of discourse is the market. 

 The community have discourses because we are people. People have their own minds to tell 
and say to others what they wanted to say. People are made to converse and make things clear to 
everyone to know and to accept. Having good conversation means having discourses because of it 
the conversation among humans are getting healthier and better. Those discourses of us will make us 
a better and more reliable person that can be a source of knowledge for others to know. We as a 
person can learn quickly from our conversation because as humans we can adapt from what we 
learn. Today with the aid of the web we can say what ever we want to say about things and thus 
making the discussions that we have the most important ingredient for the companies to know what 
are the likes and dislikes of their market. 

 The most of the ideas today to make the new product for your customers is come from the 
Internet. The web is where people converse and thus making it the most useful place to get 
information about your customer. The market today is on the web and it is common sense that you 
should know that it is the place where you can have the crucial information that you need for your 
product. The market is now on the web and it is now the place to be in for it is the “in thing” today. The 
discourses are the most important thing in the web because without it we can never have the most of 
the products we have today. 

 

40 Companies that do not belong to a community of discourse will die. 

 The companies today tend to forget that the most important thing to have with your 
community is the discourses that you will create and build with them. The companies are saying 
things and do things because they want to be known in their community even if they don’t have a real 
communication with them. The only thing that the companies want is to have a good image with their 
community and sell their products to them. Most of the companies are doing things for their 
community because they want to have more exposure to their market even if they don’t mean what 
they are saying and doing. Most of the companies today are doing things they do because they want 
to earn more form us. The community are not blind to what the companies are doing to them. 

 The community do feel the things that they thought real and not. The community knows if the 
intention of the companies to them is genuine or not because they are humans too. Humans are 
consisting of communities and for that we can say that discourses are a natural thing and if the 
companies would not do it they will die. The companies will die because they are not capable to say 
and tell things in a natural way. Natural way of saying things in this world is ordinary and that is what 
the companies today are not capable being ordinary to us and let them build a conversation to us their 
market. So the companies today should consider having discourses with the community because if 
they do they will have a real relationship with their community. 
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41 Companies make a religion of security, but this is largely a red herring. Most are protecting 
less against competitors than against their own market and workforce. 

 The companies are protecting their business because they are afraid of their competitors. 
They tend to secure their businesses but they forget to protect the most important part of their 
business and that is their people. The companies are serious about security because they thought 
that anyone or everyone is a treat to their business even if they are a employee of it and a customers 
of it. The companies are tending to see everyone as a spy for the other companies and they are in 
their business to give information to their competitors. The companies are using their security to let 
everyone knows that they are serious about protecting their secrets. That security of theirs will make 
their relationship to the people around them deteriorate and if they don’t change the way they treat 
them they will go away from the company.  

 The companies should start to see things in a big picture because if they don’t they will loose 
everything around them. The companies should treasure their market and their workforce because 
without them they will not exist. The companies are letting things go in bad ways they must reverse 
their trends and let the freedom of the people in and out their organization flows. Having freedom 
means giving someone trust and letting them feel that they belong to the organization. The feeling of 
one of them will make your relationship with your workforce and with your community stronger and 
better. If your relationship with you people and your market is good you can be assure that your 
business will continue to grow and will flourish for a long time. 

 

42 As with networked markets, people are also talking to each other directly inside the 
company— and not just about rules and regulations, boardroom directives, bottom lines. 

 The companies thought that giving rules and regulations to everyone in their organization is a 
good thing to them but they are wrong. The companies are doing this because they thought that they 
will have more control over their people with this kind of stuff. The companies are using their rules and 
regulations to make their people aware that they are more superior to them but the only thing that 
they are doing is creating gap between them. Without communication with your co-workers will only 
give you less productive people around you and less quality of work.  

 Make your people as like your family that is what I hear most of time form different people in 
the business world. Giving respect to them will make them feel that they are being treated fairly in 
your organization. Treating your employees as like your family member will make your relationship 
with them stronger and better because if you make them as family they will give you quality work that 
you needed for you business to be successful. Giving freedom to your employees will make them feel 
that they are being respected by you and will let them think that they are being not take for granted. 
The companies should start changing the way they treat and look their employees because they are 
the most important assets of the company. If your most important asset is well taken care of I am 
assured that your business will grow. So now you should treat everyone well in your organization. 
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43 Such conversations are taking place today on corporate intranets. But only when the 
conditions are right. 

 

 Companies re setting up their own intranets so that they could talk to each other and know 
what the new developments in the company is. The companies are trying to have real conversations 
with their people in the organization but they don’t really get the true conversation that they are hoping 
for. Real conversation is not only happening inside their company but rather in their community as a 
whole. The type of conversation of the companies are doing in their intranets are so business related 
that most of their employees don’t want to listen because they are not really interested about it. The 
conversation in their intranets are not real because they are not intended for true human 
conversations but rather it is intended for business related topics that the top management want to 
have for them to have more control over their subordinates. Intranets are supposed to help create real 
and sincere conversation intended for humans in their company. 

 

 Most of the companies today if you ask them if they would like to have intranet in their 
business they would say yes because it will help to build good relationship with their employees. The 
companies don’t realize that yes they have intranets and they have topics to talk about but is it really 
the interest of your employees what are you talking about, do you really send the massage you want 
them to receive and do you think that you deliver it in the right manner. Those are the questions that 
most of the times the companies tend to forget because they thought they knew already what their 
employee wants. Sometimes companies have good conversations with their employees but most of 
the times they tend to talk about their business in a serious and flat manner, thus, making the interest 
of their employees go away. Intranets should be a tool to help the companies to bridge the gap and 
build good relationship with their employees but in what I see today they misused the technology that 
they posses. 

44 Companies typically install intranets top-down to distribute HR policies and other corporate 
information that workers are doing their best to ignore. 

 

 Companies are using their intranets for letting their employees keep reminded to things that 
they often forget like the policies and information concerning the company. The companies are using 
their intranets to have more control and letting their employees know that they are around and they 
are in control over them. Control is what really the matter to the management and so they created the 
intranet for their company. The companies are trying to let their employees that they have built an 
intranet so that they can have conversations but the real deal behind it is that they want to give more 
orders and reminders so that they can be assured that their employees would do their work and they 
will over see them well. HR is the most important asset of the company so that the company is using 
the intranet to protect and enrich it to give them more profit and efficiency. 

 

 Workers are ignoring those things that are posted in the intranet because it is not their 
interest. Intranets are build by the company for their people to use and communicate but they are 
doing the other way around they are using it for their control over them and letting them have more 
say about things than those who are in majority. If the company built their intranet based on what the 
users want it then they can be assured that it will be successful. Knowing what is important to now in 
the company is not bad but the company should know what is the real use of the intranet for them and 
not use it for having more control over their employees. 
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45 Intranets naturally tend to route around boredom. The best are built bottom-up by engaged 
individuals cooperating to construct something far more valuable: an intranetworked 

corporate conversation. 

 

 The intranet is used to give entertainment for the people in the work place and in their house. 
Giving entertainment and knowledge to the people who are using the intranet is the main goal of it. 
Knowing and letting other people around you is what is important in the company because they will be 
aware what is happening in their organization. Most of the intranets today are built from the 
specifications and needs and wants of the company but most of the companies tend to forget that the 
real users of the software will be their employees. Their employees are their fortune so they built their 
intranets for them but the real users of it is the top management because they are the ones who are 
dictating what is happening and going on in the intranet. 

 

 The intranets that are going to be successful if it is gonna be built from the real users 
perspective which is the employees. For the employees having a conversation between their co-
workers are very vital to them because it will give them updates and knowledge of what others knows 
about their job or other things. Giving what you know and letting everyone what do you think about 
certain topic or things is good and it is really healthy. Network is important to the business because it 
makes them aware and knowledgeable about things. Users of the intranet are what makes the 
network goes round and that what makes it more fun. Most of the software that was built according to 
what the end users wants had ended up being successful and they are the ones that lasted longer 
than those applications that were built according to the management wants. 

46 A healthy intranet organizes workers in many meanings of the word. Its effect is more 
radical than the agenda of any union. 

 

 The companies are using their intranets to have control over their members and give them 
orders so that their work would finish on time. The intranet makes the people inside of the company 
exercise their freedom of speech and make their emotions known to other people. People do like to 
have conversations no matter what medium that they are going to use they will use it and make it 
work for them to get each other point of view on certain topic or thing. Making the intranet work for the 
people and for the company is a very tall order to make because most of the intranets that were ever 
built are from the discretion of the top management so the employees don’t really their intranets at all. 
Intranets in a place where workers do their conversations right? But on what I see is that it is a place 
where they were given directions on how to make things work inside of their company, in short 
employees don’t find their intranets good and conducive for good conversations because it was not 
built for it. 

 Intranets can be an advantage to the company if they have one. People inside of the 
company will have healthy conversations if they have a good intranet and because of that the 
information sharing will be a lot faster and learning will be much interesting. Giving what your 
employees wants will make them happy and satisfied with their work in your company and giving the 
intranet will make them more capable in doing their work because they are not only using their own 
knowledge about certain thing but they can have some ideas from other people inside of the company 
by just simply logging in and asking people on what is the meaning and how will a certain thing will 
work. Files and knowledge sharing will be much faster because of the intranet. A more productive and 
more efficient work force will be seen if you have a good intranet in your business. 
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47 While this scares companies witless, they also depend heavily on open intranets to 
generate and share critical knowledge. They need to resist the urge to "improve" or control 

these networked conversations. 

 Conversations are healthy not only for knowing what is going on around you but also 
absorbing new knowledge and creating new ones for the company. Knowledge is the key for a 
successful company without it there will be no use in continuing your business if you don’t give a 
damn about the information that your company generates and have. The people of your company is 
the one who creates and finds new ways on how to make things work inside of your company or they 
are the ones who are the knowledge generating bodies of your business so consider them as your 
biggest asset. Assets are what make the company continue to exist and without it the company will 
die. More often than not companies see their employees as people who they paid for to make things 
done inside of their company but they forgot to see that they are the ones who are responsible in the 
information that they have now for decision-making and with them they are nothing. 

 Now, companies are using the intranets to make their conversations healthier and much 
fruitful for the company. The companies know realize that their people is the ones who are generating 
ideas and knowledge that can make them advantageous to their rivals in their field of profession. 
Now, the companies are trying to improve their intranets because they saw that it is an effective tool 
to make their employees to be more participative in the activities that the company have and at the 
same time it makes new ideas for their business to have more opportunity in the future. Knowledge on 
things is what makes the company goes round and because of it the top management can make good 
decisions. Intranets will enrich the knowledge sharing that the company have and will make them 
better as an organization. People will be happier and satisfied on their work once they saw that they 
are giving importance by the management and they feel that they are part of the organization like they 
are being treated as a family member of it. 

48 When corporate intranets are not constrained by fear and legalistic rules, the type of 
conversation they encourage sounds remarkably like the conversation of the networked 

marketplace. 

 The companies are using intranets to have more control over their employees and they are 
even having rules on how to have conversations in the intranet. Having rules on the intranet will give 
nothing good to the company because in the first place they built their intranet because they want to 
have good conversations with their employees. Companies tend to forget the real essence of having 
their own intranets because they don’t want to loose control over their subordinates and they are 
afraid that it might cause chaos if they let their employees say and do anything that they want in the 
intranet. Real conversations are not achievable if they put restrictions and rules on how to use it and 
on what time their employees can access and use it in their working place. The people make 
conversations for the people and not for the use and for the good of the business. Yes, the companies 
are letting their employees to use their intranets but are it good enough for them to use it even without 
having interest on the topic they are talking about. 

 The companies can reach the conversations that market place are having if they let their 
employees do whatever they wanted to say and do in the intranet. Knowing things and giving your 
thoughts about it is good but the topic that they are talking about is really what makes the employees 
interested about using the intranet regularly. Let your employees have freedom to say and do things 
in the intranet and by then you can only have real conversations to them. Information gathering is at 
its best if you let your employees talk freely and unrestrictedly. Fear and legality is what makes your 
employees afraid to say what they think is right and what is wrong about things in your company. If 
you let your employees talk then you will see improvements in your company not only financially but 
also the relationship that you have with your employees.  
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49 Org charts worked in an older economy where plans could be fully understood from atop 
steep management pyramids and detailed work orders could be handed down from on high. 

 

 The old ways of companies of having organizational charts is good in some way because it 
gives the employees organizational knowledge but it is also some times bad because power is being 
abused by the people in the top management. Organization do org charts because they wanted to 
have control over their people and have a formal hierarchy in their company. Having an org chart will 
give direction to what the employees should do and don’t do inside of the company. Work is not 
simple in the corporate world sometimes you should learn how to play to live in it and sometimes you 
should know how to get dirty just to survive in it. Org charts also gives direction to the employees on 
to whom to report on to if they need to. Companies are gonna find a hard way to fix things in their 
organizations if they don’t know who and where to find the right person on the job. 

 

 Organizational charts are bad if the people on top are abusing their power already because 
they wanted to earn more. Organization should have their own org charts because one it gives order 
to things and makes confusion less in the company. Another good thing about having an org chart is 
that the accountability on things is can be easily trace and the people who had something to do with it 
are can be easily reprimanded. Accountability is an important thing to the company because they 
want to be safe and assured that their people are doing their job in the right manner and so they will 
be reprimanded if they mess up with their job. 

 

50 Today, the org chart is hyperlinked, not hierarchical. Respect for hands-on knowledge wins 
over respect for abstract authority. 

 

 Org charts makes the corporate living harder and there are so much restrictions and rules that 
you have to follow. Authority is what makes the org chart fearful and because of that the freedom to 
say and do is being strip away to everyone in the organization. Knowledge is what the companies 
wanted from their employees and they want to preserve that to make it their own asset. Knowing and 
making things right is what the companies wants because they will have template on how to get 
things right. The feeling of security is what makes the companies preserve the information that their 
employees produced. Most of the org charts yesterdays are making the lives of their employees 
restricted and full of fear.  

 The org charts today are having respect to the knowledge that everyone in the company is 
contributing. Knowledge that will make their organization richer and better and they could only 
achieve true success if they respect each and every member of their organization. Knowing things is 
not only the goal of the business today but also seeing and feeling of each member of it as part of a 
family and the respect that they are having with each other is what makes the organization healthy 
and productive. The respect that each member has will overcome the authority issue that the top 
management are posing to their subordinates. Authority is what makes the corporate world go round 
but it also makes the respect go away because of it. The respect that the member of the organization 
is what makes them happy with their stay in the business. 
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51 Command-and-control management styles both derive from and reinforce bureaucracy, 
power tripping and an overall culture of paranoia. 

 

 The business world is full of control to everything because without it the business would go 
down and close. The command and control management style is what makes the businesses runs 
smoothly and successfully and because of it more people in the organization are being disregarded 
as part of the organization. Most of the organizations don’t have the real compassion to their co-
workers in the organization and they only want the outputs and success that the company can have 
through their employees. The culture that the companies want is the type of old school strict and 
serious one and I think that is why employees are not interested to anything that the company is trying 
to say to say to them. 

 The most important thing that the company should remember that command and control have 
its limitations and that knowing when is that is a crucial thing to know. Bureaucracy is good thing for 
the business but it has also its down side of things. Bureaucracy can make the relationship of the top 
management to their employees degrade and in time that respect will be gone and if that happened it 
will be hard to bring back their trust and respect to you. With the command and control going on in the 
company the conversation in it is lessen and sometimes none at all. Conversations are triggered by a 
topic given by anyone in the company, and what if those topics are controlled by the top management 
what will happen to the conversations that they are trying to build.  

 

52 Paranoia kills conversation. That's its point. But lack of open conversation kills companies. 

 The companies are controlling all the things that are going to happen inside of it and even the 
things that their employees will talked about are being monitored by them. Conversations are being 
made by the people and for the people. Paranoia is what makes the company distrust their 
employees and that is why they are afraid to them because they might do or done something that can 
have a bad effect to their business. Lack of conversations ain the company will kill them because 
without conversations they cannot solve anything nor do anything. Conversations make the 
companies coordinate well and make them the job done. Companies thought that having rules and 
regulations in everything that their employees do will make them have control over them but they tend 
to forget that conversations are the ones runs the company. 

 Conversations will enrich the company not only in the sense of productivity and efficiency but 
also it will make their relationship with one another better and stronger. From what I have read in a 
book the companies in Japan are treating their employee as part or a member of their family. I also 
read about the Japanese managers main goal in their organization is to make the relationship of their 
employees in a family like way because it will make better and efficient work for them. More 
communications means more things to accomplish and done in a small period of time because of 
coordination that you will have with your co-worker. 
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53 There are two conversations going on. One inside the company. One with the market. 

 The companies thought that their communications with their employees are enough to make 
their business a successful one but they are wrong. The companies also thought that having internet 
will solve their problem but it is not enough to make them competitive enough in their field. The 
conversations that the company will build between their employees and their customers are very 
crucial and one single wrong move will cost them a lot it may even cost their whole business to close 
down. 

 The conversations inside of the company will make their employees involve in a lot of things 
that has something to do in their company and even if in the things that don’t have any relation with 
the business. Conversations between employees will strengthen their relationship and make them 
respect and give opinions to things that they are seeing and hearing around the company. Making 
your employees involve to everything that is concerned about the company will help you make a 
better and faster decision. I know making conversations with your employees is important but you 
also need to have conversations with your market. Your market opinion on things and make them 
react to things that is concerning in your business is crucial for the success of it. Making the things 
that your market wants is important for you to create products that are suitable for them. The market 
is very big but the question is how can you reach to them and talk to them and that is the problem of 
most of the businesses today. 

 

54 In most cases, neither conversation is going very well. Almost invariably, the cause of 
failure can be traced to obsolete notions of command and control. 

 

 The companies are trying to make conversations between their employees and their 
customers and they are still having problems in communicating with them. Communication is a vital 
part in every organization regardless what type it is. An organization will not continue to exist if they 
could not have a simple yet meaningful conversation. The companies thought that they are going to 
have a better financial standing if they put rules and regulations on how their people should converse 
with each other. Command is what the business wants and control over the things that can do harm 
on the business itself. 

 The companies tend to forget to have a good and healthy communication with their 
employees because they wanted to have more control over them and so they are saying and letting 
them see that they are the superior ones. Command and control is what the top management of the 
companies want because they want to get things done faster and better but they are wrong. 
Command and control has its own limitations and that is where the companies are lacking the sense 
of limitations. The companies should see that their employees can act and decide on their own and 
that is why people have their freedom to say and do what they wanted to do. Lack of conversation 
between the people in the organization is what makes the gap between the employees and their 
bosses. The companies want success but they are the hindrance to achieve that success. Business is 
not made just because the top management told their employees to do their job but because the 
employees communicated and they understood each other so that is why they succeed.  
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55 As policy, these notions are poisonous. As tools, they are broken. Command and control 
are met with hostility by intranetworked knowledge workers and generate distrust in 

internetworked markets. 

 The companies created their own policies because they wanted to have order in their 
business. Policies are good but it can also be the reason why the business would go down. Policies 
suppose to help to give order into the business and ensure the processes will be done properly. 
Policy is use as a toll of order but it is also a tool for disrupting the freedom of a person. Workers in 
the company tend to have a talk on what they have learned ad discovered new things in their work 
place. This command and control of the company is making their employees generate and share their 
knowledge with others. Intranetworked is good for the business but they tend to forget that there is 
also another network bigger that theirs and that is the market. Market is a place where the policy, 
command and control of the business do not apply.  

 The companies are using their intranets so that they can share the new knowledge that they 
discovered so that it can be applied by all the people in the company and make it a standard. Having 
a standard in the business is important but do not be confuse because it is not applicable in the 
market place. The Internetworld don’t want what the company able to say about it can do but rather it 
wants to have the things that it can give for them. The command and control of the company should 
not be applied to the market place. The company should know the boundaries between their 
organization and the market place. 

 

56 These two conversations want to talk to each other. They are speaking the same language. 
They recognize each other's voices. 

 The voice of the business and the voice of the market are almost the same. The business 
wants to have more profit ad they can get it from the market by asking them what they need and want. 
The market wants to have the best value of their money and so they should communicate with the 
business. The business and the market want the same thing and that is to have the best of both 
sides. The language that they are saying is the same because they wanted to have each other and 
they could not exist with one another. Making something for one another is what makes this market 
place go round.  

 The people in the business should recognize that they need to get the people in the market 
involve in everything that they are going to produce and do because they are the ones who will use 
the product they are going to make, while, the market should also converse with the businesses so 
that they can have the products that they expect to them. The voice that they had is the same and 
because of that they will continue to exist. The existence of the market and the business will never 
stop because there is always a need and wants. The language of the market place is coming back 
and that is why people are coming back to give what they think about things. Since, the web 2.0 has 
been introduced the people in the market is dictating what is good and what is bad in a product and 
that is why companies are listen to us right now. We the people are the real vice of the market and we 
are also the demand that makes it go round. 
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57 Smart companies will get out of the way and help the inevitable to happen sooner. 

 The companies like the way their business runs in the way that they think is the best. The way 
that they run their businesses are good for them because it can generate profit from it but they forget 
to think about the people that are affecting the things that they do like their employees, customers, 
and their community. The ways that the companies work their way to have a more profitable, effective 
and efficient business process or transactions even it takes them to play dirty and postponed the 
things that can make the community better and make their business less demand in the market. The 
delaying tactics that the businesses are doing is for their own good but they don’t think about the good 
of the majority and for the improvement of the human kind.  

 The good and trust worthy companies are the type of businesses that are getting and giving 
the best for the majority first than thinking their own goodness. The smart companies are the 
company that understands that changes are inevitable and they should be part of it to have a good 
relationship to their community and to the eyes of the people that knows them. The smart companies 
are the ones that makes the changes happens faster because they want the good things to be known 
to the public so that they will have a better and faster life in their daily lives. Companies today should 
know these things because if they don’t they will surely go down. The conversations that the 
companies can have in and out of their business are good and they should consider it good for them 
because it can create new knowledge and ideas for them.  

 

58 If willingness to get out of the way is taken as a measure of IQ, then very few companies 
have yet wised up. 

 The companies are thinking that having conversations it will develop all the time new 
knowledge and nothing more but they are wrong. The companies are using their intranets for their 
employees to have conversations and they expect after that conversation a new knowledge will be 
created and it will be able to help the business to be more competitive but they tend to forget to see 
that having conversations will also strengthens their relationship between each other and can have a 
big impact of the productivity of their employees. IQ I not just the only thing that are being created in 
the market but also the relationship and the people itself that you meet and have converse with.  

 The conversations and the relationships that the two or more people that creates is what 
makes the market conversation good and unique. The companies should think first before letting their 
business makes the conversations in and out of their businesses. Conversations are not just a activity 
that the businesses can control and say to their employees that they should have a new knowledge to 
gain after it but rather it is an act of listening to the majority than talking and talking and not knowing 
what other people thinks and feels. The expectations of the companies are too unrealistic and they 
should ask their selves first what their building their intranet and having communication with their 
market is for? When they have the answer with that question and if they thought that they saw that it 
is for letting their employees and customers have a freedom to say and to give their thoughts on 
things that matters them and they should listen to them. Listening is the most important part of having 
conversation with others because without it you cannot have a good ad healthy conversations. 
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59 However subliminally at the moment, millions of people now online perceive companies as 
little more than quaint legal fictions that are actively preventing these conversations from 

intersecting. 

 The world and the people using the web is very skeptical with the real motive of the 
companies in talking and using the web for their business because we know the legality that the 
companies are always talking and thinking. People think that the companies are not real to them 
because of the past experiences that we had with them. Knowing them companies are only using the 
web to have more profit at the same time they want to have the information regarding the needs and 
wants of the people but they don’t really care what we are saying to them and what we don’t like 
about them and their products. Legal matters are preventing the message past through the 
companies because they thought that having legal issues with the people in the market will only bring 
them problems. 

 

 The companies should have no regrets and fear to have real conversations with the market 
even if it is negative to them. Knowing and letting the real matter be hear will make the problems of 
the businesses gone and they can also improve the lives of many people by listening thoroughly to 
them. Legalities are what make the business a little passive towards the market. If the legalities are 
making the conversations interrupted than it is right to have a positive and real mindset of the 
companies. The companies should realize that the legalistic fiction mindset ways of theirs are not right 
and should be change and after that we might see the real conversation. 

 

60 This is suicidal. Markets want to talk to companies. 

 There are a lot of companies that are trying to converse with the market but they are also a lot 
of people who wants to have a conversation with them as well. Companies have their own rules and 
regulations regarding conversing with other people in the company and most of the times it should be 
informal written document. The market wants to know what are the things that are happening inside of 
the company but the management won’t let them, and so the result will be a conversation ending up 
to nothing. Most of the time the businesses are the ones who are pursuing a conversation with the 
market but they are not interested to listen because the businesses are using the inhuman type of 
voice. If the business are talking in the humanistic way the people in the market would talk to them but 
they don’t listen, and so the result is useless of effort and time for both sides. 

 The markets are conversing with the companies even if they are not listening to us and some 
might call it suicidal or useless. The effort sometimes of having conversations with the businesses 
might cause an effect and might result into a better and real conversation in with both sides will listen 
will to each other. These conversations might as well the reasons why the world will change 
dramatically and it might cause into a better and greener world. Suicidal or not the efforts are there 
but the will to listen is lacking and we should let the companies today see that we are the voice that 
they need to survive and to continue to operate. Knowing those things are not the end of learning but 
rather it is just the vast knowledge waiting to be discovered. 
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61 Sadly, the part of the company a networked market wants to talk to is usually hidden behind 
a smokescreen of hucksterism, of language that rings false— and often is. 

 The conversations that we are having right know with the companies are not really passing 
through them because there are barriers that are blocking the channels to them. These channels are 
so thin yet so effective blockers of conversation between the market and the business. The barriers 
are so effective because the businesses are taking the market for granted. Taking the market for 
granted will only bring bad things to the businesses and it might be the cause why their business will 
fall. The businesses are not seeing the market as a vital part of their business for them once they sold 
goods that is enough but they don’t think what might happened after that. The businesses are not 
thinking the results of not listening to the market and giving what they want. 

 The barriers that are blocking the message that the corporate world created are can be easily 
broken if only they have the interest and the will to listen to the voice of the market. The listening part 
of the corporate world should be strengthen so that the companies would gain interest in listening to 
the market and eventually it might become a habit rather than part of a business process. Knowing 
what your market wants is not enough but you should also know how to listen to their voice. The 
listening part is a small yet vital part of having a business it makes your business notable to the public 
and it makes your knowledge about things larger. 

 

62 Markets do not want to talk to flacks and hucksters. They want to participate in the 
conversations going on behind the corporate firewall. 

 The companies are not letting the public to their conversations because they thought that they 
might be a spy form other companies. The conversation part of the business is crucial but having the 
conversation shared with your market will bring you more profit and more trust from your market. The 
needs and wants of the market do not end there but they also want to know what are the things that 
are happening inside of your business. They want to have security that what they will only get from 
the company as well. The information that the companies can give to the market is big contribution to 
the vast world of the web and in return they can expect information that they needed to improve or 
create new processes or products to help them grow as a business entity.  

 The participation of the employees is important but giving your market access to your 
company and talk to them is crucial for the success of the business. No company can live forever 
without talking to your market that is the important thing that I’ve learned in reading books regarding 
e-commerce. Conversation is important for the business to survive so why limiting your conversation 
with your employees when you can have more information and profit from your market. Making 
business decisions of all aspects in the business are important and that includes your market as well. 
Deciding to make their market involve in making that decision of theirs are the most crucial decision to 
make as a business. 
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63 De-cloaking, getting personal: We are those markets. We want to talk to you. 

  

 The companies are trying to talk to their market but they don’t want to get involved in personal 
matters. Personal matters are what make the market more interested on things. The personal matters 
are the things regarding to the products of the business or not. The business doesn’t want to get 
personal because they don’t want to get attached to their customers because they thought it is not 
professional thing to do. Getting attached is what makes the business not listen to the things that are 
not regarding to their business and so making the market dislike them.  

 

 Like I’d said in the past reaction papers listening to your market is the most crucial thing to do 
as a business even if the market is telling your personal matter you should always be open and ready 
to receive something form them. Like what people say “Listening would not hurt you” that saying goes 
to the business also. The people in the web most of the time needs someone to talk to and someone 
to listen to their problems. The problems of your market regarding to your products or other things that 
might concern your field of business is what they wanted to address to you and you should be ready 
for your answers. Those answers are the market wanted you’re to say to them and that what makes 
the web a best place to put your queries and everybody can answer it. A collective knowledge is what 
makes the web a best place to get your information.  

64 We want access to your corporate information, to your plans and strategies, your best 
thinking, your genuine knowledge. We will not settle for the 4-color brochure, for web sites 

chock-a-block with eye candy but lacking any substance. 

 

 The companies are not letting us to see the real deal in their businesses because they don’t 
want us to see the different strategies and plans that they have. The businesses don’t want us in their 
businesses because they are afraid that we might copy it and maybe some of us are working for the 
other company. Most of the companies today don’t want their information be out of the public because 
they are treating it as part of their assets but they forget that letting their customers know what they 
have are a big boost to the trust that they will have to them. Trust is a big deal to the customers 
because it will give them confidence to you and to your products. The information that they are giving 
to us is not enough to let us know what their company and their products are all about. The materials 
that they are letting us see are not what we want to see and it is not sufficient for us to know things. 

 

 The best way to the customers’ heart is to give them what they want and that is giving them 
the freedom to see and know what your company are doing. Companies would be trustworthy if they 
are transparent to their customers and prospects. The market is very demanding about the 
information that the companies are giving they wanted it to detailed, right, and most important is that 
is it real. The market is not a fool and they can see if the company is real to them and not. If the 
companies could only see that they are not doing anything in the right manner, they can have growth 
and stability in their ventures in the future. 
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65 We're also the workers who make your companies go. We want to talk to customers directly 
in our own voices, not in platitudes written into a script. 

 

 The companies are hiring their people for them to function and work. We as the consumers 
are the ones that makes the company go and continue to function at the same time they can grow. 
The consumers are the ones who make the company cease to exist. The companies today are 
conversing to the market and with their market but sometimes they are using their inhuman voice or 
they are just giving texts to us because they thought it is enough that we can read the facts that they 
gave to us. The scripts are a way on how to give information and facts to your customers but the 
market today are more interested in conversations with the companies. 

 

 The market is all about conversations and nothing more. The market wants conversation 
because they want to know everything from the planning board and to the production and marketing 
of the products. The market wants to know whether the company is worthy enough of their trust and 
confidence and that is why they want to converse with them to see the real them. The market is full of 
information that can make or break a business entity and so the business should make a good 
relationship with the market. The companies should start to treat and think the market as a vital part of 
their existence as an entity in it. The best part of having a good relationship with the market is that 
they can give you positive feedbacks about your company and your products and it can have an 
impact on some of your potential buyers to buy your products. The business would only be successful 
if they can prove to the market that they are real and here to help and give the best possible products 
that they can to improve their daily lives. 

 

66 As markets, as workers, both of us are sick to death of getting our information by remote 
control. Why do we need faceless annual reports and third-hand market research studies to 

introduce us to each other? 

 

 The market and the workers have both the same problem and that is the corporate leaders 
are controlling the information sharing that they have. The information that can be used for the 
betterment of the world and what they are doing is that they are keeping it for them selves to give 
them advantage against their competitors. The information in the market and inside of the companies 
should not be control because it will not flourish for the improvement of it. Information that is being 
controlled by someone will not be helpful to anyone because it is based on the perspective of 
someone and not from the genuine knowledge of a person. The reports and other stuffs that 
composes the corporate world is not real and only based on the formality and wants and needs of the 
business to survive and to avoid legal problems that they might encounter.  

 

 The real world is not about reports and other stuffs that have something to do with the 
corporate business but it is about conversation and the relationship that you build with the people 
around you. The problem with the market today is that the business that are in it are controlling the 
information that are being pass around but at least it is changing right now. What is happening right 
now is that the market is the one that is dictating what is good and what is bad, so that is why the 
business are more aware that the market are a powerful force that they shouldn’t reckoned with. 
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67 As markets, as workers, we wonder why you're not listening. You seem to be speaking a 
different language. 

 

 The market are not interested in what the business are trying to say to us and their workers 
also because we cannot seem to relate to what they are saying. The companies are imposing to us 
what they think are good for us but they are forgetting that all of us have different taste and 
preferences because we are all unique. The best way to know things is to listen and that is what the 
market is all about. Listening is very helpful to the businesses so they should start to listen rather than 
continue to speak none sense things in the market. The market and the workers of the companies are 
humans and it is natural to them that they will have a healthy and real conversation with other 
humans. The companies are using artificial being to be their representative to the market but the 
answers that it gives to us is only that ones that are programmed to them and it is not helpful at 
anything. 

 

 The companies are not listening to us and to their workers because they thought that they are 
right at all things especially towards their products. The companies should start to listen tot the needs 
and wants of their employees and their market because if the don’t they will suffer great damage not 
only in their reputation but also in their existence as an entity. The best thing that the company can do 
is that to give their employees and the market the freedom that they wanted because after that all 
things will come into places for them. 

 

68 The inflated self-important jargon you sling around— in the press, at your 

conferences— what's that got to do with us? 

 

 The companies are saying good things about their company and their products in the press 
and in their conferences but what good is that for us. The companies are giving only the good things 
about their business but they don’t give us what are really what we want and that is the facts and the 
truth behind all the activities that the companies are doing. Behind all of those facts is a all about the 
best interest of the company. The companies tend to see things according to their perspective 
because they want their business to be according to what they see it good and right. The businesses 
today don’t want us to be part of their organization because they thought that we would be the ones 
that will make their business go down.  

 

 The companies are trying to please us but they cannot do it because they would not talk to us 
because they are afraid that we might know or discover their secrets. The companies today should 
see us their source of information and they should see their workers as their biggest asset. Treating 
and doing right on your employees and market will give them confidence and respect in your 
company. If you already have their trust and confidence they can say the things that may improve 
your companies’ products. The market and the workers are the ones who make the companies go 
and proceed with their work. Those things that the companies do will eventually hit them and they will 
realize that giving and letting us and their workers have freedom to say their thoughts about things will 
make the more productive and profitable.  
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69 Maybe you're impressing your investors. Maybe you're impressing Wall Street. You're not 
impressing us. 

 

 The companies are doing all their work to impress their investors and to attract more investors 
to invest in their company. The work that they are doing is to make more money and they do not care 
if they are faire or not to their workers or to the market because they only wanted to have more 
investors in their company to make their company more liquid and to have more capital to start new 
projects. The companies are not using the experiences that they had in deciding on things without the 
consulting or letting their workers and the market whether their ideas are good or not. The investors’ 
wants to see things that can make their money return to them and give them more money in it. The 
most important thing to them is to get their money back fast with interest.  

 

 The impressing the investors, the media, and the business world but the businesses tend to 
forget that they are not selling it to them and thus making their customers not like their products 
because it is not based on their wants and needs. The products of the companies are giving them the 
profit that they needed to continue to operate but they are building and developing their products in 
what they think will give them their best interest. The interest of the top management is very different 
from what their consumer wants. Interest is what makes the customers see your products as 
important or not to them. Building interest into your market is not an easy task to do but if you already 
done it then you should further increase their interest by listening and giving what they want to hear. 

 

70 If you don't impress us, your investors are going to take a bath. Don't they understand this? 
If they did, they wouldn't let you talk that way. 

 

 The companies are giving importance to their investors so as much as possible they are 
pleasing them with their products that they are developing and proving to them that it is worth 
investing on. The companies should choose whether they will give what their investors want to see or 
they will give us their market what we want. Choosing between the two will always have a positive 
and negative side of it but if I were the company I will go for the market interest. The market interest is 
never ending while the funds and money of their investors can give to them are limited.  

 

 The market is so vast that almost anything is possible. Possibility means opportunity and that 
is why the companies should listen to the market place so that they will know what is there needs and 
wants. Human needs and wants is not finite so if the companies would see that opportunity to us they 
can earn bigger and they can have more ideas to generate from us.  The market is larger in number 
than the companies’ investors and this mindset are should always remember by the companies. 
Keeping your investors happy good but making your market happier is better. The value that can be 
created if you give your market what they want will eventually get back to you by them. The market is 
a powerful force that can help you company grow bigger and they can do that by just simply giving 
their thoughts about your products and blogging it in the net.    
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71 Your tired notions of "the market" make our eyes glaze over. We don't recognize ourselves 
in your projections— perhaps because we know we're already elsewhere. 

 

 The companies are covering the entire thing that they are doing for the market not to se it. 
The companies are afraid that once that the market already got in their company all the information 
and the knowledge on their products and system will be expose to their competitors. The companies 
thought that getting their projects based on what they think is right and good for their business is also 
good for the market and it is the result most of the time is the contrast of what they are expecting. The 
deal with the companies is they became more on by the book and more formal and that is why they 
are forgetting that humans need to communicate to each other in a natural and realistic way. The 
market doesn’t see them selves in the projection of the companies because they already knew that 
they are not part of what they are thinking when doing that project or product.  

 

 The companies should start letting their market know that they re hear to listen to their needs 
and wants. The market wants their voices to be herd by the companies because they want to be part 
of their organizations. If the market is part of the companies then the needs and wants of them will be 
easier to be known and the feeling of belongingness will be established. If the businesses have 
established the good relationship with the market then they can already make their projects base on 
the people and not on their projections for the good of their company.  

 

72 We like this new marketplace much better. In fact, we are creating it. 

 

 The companies thought that they are sculpting the market and they are the ones who are 
dictating what are going to happen in it but they are dead wrong. The companies are trying to make 
us see that they are the bosses in the market place and we are only the followers. They thought of 
giving us their best products would actually make us happy but they are wrong. The companies 
thought that they are creating new demand by just giving the needs and wants of their market. The 
marketplace is the one who need the products of the companies but the companies are the ones who 
should listen and should follow the lead of the marketplace. The market is the palace where new 
ideas are popping up.  

 

 The market place is where the companies should listen because they are the ones who are 
giving the market its needs and wants. Now, the market place is the one who is in control on what is 
good and bad to come in the future. The people in the market place are in search to get new ideas or 
new products to use or to create for their good. The new market place is now better than the previous 
one. The market place today is more on the Internet base, so we the users are already part of the 
market place. The usage of the Internet has come a long way in just 50 years. The Internet is good for 
the market place because now we can share ideas without barriers even if we don’t see the person 
that we are talking to.  
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73 You're invited, but it's our world. Take your shoes off at the door. If you want to barter with 
us, get down off that camel! 

 

 The companies are invited to mingle with the market place but they should first let their 
corporate ways get off of them because people in the market would not communicate with them if 
they talk in the natural and humanistic way. The companies can batter in the market if they just let 
their natural human way of conversing with other people come in. the market is a place where people 
can talk and blend their ideas and knowledge and making it a valuable information that the companies 
can have to make their products effective and attractive to the market place because they are base on 
the needs and wants of the people in the market. The companies should see that the market place is 
open for them but they should know that they don’t own it. The companies should level with the 
market because if they do they will understand the people in it and they will understand what the real 
needs and wants of the market. 

 

 The market is made out of people that are finding things that can make them happy and make 
them interested. The companies should come down and talk with the market and listen to what will 
they say to them. The market knows always what is good for them and also what is bad for them. The 
market is not blind if they see that the companies are just there to get some cash out of them, they will 
not talk to them and they will not be interested to every single word that you would say. The market is 
open for all but they are not willing to talk to someone or to somebody. The market is a great source 
of information for the companies if only they knew how to use it for their advantage. The market place 
is where people converse and that is what the companies should see; the market place is for 
conversation for real and sincere people.  

 

74 We are immune to advertising. Just forget it. 

 

 The companies are using everything that they can possibly use just to let the public know 
about their products. The companies will use every possible opportunity to be known to the market 
even if means that interrupting the conversations that the market are having. The market is already 
immune to what the companies are going to say because they already heard almost everything. 
Advertisement is what makes the products of the businesses known to the market but giving it in the 
middle of the conversation between two or more people in not right. Advertisement is not bad but over 
doing it is bad and most of the companies are over doing it. Immunity is not impossible if you are 
expose almost every day to the disease or the activity that is happening around you.  

 

 The companies are will not be successful in the future if they will continue to advertise their 
product to the market place. The companies can do their advertisements in the right place but not in 
the market place. Rather they advertise in the market place they should listen and observe to what 
that market wants and needs. Nothing is more important than to see your market happy about your 
products. Happiness for your market trough your product is attainable if your company will see that 
the market is there to give their thoughts on how to make a product that is suites for them. If the 
market is happy the companies can be assured that they will make profit out of it because the market 
is satisfied to what they are delivering or giving to them. 
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75 If you want us to talk to you, tell us something. Make it something interesting for a change. 

 

 The companies are talking to the market but what they are saying. The companies are just 
there to give brochure information about their products and that what makes the market uninterested 
to them. The hardest part to do for the companies is to make their market interested to their product 
and services. Making someone or a group of people interested to a topic or to something is a hard 
thing to accomplish. The current strategies that the companies are now applying to the marketing is 
that to have maximum exposure of their products and services to any kind of advertisement there is, 
even if means that they are already disturbing people between their conversations. Establishing a 
good conversation is hard but giving a meaningful conversation to your market is the hardest of all. A 
meaningful and informative conversation is what your market is looking for. The market is looking for 
sincerity in the companies about the things that they are saying to them and they want it to be real 
and natural in every way. This meaningful, real and natural conversation is what is lacking in the 
businesses. 

 

 The companies should tell themselves what will make their market happy and satisfied. They 
should also ask themselves what will build up the interest of their market so that they can get their 
attention. The companies can make interested topics for their market if only they will stop and listen to 
what they are going to say first before acting or doing something for them. Listening is the best way to 
know what your market wants and needs. 

 

76 We've got some ideas for you too: some new tools we need, some better service. Stuff we'd 
be willing to pay for. Got a minute? 

 

 The big problem with the companies is that they thought that they knew already what are the 
best products that will suite their market but they are wrong. Instead of giving good products to their 
market they are making products that their market doesn’t want and that what makes their market 
pissed off. The market knows more things than the companies because in organization size the 
market is far bigger than the companies. The ideas that the market can give the companies are 
endless but they remain blind and refuse to listen to them because the companies thought that they 
are already doing the right things for their market. Yes, the companies do want to give us the best that 
they can possibly can but is it enough to say that it can make us happy? The market can give the 
companies some lessons on how to make their products and services good or the best in the market 
place. 

 An idea is what makes the products and the products is what make the market happy and 
satisfied. Those tools that the companies are making to make our lives easier to live are sometimes is 
the ones also causing us to get hurt or disappointed because they are designed by the companies 
that are based on their specifications. If the companies can give the right products and services to 
their market I am sure that they are will not be hesitant to buy it and give the companies the profit that 
they are looking for. The companies can only succeed if only they will listen to the market and if they 
will I am sure that they will be successful.  
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77 You're too busy "doing business" to answer our email? Oh gosh, sorry, gee, we'll come 
back later. Maybe. 

 

 The other trait that is bad on the side of the businesses is that they are too busy in their work. 
That busyness is making them regret and forget that they have emails to answer. Those emails are 
important because it will make their market see if they are really sincere to them. Most of the 
businesses today don’t response to those emails that their markets are sending to them because they 
are seeing it as a distraction to their business. Answering those emails by your customers or potential 
buyers is also another way on the companies and the market. The companies communicating with 
them are a big thing for the market. Communication is what is lacking in the relationship between are 
not trying hard enough to purse that conversation with the market.  

 

 The only thing that the market wants from the companies is that to give them the time that 
they need to say and react or comment on the things that they thought would be better for the majority 
in the market place. The companies should start acknowledging the fact that they could not cease to 
exist without the help of the market. The companies thought that getting the best employees to work 
in their organizations will make their products more attractive and will automatically solve their 
communication problem with us. The companies are afraid that once they started to converse with us 
they could not keep a secret to us. The market has the right to know everything that the companies 
are doing because they are a public owned property. The companies should start responding to those 
emails by their customers because if they don’t know one will buy or patronage their products 
anymore.  

 

78 You want us to pay? We want you to pay attention. 

 

 The companies have the mentality that their customers are the ones who will pay for their 
products but they forget that they need to pay attention to their market first. The common problems 
that the companies are facing are that they are not having a good relationship with their market 
because they cannot understand or they are not interested to what they are saying. Corporate people 
are only interested to make profit out of us and they don’t take time to reflect and see us as their main 
stakeholders of their products. We as their customers we should be their priority for building a 
meaningful products before deciding what are they going to build. The companies are disregarding 
because they thought that they already knew what is our needs and wants in life but they are wrong. 
The thought of being unwanted are always around when they are in the market because we knew that 
their only purpose in visiting us is to advertise and sell their goods to us.  

 

 The most important thing that the businesses are forgetting is to treat their market as part of 
their organization and converse with them. The reason why the market place wants to have the 
attention of the companies is because they feel that they are not giving the right treatment, as their 
market should have. The companies should start seeing that they are now the ones who should obey 
the market because now the market is more powerful than them. The market will now be the dictator 
and the businesses will be the followers.  
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79 We want you to drop your trip, come out of your neurotic self-involvement, join the party. 

 

 The companies are so independent to the outside world because they want to be seen as an 
organization that can survive on its own. The big problem with the companies is that they do not want 
to ask help with other people or other organization because they thought that they are all spies from 
other companies. The companies that do not want to seek for the help of the market will eventually fall 
down on it knees and will beg the market for its help. The companies are trying to establish their over 
powering presence in the market and they will do it no matter what it takes, but the market is no 
longer at their control or hand because now the people in who needs and wants conversation is the 
ones who owns it. 

 

 The companies should know that the market is not theirs to own or control. The companies 
should try to set their agenda in the market aside and try to talk to the market down and ask them 
what they really wants and needs, so that they will know what products and services will fit their 
customers. The market should know whether the companies are real to what they are saying to them 
or not because they are humans. Humans and market is one and so the companies should act like 
one to be understood by people in the market. The market is an open party that everyone can join 
whenever and whatever they want. The market is not only for businesses to make money but it is a 
place where people can meet and get new information that can help them in their daily lives. 

 

80 Don't worry, you can still make money. That is, as long as it's not the only thing on your 
mind. 

 

 The problem with the companies is that they don’t understand the real meaning of the 
conversation of the market. The companies thought that the market is only there to be their source of 
profit. Nothing seems more important to the companies than money making and that is why they 
cannot get the attention of their market. The ultimate goal of the companies is to gain more profit 
through us their market but it is the reverse of what we want. The market wants the companies to 
listen and not to think their money making activities once they are in the market.  The companies are 
trying to reach out their market but they are still not trying the type of action that the market wants 
them to have and that is the big problem to them. The companies should start asking their selves 
what are they doing wrong and maybe they can solve their many problems. The companies should 
start treating the market as part of their organization and with them they will not exists.  

 

 The market demands for a treatment that will make them see that the companies are really 
listening and talk to them not for money making but rather in a sincere ad respectful manner. The 
market is one big lace and the only thing that it wanted is to have a clear, informative, respectful and 
real human to communicate with. The market is still hoping that someday the companies will realize 
the things that they needed to do for them to fit in the market place and only then the real 
conversation will start between the two opposing sides. 
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81 Have you noticed that, in itself, money is kind of one-dimensional and boring? What else 
can we talk about? 

 

 The only thing that the companies want to talk about is how to make more money and how 
will they do it. The biggest hinder in this kind of situation that the market and the companies have is 
the common denominator of the topic of money and that is not so pleasing and attractive topic to the 
market. The companies are trying their best to give and suffice the needs of the market but they 
cannot do it because they do not know what will make them satisfied at all. The market demand for 
more sincere and more real talk with the companies and only then we can communicate well to each 
other. I think that the companies are thinking that they are already trying their best to reach us, yes 
they are trying hard but they are doing it in the wrong way and that is the problem they cannot see. 
The companies are always after for their best interest and that is how to make more money out of the 
market and I think that is all the goal of the companies around in the market. Until the companies 
would realize that the kind of approach that they are doing is wrong they will not see nor hear the real 
interest of the market in their products or their topic.  

 

 The best thing that the companies could possibly do is to make their mindset more on the 
people rather than on what way they can gain more. The market would like to hear that the 
companies are really serious of getting their attention by giving and hearing what the market wants to 
hear from them. Only when the market realizes that they can only converse with the market in a 
humane way and thus will create more opportunities and improvements in the market place and in the 
whole world.  

 

82 Your product broke. Why? We'd like to ask the guy who made it. Your corporate strategy 
makes no sense. We'd like to have a chat with your CEO. What do you mean she's not in? 

 

 The companies are doing their products based on what they have planned and researched 
but they did not take into considered what their market would like into that product and what features 
might as well put into that product too. The companies would like to give the market the best possible 
product that they could offer but they efforts are not good enough because they will not get the 
satisfaction that they are expecting to have from their customers. The companies are not 
communicating to the market so they could not get the success that they are hoping for. The market 
are willing to talk to the companies but the other side would not want to talk to them because we are 
consider as distraction rather as their opportunity to grow more I their field. The market would like to 
talk to the companies and the question there is when will the companies see that they are not doing it 
right that they need the market to survive. The customers or the market should start wondering when 
will the companies’ start take them seriously. 

 

 The companies will make it if only they can face that fact that they need the markets’ opinion 
and they should communicate and treat them as part of their organization. The CEO’s of the 
companies should consider that the market is part of their strategies and they should consider that the 
market is a big part of the success of their products. The companies should be more considerate to 
what the market would and will say to their products.  
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83 We want you to take 50 million of us as seriously as you take one reporter from The Wall 
Street Journal. 

 

 The companies will take seriously the reports that they get from the reporters from wall street 
than believing to the news and facts that their having within the market because they thought that 
those people from the wall street are more educated and more experienced than those in the market 
place. The companies thought that getting information from the experts would resolve all of their 
problems in their businesses. The companies can assured that those reports that they are getting 
from those people in the wall street are not always accurate and true, in fact most of the studies 
conducted in the business world are all just projections that might happen. The real news that the 
companies should be getting are from the source it self and that is the market. The market is the one 
who are dictating what is in and what is out and because of that they are the ones who is controlling it. 
The companies thought that getting information from the business capital of the world can make their 
decision-making better and more accurate and in fact that they are blinded by those thoughts in the 
business world that ones that the NYSE would go down all financial countries in the world would go 
down. 

 

 The market is the one controlling the market and why would the businesses go to the NYSE 
and listen to what might happen to the future and in just a click away they can get all the information, 
news, and other stuff that they needed in the market. The biggest and wrongfully mentality of the 
professionals today is that they thought they knew it all but real facts are within the market and only in 
the market.  

 

 

84 We know some people from your company. They're pretty cool online. Do you have any 
more like that you're hiding? Can they come out and play? 

 

 The companies are not fully aware what their employees are truly capable doing outside of 
their organization and that is what the companies are trying to get from their employees to boom their 
businesses further. The companies can accomplish more if their employees are free to do and to say 
what they wanted too but that is the big hindrance to what the companies thought in controlling their 
employees. Control is what the companies have in their organization and that is why there is a formal 
and hierarchical structure in the business world. The companies can have more productive workers if 
only they can know them better and if they can build better relationship with them. The market knows 
who are those employees that the companies are looking fro in their organization but the problem is 
the companies are not listening in the market conversation and the result is that the real talent of their 
employees is remained hidden to them.  

 The companies can make their process and outputs better and faster if only they can pinpoint 
who among their employees have those skills and knowledge that can make that improvement 
happen. The cool people inside of the companies are well known in the market because they speak 
their minds out and they are free to do whatever they want in there. The freedom that they are looking 
for inside of their organization, they’d saw it in the market place and because of that their skills and 
knowledge expanded way beyond what their organization requires them to have. 
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85 When we have questions we turn to each other for answers. If you didn't have such a tight 
rein on "your people" maybe they'd be among the people we'd turn to. 

 The companies are trying to get the answers that they wanted to their employees but they 
would not give them the freedom to do and say what they want. The companies should realize that 
the answers to their questions are can be found in the market. The market is an endless source of 
knowledge and information that can be use for improving the processes and skills that the companies 
has. The companies are trying to infiltrate the market so that they can get the information that they 
want. They are only using the market to make their companies better and more efficient. The market 
should know the real and not companies that are conversing to them. The market is not dumb so that 
the companies can hide their real agenda in the market place. 

 The market has a lot of questions about what are they companies doing in their organizations. 
If the companies are not able to answer the questions of the market then where will the market get 
their answers? The problem of the businesses is that they don’t know how to communicate with their 
market and with their employees. The best part of being part of the market is that you can always 
have your answers to your questions from another source. The companies should allow their 
employees to have their freedom and then they can get the improvement that they are looking for. 
The companies are not getting any sympathy from the market because they are not listening nor 
communicating with them in a serious manner. If only the companies would know how to be a human 
and then they will know what will give their market happiness. 

 

86 When we're not busy being your "target market," many of us are your people. We'd rather 
be talking to friends online than watching the clock. That would get your name around better 
than your entire million dollar web site. But you tell us speaking to the market is Marketing's 

job. 

 The companies are just thinking that talking to the market is not heir job but their marketing 
department. The companies thought that they can get the interest and loyalty of their customers by 
just giving them what they want. The market is also interested what is being done behind of the high 
walls of the companies and they could not get any information through it. The only source of the 
market about the companies is through their employees. The market is losing their interest and 
patience to communicate with the companies because they are seeing that they are trying hard 
enough to get their attention. The companies should give their employees the freedom that they are 
craving for in their organization because if they do they can see better outputs from them.  

 The market is the one who is spreading the word in the Internet and so the companies should 
realize that. The market can help the businesses to reach their goal to be recognized by a lot of 
people by just simply talking about them in the market place. The companies can simply start to 
communicate with their employees and get their thoughts about a specific topic. By letting your 
employees know and feel that they are part of the organization is also giving them the feeling that 
they are not being taken for granted. After you have established your good relationship with your 
employees surely they can see that the market is being attracted in their organization. Those 
employees that they have are the key to spread the good practice that they are having in the 
company. 
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87 We'd like it if you got what's going on here. That'd be real nice. But it would be a big 
mistake to think we're holding our breath. 

  The companies are not getting what is the real thing in the market because they are thinking 
in a corporate perspective. The market is looking and saying to them what is in the market and what 
they should do to get in but to no avail. The market is not losing hope to help the companies to see 
the light and participate in their talks but the problem is the companies are not looking at the light. The 
market is keeping an eye on the companies so that they could not do what they want in the market. 
The companies are refusing to give in to the demand and needs of the market because they do not 
want to lose control in their organization and in their business. The companies thought that the market 
is pool of competitors but they should see it in the other way around. The market is a pool of ideas 
and opportunities that they can get advantage of but they are not looking in that way.  

 The market is not lacking in the guidance that the companies needed to see the real thing that 
they are missing from the start of the industrial age. Now, the market is based on web the companies 
are getting more opportunity to get known in less cost but they are not using it in their advantage 
because they don’t know how. The knowledge to around in the market is what is lacking in the 
companies. The market is helping but the companies are not facing the facts that are presented to 
them and if this continues they cannot cease to exist. 

 

88 We have better things to do than worry about whether you'll change in time to get our 
business. Business is only a part of our lives. It seems to be all of yours. Think about it: who 

needs whom? 

 The market does not have all the time in the world to think about the business problems of the 
companies. The companies have a lot of things to think about in their businesses but they should take 
a look in the side of the market because if they don’t they will no longer sustain their existence in the 
market. The companies are so focus about their business that they forget that their real business is to 
give what the market wants and because they are so pre-occupied in their business they don’t see 
that the market would like to talk to them. The market is needing of different products for their needs 
and wants in their lives but they can only get it in the market place. The market place is full of 
conversations among the market members and thus ideas and opportunities are created for the 
businesses but they cannot get it because they don’t listen to them. 

 The companies are not dumb but they are blind because they don’t want to see what the 
market wanted for them to do. The market is doing their business in the market because they want to 
have fun but the businesses are doing it for their survival and maybe that is why they are not listening 
to the market. The difference of the market and the business are shouldn’t be a hindrance for both 
sides to communicate and give each other what they want. The market is not always there to give the 
companies what they want and so they should see their business as part of the market so that they 
can get what they want. 
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89 We have real power and we know it. If you don't quite see the light, some other outfit will 
come along that's more attentive, more interesting, more fun to play with. 

 The market is losing their patience to the companies because they don’t listen to them and 
they don’t see what they want. Unlike the early days of the industrial revolution up to late 90’s the 
companies have the power on what are going on in the market but know the market have the real 
power. The companies thought that giving the best products to their market is enough and that will 
make them surely happy but they are wrong about that in reality they are so much disappointed to 
them. The companies are just their to give but they never listen to the market and that is why the 
market is not giving their attention to the products of the companies. The market is having a hard time 
to get the companies see that they are doing all things wrong in their business but still they don’t see 
and listen to them because they thought that they have the right processes and right studies that will 
support their work.  

 The companies are trying to reach out to the market but they are still afraid to what might 
happen if they do so they are holding back their selves and continue their wrong doing. The market is 
there to help the companies but they are not always there because they have their own lives to live. 
The market has a lot of companies to teach about what are the right things to do in the market place 
so if a company don’t see the light of what the market what they to see then they will find another 
playmate in the market. 

 

90 Even at its worst, our newfound conversation is more interesting than most trade shows, 
more entertaining than any TV sitcom, and certainly more true-to-life than the corporate web 

sites we've been seeing. 

 The market is having a bad or boring time in seeing the shows of the companies about their 
products because they only getting the positive sides of it. Instead of attending and watching the 
shows of the companies and TV sitcoms, the market is better off in having a bad conversation within 
the market but at least they are having a real and sincere conversation. The market is now having fun 
in conversations with the people in there. The market would like the companies to talk to them but 
they are not accepting that invitation because they thought that they are far more superior to the 
knowledge that the market can offer. The market is no longer interested in listening to the lies and 
face up activities that the companies are doing. The market is using conversation to find the 
information that they want. 

 The companies are not listening to the demands of the market so they cannot seem t 
understand what they are saying to them. The market is not only giving us what we need but we also 
are making the world a better place to live in. We are making the world a better place by giving it more 
information and feeding it with more knowledge for the people to process. The companies are doing 
all the right things because they are close inside. The more people in the market, the more 
opportunities are there and the companies are not utilizing that well. The more companies learn more 
about the market, the more they see things in the different but better way and they can apply it in their 
business to improve their image or relationship with the market. 
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91 Our allegiance is to ourselves— our friends, our new allies and acquaintances, even our 
sparring partners. Companies that have no part in this world, also have no future. 

 The market is getting bigger and bigger every minute of the day and the opportunities are also 
getting bigger. But the companies are being left behind with the old ways of communicating and 
selling of their products. The market is finding new ways to have innovations in this world and that is 
what the companies are missing. Most of the innovative things in the world are found in the net and 
that is why the market is finding new allies in that place. The companies are blending and getting 
mixed up with the conversations that the market are doing are going to have no future in the market. 
The companies are having a hard time to communicate with the market because they are insisting to 
use the way they communicate with the out side world. The market wants the companies to admit 
their fault and change the way they conduct their conversation with them in the market.  

 The companies do not have the right market perspective because they don’t want their 
business to mixed up with the market. The companies are doing all they can to separate their selves 
in the market because they are afraid that someday the market might know their deepest secrets. The 
companies are not talking with the market because they feel that they are not secured in that place. 
The market are big and they can find new playmates in that place so if they get annoyed or their 
interest are lost and they are gone for good. 

 

92 Companies are spending billions of dollars on Y2K. Why can't they hear this market 
timebomb ticking? The stakes are even higher. 

 The companies are spending a lot for the development of their technology because they are 
afraid that bugs and other malwares might destroy or get the information that hey have in their 
business. The markets are even setting up their own place and started to do business with others 
because of this. But the truth is, the stakes are even higher that the companies are not listening to 
their markets. This is a pretty negative situation. So, it would really be best if these companies would 
come to their senses and start listening to the market. Some companies are really hard headed and 
doesn’t want to step down or rather take away their pride. They care so much about themselves and 
their pride without knowing that they will lose their pride more if they don’t pay attention to what is 
really happening. So, even I suggest that these companies listen and cooperate. But some or the 
majority of the companies are stubborn they don’t want to mixed up or mingled in the market place. 

 The most of the companies are tying to see things in the bigger perspective and that is what 
they should do. Working alone won’t help anyone. We must work together as a team because it is the 
only way. Like I said in the previous thesis, it would really take time for the change to happen, but it is 
really worth the time. The world would really be better. The more we work together the better things 
that we can accomplish.  
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93 We're both inside companies and outside them. The boundaries that separate our 
conversations look like the Berlin Wall today, but they're really just an annoyance. We know 

they're coming down. We're going to work from both sides to take them down. 

 The companies are making barriers for the protection and to have separation among the 
market. The market wants to have a bigger place to have a conversation and that means that they 
wanted to have the companies to communicate with them and force out that barrier that they have 
created. The market now in no longer one sided; the employees of the companies are into the market 
as well because they find freedom there. Those employees of the companies are much more 
productive in the market place because they do whatever they wanted to do and say whatever they 
wanted to say. Freedom is what the market place has to offer and that is what the companies don’t 
have. Markets have decided and they are going to do what they have to do. Well, at least someone 
has to do or start ding the right thing and so the market is doing it. No matter how bad or how many 
this companies are, it is still nice that there are people with the right mind, which means there is hope. 
I mean, if you compare it to a community with all of them thinking negatively or rather badly and not 
even a single person thinks straight, then there is a problem with that. They are totally doomed. 

 These markets are doing all they can to make this world a better one because they know the 
situation right now and it really doesn’t look quite good. So, if it is a must, markets are going to bring 
these companies down. In every aspect, they will be bringing them down. The companies can do all 
the things that they can possibly do but in the end the greater force which is the market will get the 
best of the situation. 

 

94 To traditional corporations, networked conversations may appear confused, may sound 
confusing. But we are organizing faster than they are. We have better tools, more new ideas, 

no rules to slow us down. 

 The market is faster and better now than the companies. The market is an networked place 
and that is why they are connected in real time, which they can take advantage of because they can 
get answers to their questions with less time and in better information. Most of the companies today 
often have networked a conversation, which allows them to communicate with each other. But 
apparently, it may appear rather confused or confusing. On the other hand, markets are organizing a 
faster one than that of the company. Which means, progress would be faster on their side of the 
camp, as compared to these companies. Those conversations are good for them but in the real world 
practice those conversation is not healthy. 

 The markets have better tools, more innovative ideas and no rules to slow them down even 
one bit. As for the companies, they have all this rules to follow, in which will hinder their progress. 
They don’t really have the latest tools and don’t have the best ideas; so basically, the markets are 
really going to screw them for what they are doing or what they have done. Like we have discussed in 
the previous thesis, the markets are not hesitating. The market can do whatever they wanted to do 
and if the businesses doesn’t mixed with those conversations that the market are having they will 
surely suffer a great deal of pain. As early as now the companies should start do the right things in the 
market. They should offer the best conversation that they can possibly offer to the market and they 
should start it by admitting to their selves that they are not strong enough to fight the market. 
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95 We are waking up and linking to each other. We are watching. But we are not waiting. 

 The market is still on the verge on waking up and standing up against the companies who 
want to exploit their resources. To guide them will be one of the best solutions to be able to make 
them fully realize the truth and what needs to be done for the better. Like I have stated in the previous 
thesis, it will definitely take time but it is worth the time. If you come to think of it or if you just realized 
it, it only took some time for companies to wake up. So, I don’t see a reason why we can’t be 
successful in doing the right thing. It’s just a matter of time. The companies can have the best 
opportunities that they can get if they start to listen and mingle with the market.  

 The market is watching the companies to see that they are doing the wrong things in the 
market but they cannot wait for them for long to correct their actions in the market. People do have 
their own lives to live and that is what the market is. Business is part of the lives of the market but it is 
the survival for them. The businesses should make the market as part of their organization and they 
should consider them the most valuable asset that they can posses. The riches ideas in the world are 
can be found in the market ad that is why the market is making links to other people in the market. 
Those links that the market makes is enrich by making new innovative ideas and putting them into 
actions for the betterment of the world.  
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CHAPTER 1 – ORGANIZATION FOR IMPROVEMENT 

 

1.1 Company Background 

 

Company Profile 

Company name: Game Computer Trading Incorporated 

Address: #1028 Quezon Avenue, Brgy. Paligsahan Quezon City 

Nature of Business: Trading and Technical services 

Contact number: 527-3557 

Company Logo: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MISSION 

 

Our mission is to provide an electronic and high-tech games and gadgets product 

and accessories that would give educational and leisure satisfaction for children and old 

alike. 

 

 Then also to offer high quality games, for children that plays video games to satisfy 

their games experience plus the addition to provide our customers the most updated 

games and new releases of different video game companies. 
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VISION 

 

Our vision is to establish more stores nationwide, to cater the needs for more high-

tech and up to date games and gadgets and to introduce new technology for the new 

generation. 

Plus the addition of us having more revenue in return of the additional stores that we 

will establish in the near future. 

 

COMPANY HISTORY 

 

The game computer trading inc. was established year 1998, as a supplier for dealers 

of family computers and alike, locally and internationally. 

 

Later on sister companies were establish, namely leisure king and tv games retailing 

gadgets, units and accessories product for video games as well as personal computer 

product. 

 

The company also distributing product in provinces like Metro gaisano , Tiogsan and 

CSI Bagiuo. 

 

Until now, the company continues serving the customers in all their needs as far as 

video games and personal computer are concerned. 

 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES  

 

The company offers a wide range of video games that is compatible to different games 

consoles such as, PS2, PS3, WII, XBOX360 and other game consoles. 
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Services that the company offers are, console modification repair and upgrades 

especially with the add-ons with PSP, and PS3, the company also offer downgrades of 

PSP versions to suite the compatibility of PSP games that are downloaded in the 

internet, then also the company also offers game accessories such as multi-tap, memory 

cards, and console protection, such as silicon casing and crystal casing. 

 

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS 

The company have 30 regular customers a day = 300 regular customers a month. 

 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS 

The store have at least 30 transactions a day = 300 transactions a month.. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 

The critical business process of Game Computer Trading Incorporated is their 

manual sales inventory system. The general problem of this business is there is lack 

of sales because it is manually done. The following are the specific problems that are 

happening in the said company: 

 

?  Decision making is centralized to the owner 

 

Another specific problem is that decision making is centralized to the owner. 

The owner has the only right to decide what is best for his company. 

Whenever there is urgent, the staffs still need to call the owner for his 

decision. This is hassle for the worker and to the owner. Having e-commerce 

will minimize the time that the owner needs to check the sales report.  

 

?  The sales report is not reliable 

 

Every week, the employee tracks all the selling transactions he made in a 

sales report and passes it to the owner. The problem with this is the 

employee might do error since no one double check it. Or he can put 

whatever he like in the sales report since the owner is not in the store. Thus, 

there is no evidence attached to the sales report. A staff can edit transactions 

made even though there is no actual transaction because it is manual. Also, 

cashier can get money from the drawer and he can edit the receipt which 

creates unreliability.  

 

?  Slow speed of Sales Report 

 

If an employee want to trace an item in the sales report or wants to double 

check, he will need to see the whole transactions he made. Instead of doing 

something else or going home, he needs to double check all the transactions 
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he made in the week. Thus, this will create slow speed. Also, the owner wants 

that he can see the transactions made in faster way for him to be able to 

know what are the things happening in the company even though he is not 

present in the company.  

 

?  The sales report is unorganized 

  

      The sales report is unorganized because sometimes the employees make 

mistakes in writing down his transactions. Thus, he needs to cross it out 

through ball pen. The owner will have a hard time looking in that sales report 

since it is unorganized. Also, when the owner wants to review the sales 

report, it is hard for him to understand the transactions made because it is 

unorganized.  

 

?  There might be discrepancies happening in the store 

 

The owner of the business is not present in the store because of his busy 

schedules. So, he gives his full responsibility and trust to his employees. The 

employees can also do whatever he wants in the store like not going to the 

store on time because no one will check him. Thus, this will decrease their 

sale.  

 

The Root Problems 

 

The problems encountered by the staff and the owner can be point to the following: 

 

1. The company’s sales are manually operated by people.  

 

The general root problem of the company is it is manually done. Sometimes, 

they cannot avoid having discrepancies in their business. Companies are 
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using automated system to minimize the risk happening inside the 

organization. With that, the group want to reduce the risk by having e-

commerce.  

 

2. Lack of personnel to market their products 

 

The second root problem is lack of personnel to market their products. The 

said business admits to us that they don’t have marketing strategy because 

they don’t have personnel that will handle it. Thus, if there is no marketing 

strategy, people will not learn what they offered products and services.  

 

3.  The company doesn’t have good marketing strategy 

 

Each of the company must have a good marketing strategy in order to 

promote their products and services to the people. In this company, we have 

seen that they don’t have much customers compare to other known stores. 

We believed that the reason for that is because they don’t have any good 

marketing strategy. No one knows that they are offering products and 

services that they are looking.  

 

4. They don’t conduct benchmarking 

 

This nature of business should also do some benchmarking to know if their 

competitor is earning more profit than them especially if their competitor is in 

the same area with them. In having benchmarking, they can know what are 

the reasons why the customers chose the profitable company. Also, they will 

know their strengths and weakness based on the information they have 

learned in doing benchmarking.  
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5. The staffs of the company is not trained to do marketing 

 

The owner of the business said to the team that the marketing strategy that 

they have is the staffs should always smile to the customers to show that they 

are ready to serve them. Thus, many customers will go to the store which has 

friendly staffs. Also, the staff should have a skill in public relations with the 

customer so that they can persuade them to buy an item even though they 

don’t like it or need it. In that, the customer can easily decide to buy the 

products if the staff has a skill in communication.  

 

6. The company does not have good management 

 

The owner does not manage well his staff and cashier because he is not 

present in the company. The group has seen that the staff and cashier are not 

friendly compare to other employee of the other company. They must smile in 

order for them to capture and attract many customers. Also, the company 

receives feedback about the employees of the company. 

 

Consequence: 

 

 If the company doesn’t make a solution to their problem and continue to their manual 

sales system, then they will they will be left out by their competitors. Thus, they will 

not reach their target sales per month. This might lead to their downfall. 

 

Sales Department (Focus of the Study) 

 

The Sales system is a vital part of any company in the business industry. This Sub-

system is very important because, it enables the company to have an accurate data on 

their sales income. Without this system or process, the company would not be able to 

accurately see their status or condition whether if it is positive or negative, thus they 

won’t know if there might be someone stealing from their items. 
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1.3  Objectives of the System 

 

Goals: 

 

The first goal of our study is to minimize occurrences of discrepancies 

happening in the business (if any). Second, is to make the company aware of the 

technology available in the market. Third, is to make the company realize also that 

there is a possibility of losing money just because of the inaccurate sales report. 

Fourth, is to make each activity process more accurate and meet the target time, as 

well as the target sales. That’s why we proposed an e-commerce so that we will 

minimize the problems that we have seen.  

 

General Objectives: 

 

?  The general objective of our study in the sales system of the company is to 

make an e-commerce shop for the business. Also, make them aware that 

having good marketing strategy of having an online transaction in the 

business is a component of having success in their field. The group want to 

show to the company that there are systems that would help them to minimize 

the risk happening. With the available technology, they will also be efficient, 

productive and lower cost. 

 

Specific Objectives: 

 

?  Increased speed of activity 

 

Having an e-commerce shop will increase speed of activity. The owner will 

not longer wait for the sales report done by his staff. The owner will just click 

then he can view all the transactions he made in the day. Also, he can view 

the transactions made either by month, day or week. The staff will no longer 
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call the owner just to submit sales report or transaction. Now, the owner can 

automatically look in it.  

 

?  Reduce errors such as double recording items  

 

The one in charge of the online shop can reduce errors since he can avoid it 

through using automated system which is possible because they only have 

one sales file copy and only one person check it. We cannot avoid this since 

everyone makes mistake. With using e-commerce, we will minimize the risk of 

recording twice an item.  

 

?  Reduce cost 

 

Since e-commerce is generated by technology, the shop they have today can 

limit the time they have to serve their customers since the customers can go 

to the site to purchase an item. Or the owner can close the shop and have an 

online shop. This will reduce cost because they don’t need to rent a space, 

pay the electricity fee and pay their labor. He will no longer pay the employee 

for salary because an online shop has no frontliner. Even though he is not in 

the web or present, the customer can make transactions.  

?  Reduce time in checking and recording items 

 

This will also reduce time in checking and recording items because in having 

online shop, employee doesn’t have the capability to make a single error. The 

employee can view all the transactions he made without having overtime. 

Since we know that technology will not make mistake, there is no need for 

checking it again. All we can do is to view all the transactions made by the 

customer for a certain time.  
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?  Reduce workload of employees 

 

Instead of customers going to their store, they can go to the website of the 

store and make some online transactions. The website can generate all the 

transactions of the customers. Thus, will reduce the workload of employees. 

Also, an e-commerce will not need for two people who will serve the 

customer. This can handle by the owner himself even though he is busy.  

 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

 

This is important because, having an accurate online sales system will make the 

decision making easier and faster. This way the company will have knowledge, on how 

online transaction works. The group wants to show to the company that there are 

available technologies that will help them. They can be aware of the effects of using an 

e-commerce in their business.  

 

In adding or hiring additional staffs. This will make the service easier and faster 

for the customer. There is no need for staff that will act as front liner because e-

commerce only needs one system administrator that will serve the customer 

 

By doing this, the sales department will have more accurate and efficient data on 

the company’s sales inventory. Thus, it will help the department to generate more 

reliable sales report because of adding staffs, or making the system computerized. 

 

As a student, it taught us in somehow to expand our analyzing skills in a broad 

and business manner. The group wants to apply what they learned from their different 

subjects. With this, the group will realize that they have an edge with other people 

regards to what they are doing in the project. Also, we can apply this in our own 

businesses after we graduated in this college. 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations 

 

The boundary of our study is limited within the sales department, mainly on the 

company’s sales inventory system. This is where the customers will purchase a 

product and pay it to the cashier. The study of our group focuses on checking and 

recording of the sales inventory system. The study also includes counting of sales 

every month, which is checked and recorded in their sales report by one person 

which passes to the owner of the business. We examined and analyzed the 

company’s sales inventory and figured out the problems when they record their items 

that they have sold, but the quantity of what is being recorded in their sales report 

and/or the content is not included in our scope.  

 

Definition of Terms 

 

?  GCTI  Game Computer Trading Incorporated 

?  DSR   Daily Sales Record 

?  OR      Official Receipt 

?  IMF   Inventory Master File 

?  CIMF  Computerized Inventory Master File 

?  MSR   Monthly Sales Report 
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CHAPTER 2 – SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

 

USE CASE DIAGRAM 

Use Case of existing system 

Of Game Computer Trading Incorporated 

Manual Sales Inventory System 

 

 

Use case shows what the customer, staff and cashier can do in the company.  
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PRIMARY ACTORS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

a) Cashier 

 

Cashier will be the one who will receive money from the customer. He will be the one 

to give the change of the money. Also, he is assigned to make receipts exchange 

with the products bought by the customer.  

 

b) Staff 

 

Staff will be the one to answer the questions of the customer.  Also, he will be the 

one to show the products they offered to the customer. It depends on the staff to sell 

their products to the customer. Overall he will be the one to assist the customer 

needs. Staff is important in the company for serving and answering all the questions 

and needs of the customer.  

 

c) Customer 

 

Customer can be the one who needs the product and services. He is looking for 

products that will satisfy his needs. He can be the one who will transact business with 

the company. Also, he will be the one to pay for the product he bought in exchange 

of the item.  
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MEANING OF USE CASES OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

a)  Look for a product 

 

Customer looks for a product based on what he needs. If he does not find any products, 

he will find another store and look for the products. If he finds a product, he will think if 

he will buy or not the product. 

 

b) Choose a product 

 

The customer can choose any products offered by the store. It is based on the price of 

 

c) Pay product 

 

The customer needs to pay corresponding amount in exchange with the products and 

services he bought.  

 

d) Get receipt 

 

As a company, the cashier needs to generate receipt as part of the law of Bureau of 

Internal Revenue (BIR). The store would give the products along with the receipt.  
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USE CASE NARRATIVES FOR EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

1. The customer will look for a product/s. 

2. The customer will choose a product/s. 

3. The customer will tell the staff about his chosen product/s. 

4. The staff will get the product/s. 

5. The staff will show the product/s to the customer. 

6. The customer will test the product/s. 

7. If the customer is satisfied with the product/s he will take it else he will look again for 

another product/s. 

8. The customer pays to the cashier. 

9. The cashier receives the payment. 

10. The cashier makes a receipt. 

11. The cashier gives receipt and item to the customer. 

12. The customer receives receipt and the item. 
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Activity Diagram of Existing System 

Of Game Computer Trading Incorporated  

Manual Sales Inventory System 

 

Look for product

Receive Payment

Test product Show
product

Buy product

Get 
product

Receive Receipt 
and item

Choose a product

Tell staff

Print Receipt

Give Receipt 
and item

CashierStaffCustomer CashierStaffCustomer

  

This activity diagram shows how the customer transacts business in the store.  
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MEANING OF USE CASE OF ACTIVITY DIAGRAM: 

 

a) Look for a product 

First, customer needs to looks for the product he needs. It is based on what he 

actually needs.  

 

b) Choose a product 

The customer can choose a product if he finds what he is looking. 

 

c) Tell staff 

To be able to get the product he like, he need to tell the staff what product he will 

buy.  

 

d) Get product 

After that, the customer can get the product to have a better look in it.  

 

e) Show product 

The staff will show the product for the customer’s request. 

 

f) Test product 

The product should be tested that the functions are all working.  

 

g) Buy product 

After checking all the functionalities of the product by the staff, the customer now can 

buy it. To complete the transaction, he needs to pay the corresponding amount of the 

product. 
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h) Receive payment 

The cashier will receive the amount given by the customer.  

 

i) Print receipt 

After the cashier receives the amount, he need to make receipt for that product. 

 

j) Give receipt 

The cashier will give the receipt to the customer for proof of purchasing an item. 

 

k) Receive receipt and item 

The end of the activity is the customer receives receipt and item. 
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Actual Time VS Target Time 

 

Activities Actual Time Target Time 

Look for a product 1 minute 30 seconds 

Choose a product 10 minutes 3 minutes 

Tell staff/add to cart 2 minutes 5 seconds 

Get product  30 seconds n/a 

Show product 30 seconds n/a 

Test Product 2 minutes n/a 

Buy product 1 minute 5 minutes 

Receive payment 30 seconds 5 seconds 

Print receipt 45 seconds 30 seconds 

Give receipt and item 5 seconds n/a 

Total 18 minutes and 20 seconds 9 minutes and 10 seconds 

 

*There needs to be shipping because it is one of the features of an e-commerce.  
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Geographical Flowchart of Game Computer Trading Incorporated 
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CHAPTER 3 - SYSTEMS DESIGN 

 

Table of Recommendation 

 

 

PROBLEM  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

AFFECTED 

 

?  Decision making is 

centralized to the 

owner 

. 

 

The company should always 

make a sales report in order for 

the owner to know their sales 

within certain time.  

 

 

?  Receive Payment 

 

?  The sales report 

might be not reliable 

 

 

There should be an employee 

that the owner is trusted.   

 

 

 

 

?  Receive Payment 

?  Print Receipt 

 

?  Slow speed of 

Sales Report 

 

 

There must be good computer 

that is connected with database. 

 

Here is the recommend 

computer specifications: 

?  Processor : 2.45GHz  

(Php 3,500.00) 

?  Memory : 128 MB     

 

?  Receive Payment 

?  Print Receipt 

?  Buy products 
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(Php 1,200.00) 

?  HardDrive : 20 GB  

      (Php 1,500.00) 

?  Monitor : Generic 14” 

(Php 2,000.00) 

?  MotherBoard : FoxConn 

(Php 2,500.00) 

?  Printer:HP Deskjet 840c 

(Php 2,500.00) 

?  Power Supply : Generic 

(Php 300.00) 

?  CPU Case : Generic 

(Php 800.00) 

?  Windows Installer : 

Windows ’98 (Php                               

800.00) 

?  Office ’97 Installer : (Php 

300.00) 

?  Accessories :Keyboard 

(PS2) and           

Mouse(PS2)  

      (Php 300.00) 

   

  Total: Php 15,700.00 

 

?  The sales report is 

unorganized 

 

 

The company should have 

automated sales report so that 

there would not be error in 

inputting quantities, product 

name and etc.  

 

 

?  Receive Payment 

?  Print Receipt 

?  Give Receipt 
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?  There might be 

discrepancies happening 

in the store 

 

 

The owner should be in the 

store so that he can look what 

his all workers are doing.  

 

?  Receive Payment 

?  Print Receipt 

 

 

USE CASE DIAGRAM 

 

Use case of Proposed System: 

Game Computer Trading Incorporated 

E-commerce System 
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MEANING OF USE CASE: 

 

a) Search product 

 

The customer will input certain product that he is looking. Search engine will be the 

one to filter the request of the customer 

 

 

b) Choose Product 

 

The customer needs to choose the product that he wanted to buy. 

 

c) Add to Cart 

 

The customer needs to add to cart the product that he will buy to finish his 

transaction with the system administration. 

 

d) Buy Product 

 

He will not input here his card number to pay the product.  

 

e) Print Receipt 

 

In order for the customer to get the product, he needs to print and show the receipt to 

the one who will give the product.  
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USE CASE NARRATIVES FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

1. The customer logs-in or registers first. 

2. The customer looks for a product/s. 

3. The customer will choose a product/s. 

4. The customer puts the chosen product/s in the shopping cart. 

5. The customer will check first if the no. of items is correct else he can cancel the 

transaction and choose another product/s. 

6. The customer pays the product/s via e-transaction. 

7. The system will receive the payment from the customer. 

8. Create an official receipt for the customer. 

9. The customer prints out his/her official receipt.  
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Activity Diagram of Proposed System 

Of Game Computer Trading Incorporated 

Manual Sales Inventory System 
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Customer 

a) Log-in 

First you will Log-in to the site in order to see the website’s interface 

 

b) Registration Form 

If you already registered for your account you can immediately Log in and take a look 

to    the website, if you not yet register, you should sign up first in order to access the 

website. 

 

c) View Home Page 

If you already a member to this site, you can see the Home page of the site and 

different attributes of it. 

 

d) View Transaction 

If you are not registered to that site you will receive first a confirmation message 

before you get your account. 

 

e) Search Product 

You can search for a certain product that you would like to purchase. 

 

f) Choose Product 

You can choose the product that you like or look for the products that you need and 

want to order. 

 

g) Add to cart 

If you already have a chosen item, you can add it in your cart. 

 

h) Check cart 

After putting the items in your cart you need first to check your cart in order to make 

sure that the item that you chose is really the things that you need.  
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i) Pay Product 

If the items that you add in your cart are correct then you can immediately buy them 

but if is incorrect you can return and choose your product again. 

 

j) Print Receipt 

This will give you the receipt of the things that you buy and evidence that you already 

buy for the items that you add to you cart. 

 

k) Log-out 

And at last you can finally log-out to the website and wait for the items to be delivered 

to you. 

 

System Administration 

 

a) Update Sales Record 

The system admin can updates sales record to know if their inventories have a stock 

or they should get to their suppliers for more supplies. 

 

b) Log-in 

The admin should log-in first to access the site, if the account is incorrect, the Erro 

Message will appear. 

 

c) View Order 

After logging-in, they can view the order of the customer and provide it to the 

customers. 

 

d) Get Payment 

Of course after the transaction has made, the system admin will receive the payment 

of the customer. 

 

e) Shop Product 

The system admin will generate the products for the customer. But if the transaction 

is failed the system admin will Notify the Customer. 
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f) Track Shipment 

The system admin will report to their delivery business partner to deliver the item that 

the customer purchase. 

 

g) View Sales 

The system admin will view the sales for the record of the transaction. 

 

h) Print Receipt 

The system admin can print the sales receipt to have the proof of the transaction. 

Then he can Log-out and wait for another transaction. 

 

Benchmarking 

Company Name:  

 

 

 

BROCHIERE COMPUTERS SALES AND SERVICES 

 

About the company: 

Location: 

Unit C446 Cyberzone 4th Level, Building B. SM Megamall 

EDSA Cor. Doña Julia Vargas Ave. Mandaluyong City 

 

Contact: 

633-2172, 634-1296, 09175337759, Email ad: brochiere_2005@yahoo.com 
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Mission-Vision 

   

 The company’s mission is to provide our clientele with the widest range of computer 

products and services at the lowest possible prices. They want their customers to be 

completely satisfied both in terms of the treatment they receive as they are concluding their 

business with us as well as with the product or services they purchase. They aim to become 

the leading provider of computer networks for schools and businesses throughout the 

country. At Brochiere, their friendly and highly competent personnel are always ready to 

serve to meet and exceed client’s expectation.  

 

Description 

 

Our group chose this company as a competitor because; their products and some 

services are similar to what our company offers. The GCIT is more on products like video 

games, gaming console, accessories, etc. Brochiere also has products like GCIT but is 

mainly prioritized on services such as transferring VHS to CD, converting files, media 

provider, etc. 

TIME TABLE 

 

ACTIVITIES 

 

 

G.C.T.I 

 (mins) 

 

Brochiere 

(mins) 

 

Deliver Product 

 

Count received Products 

 

        2,880 (2 days) 

 

Approx. 4320 mins 

 

30 minutes 

 

45 minutes 

 

 

  

         20 minutes                35 minutes 
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Benchmarks 

 

The service is the most vital activity in the company. This must satisfy the customer’s 

needs and wants to make the company more improve and sustain in industry. 

  

The company products/services should be maintains to make their sales profit increase. 

The GCIT and Brochiere aims to satisfy the customer needs and also aim to make great 

deal to the customers. 

 

 One of the critical business processes is the time cycle wherein the company may 

have a risk in doing the actual time and have a possibility losing sales profit. As shown on 

the timetable between GCIT and Brochiere, the company that is ahead of time and uses a 

Release Product 

 

  

 

Record Daily Sales 

 

30 minutes 

 

5 minutes 

Physical Checking 

(Once a month) 

Update Manually 

 

Update 

Inventory 

 

4800 minutes  

 

420 minutes 

 

48 minutes 

 

180 minutes 

 

TOTAL 

 

          7808 minutes 

        (Approx 5 days) 

 

 

             5005 minutes 

           (Approx 3 days) 
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less of time is the Brochiere. This is because their systems are automated like recording 

DSR.  

 

 Because of benchmarking, we are able to determine the competitors’ advantages 

and disadvantages that our company’s best practice has. 

Streamlining 

 

Our group came up with the propose e-commerce system. This system will eliminate all the 

unwanted activities in the company and thus making their company more efficient. The cost 

that they can have in using this system will be lessen because of the monthly salaries or 

wages will be down due to the automation of the system, the space that they will be 

occupying are smaller and thus cutting their cost in the rent part of their expenses, their 

electricity and water bill will also cut down because they don’t need to have a big to operate 

and they don’t have a lot people to use water for their hygiene and drinking purposes.   

 

The following tools are the reasons why the company will have a better and effective 

business if they will apply our propose e-commerce sales and inventory system. 

 

a. Bureaucracy Elimination 

  

Since our propose system is an automated the approval and paper work can be done 

by one person. Having a bureaucracy means it will eat more time for approval of 

owner and we tend to cut the time of decision making by having the reports 

automatically generated for the owners’ faster and better decision making. The 

existing system of Game Computer Trading Inc. has a hierarchy organization 

structure and this means more people to employ and more paper works to be done. 

Our system aims to minimize the cost of labor and variable cost such as papers to 

buy for reports and the receipts for the customers and for the BIR records. 
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b. Duplication Elimination 

 

From what we notice the business employs a lot of people for their size. Having 6 

sales person in their store is a lot because they only have small place and from what 

the group thinks they only need 2-3 people in their store Since they are more on 

distribution than retailing. Based o what we observed the store doesn’t have a lot of 

walk in customers and the result is that their employees are not utilized fully by the 

business. 

 

c. Simplification 

 

The propose system also wants the company to have a more simple yet effective and 

efficient sales and inventory system. Our e-commerce sales and inventory system 

aims to have a maximum of 2-3 person who will monitor, manage, and maintain it. All 

the activities that will be happening in the system is monitored by the owner. The job 

of having this kind of e-commerce system will give the owner less cost and more 

accuracy in their sales report and inventory level. The owner can also assure that this 

system is secured in the part of payment of the products.  

 

d. Process Cycle-time Reduction 

 

Our propose e-commerce system can reduce interruption from the choosing and 

paying the products by the customer. Less human interaction means faster time for 

the customer decision-making. The customer can easily find what they are looking for 

because the site has a search feature that can filter the information that the 

customers specified.  The customer can view or can have all the information that he 

needed in a second by just clicking the product that he wants to view. The owner can 

have faster and better reports because of the system records all the transaction that 

is happening in it, thus, enabling the owner to have a faster yet better decisions for 

the company.  
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e. Errors Minimization 

 

There’s nothing truly error proof or free in this world. Our system aims to minimize 

the human errors that can happen in the recording of their transactions, the number 

of inventory, the payment that they are getting from their customers, the reports that 

they are generating for future reference and for decision-making, and the system will 

make sure that the money and the identity of all of their customers are not fraud. 

 

f. Automation 

 

The best part of our proposal is that the company can have a fully automated sales 

and inventory system. Having a fully functional e-commerce system will give the 

company the ability to easily manage and cut the cost that are having now. The 

company can cut their cost in their number of employees, the space that they are 

occupying, and the water and electricity bill will also go down. 
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Appendices 

Existing Forms and Reports 
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Process Breakdown of the Store 
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Location in Megamall 
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Interview Transcriptrion 

 

1. How many people own involved in your sales dept.? 

10 people. 

 

2. Who receives the orders of the customers? 

Sales person will take the order of the customer then submit to purchaser to make 

the purchase order. 

 

3. Every when do you receive sales report? 

We received out sales report daily. 

 

4. What is the sales status of your company? 

Average earner. 

 

5. Are you satisfied with your company sales? 

No. 

 

6. Are your sales system automated? Manual? Semi auto? Why? 

The company use manual system, because it is more convenient and easy to follow 

and more accurate 

 

7. What are the company’s sales processes? 

Our sales person will look for a prospective customer and then introduce our 

product. We will explain more clear all the qualities of our product. When the 

customer satisfied to our product and wants to buy. We will then tell to them on how 

we will deliver the item. Also talk to them the collection process. 
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8. Does your sales department have any planning stage? 

Yes, one by one, we plan and study which items is more in demand and popular 

that we can easily sell. How and what promotion strategies we will make to sell our 

items each time. 

 

9. Who are your target customers? 

Our target customer mostly are children, because they more aware and enthusiastic 

for electronic and high-tech gadgets and we also targeting old alike people. 

 

10. Do you interview customers to get feedback on what they want and what they 

need? 

Yes, we do interview from our customer to know what they what, to get new ideal in 

improving and updating our products / items. 

 

11. When do you conduct an interview, do you make do with the data from interview, for 

the improvement of your sales? 

Yes, we use all the information and data we gather from interview as one our basis 

for our future plan and strategies. 

 

12. Do you present your product first to anyone before purchasing? 

Yes, we present our products to our purchaser person and he will communicate with 

our president and they will approve it, so we try our best to explain or introduce to 

them that would satisfy our needs. 

 

13. Who manages your inventory 

We assign an inventory clerk that would do a physical counting every month to 

check the proper recording of each item. 

 

14. Who makes the sales report? 

The sales clerk makes the sales report. 
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15. Who receives the sales report? 

The company owner, management, and the inventory clerks receives the report 

from the sale clerk. 

 

16. Every when do you make the sales report? 

We make the sales report of last night sales on the following morning. 

 

17. How often do you order stock items? 

We order stock mostly thrice a week. 

 

18. Do they check first the stocks before ordering?  

              Yes, of course. To know how much quantity we will order. 

 

19. How many stocks do they order? Is it many or is it just right? 

     Just enough quantity to meet the target needs of store for their sales. 

  

20. Do they order the same product even it is still plenty in your store?  

              No, we didn’t order items that have still many stocks. 

 

21. What happens to the old products that you didn't sell? Do you sell it in a cheaper 

price or you disposed them?  

We sell it on a cheaper price, usually during “SALES” season or in ordinary day, we 

give a discounted price. 

 

22. Do you girl discount to customers who request for discounts? 

Sometimes, it depends on the items and how much they buy, and sometimes 

instead of giving them price discounts, we gave them additional items. 
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23. Do you deliver your products if the customer buys many items? 

Yes, we deliver items if our customer buy or order us large quantity of items. 

 

24. Do you sell your items with a guaranteed warranty? And if you replace or repair 

items with major defects? 

Most of our items we sell have warranty. Yes, we replace or repair product that 

have defect if it is still under the warranty period only. 

 

25. After receiving you supplies from your suppliers, who does the inventory? 

The inventory clerk receives and double check the counting of the stocks we 

receive. 

 

26. Why does your delivery get delayed? 

Our business nature is seasonal; mostly our products are saleable during summer 

vacation and Christmas time. Other time sour low peak seasons it is during start of 

the school opening. During that time, mostly we cannot reach our target sales. 

 

27. Why do you have problems with communication? 

Communication problems occurs when sometimes we have a foreigner customer 

that don’t know how to speak well in English or sometimes cannot express easily 

what they needs or what they what so to that our sales clerk can not make good 

sales promotions. 

 

28. After checking their inventory is there any leftover stocks? 

Yes, sometimes they have un- recorded items that are not included in the inventory 

data list. 

 

29. Is their any of your stocks that you didn't sell? What happen to them? 

We sell it on a lower price or we included on a promo package items. 
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30. After receiving your delivery do you update your inventory? 

Yes, every time we receive our stocks delivery, we check it immediately and update 

it on our inventory records. 

 

31. Who order’s it? 

The purchaser person assign will get the number of items that currently that they 

have from the inventory clerk before he orders. 

 

32. How do you get your supplies? 

The suppliers and the stocks supplies will deliver to warehouse either by air freight 

or sea freight by freight on board – destination (F.O.B-destination) 

 

33. How long does it take the suppliers deliver the supplies? 

If it’s by air freight it will took about by 2-3 days, if by sea freight, about 1-2 weeks. 

 

34. Is there any process in the sales that are related in other dept? 

Yes, like on how we get the supplies and record it to the inventory dept. 

 

35. How many suppliers do you have? 

Too many. 

 

36. Do you offer repairs for items like the gaming console? 

Yes, we do as long as we can repair what kind of defect it was. 

 

37. Who communicate with the supplier? 

The purchaser person communicates to the supplier. 
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38. What part of your system do you want to replace/ improve for your sales process? 

Why? 

We would like to improve our inventory system because we encounter problems of 

loss of products. 

 

39. Who checks the staff’s if they are doing their job correctly? 

All the job by staff was supervise by the personal supervisor. 

 

40. Who gives the sales strategy? 

The general manager gives the sales strategy and sometimes we also ask the 

opinion of the sales person. 

 

41. Who handles the money? 

Handling money was under by the finance officer in charge and also with the 

supervision of the company owner. 

 

42. Who talks to others companies / do you outsource (if any?) 

The marketing manager is the one assign to talk / meeting to the other companies. 

 

43. What is their minimum sales target every month? 

The minimum sales target every month is about 800,000 - 900,000 (it will depends 

on last month sales earn.) 

 

44. Before you receive the product form your suppliers, do you negotiate with the price? 

Yes, before we purchase and receive order from supplies, we first check the price 

from all of our suppliers and we choose those who can give us lower price. 
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